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ABSTRACT

The Design, Implementation, and Evaluation of

Software and Architectural Support for ARM Virtualization

Christoffer Dall

The ARM architecture is dominating in the mobile and embedded markets and is making an up-

wards push into the server and networking markets where virtualization is a key technology. Similar

to x86, ARM has added hardware support for virtualization, but there are important differences be-

tween the ARM and x86 architectural designs. Given two widely deployed computer architectures

with different approaches to hardware virtualization support, we can evaluate, in practice, benefits

and drawbacks of different approaches to architectural support for virtualization.

This dissertation explores new approaches to combining software and architectural support for

virtualization with a focus on the ARM architecture and shows that it is possible to provide virtual-

ization services an order of magnitude more efficiently than traditional implementations.

First, we investigate why the ARM architecture does not meet the classical requirements for

virtualizable architectures and present an early prototype of KVM for ARM, a hypervisor using

lightweight paravirtualization to run VMs on ARM systems without hardware virtualization sup-

port. Lightweight paravirtualization is a fully automated approach which replaces sensitive instruc-

tions with privileged instructions and requires no understanding of the guest OS code.

Second, we introduce split-mode virtualization to support hosted hypervisor designs using

ARM’s architectural support for virtualization. Different from x86, the ARM virtualization exten-

sions are based on a new hypervisor CPU mode, separate from existing CPU modes. This separate

hypervisor CPU mode does not support running existing unmodified OSes, and therefore hosted

hypervisor designs, in which the hypervisor runs as part of a host OS, do not work on ARM. Split-

mode virtualization splits the execution of the hypervisor such that the host OS with core hypervisor

functionality runs in the existing kernel CPU mode, but a small runtime runs in the hypervisor CPU

mode and supports switching between the VM and the host OS. Split-mode virtualization was used

in KVM/ARM, which was designed from the ground up as an open source project and merged in the

mainline Linux kernel, resulting in interesting lessons about translating research ideas into practice.



Third, we present an in-depth performance study of 64-bit ARMv8 virtualization using server

hardware and compare against x86. We measure the performance of both standalone and hosted hy-

pervisors on both ARM and x86 and compare their results. We find that ARM hardware support for

virtualization can enable faster transitions between the VM and the hypervisor for standalone hyper-

visors compared to x86, but results in high switching overheads for hosted hypervisors compared

to both x86 and to standalone hypervisors on ARM. We identify a key reason for high switching

overhead for hosted hypervisors being the need to save and restore kernel mode state between the

host OS kernel and the VM kernel. However, standalone hypervisors such as Xen, cannot leverage

their performance benefit in practice for real application workloads. Other factors related to hyper-

visor software design and I/O emulation play a larger role in overall hypervisor performance than

low-level interactions between the hypervisor and the hardware.

Fourth, realizing that modern hypervisors rely on running a full OS kernel, the hypervisor OS

kernel, to support their hypervisor functionality, we present a new hypervisor design which runs

the hypervisor and its hypervisor OS kernel in ARM’s separate hypervisor CPU mode and avoids

the need to multiplex kernel mode CPU state between the VM and the hypervisor. Our design

benefits from new architectural features, the virtualization host extensions (VHE), in ARMv8.1 to

avoid modifying the hypervisor OS kernel to run in the hypervisor CPU mode. We show that the

hypervisor must be co-designed with the hardware features to take advantage of running in a sep-

arate CPU mode and implement our changes to KVM/ARM. We show that running the hypervisor

OS kernel in a separate CPU mode from the VM and taking advantage of ARM’s ability to quickly

switch between the VM and hypervisor results in an order of magnitude reduction in overhead for

important virtualization microbenchmarks and reduces the overhead of real application workloads

by more than 50%.
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Introduction

A key technology across a wide range of computing is the ability to run Virtual Machines (VMs).

Virtualization decouples the hardware from the operating system (OS) by inserting an additional

layer of software, the hypervisor, between the hardware and the OS. The hypervisor multiplexes the

hardware and creates several VM abstractions with interfaces similar to the real machine. The same

OS software, originally written to run directly on the hardware, can then run inside VMs. Virtual-

ization has many benefits. Physical hardware resources can be much better utilized by multiplexing

them between several isolated VMs, VMs can be seamlessly migrated to avoid downtime when

servicing hardware, and users can share cloud infrastructure without having to trust each other. Vir-

tualization underpins modern cloud computing, and is ubiquitous in enterprise servers. Obviously,

constructing efficient and reliable hypervisors on today’s computing platforms is of key importance.

The classically used technique to construct hypervisors, trap-and-emulate, works by running the

entire VM, including the guest OS running inside the VM, in the CPU’s unprivileged user mode,

and running the hypervisor in the CPU’s privileged kernel mode. Whenever the VM attempts to

operate on the physical machine, the hardware traps from the VM to the hypervisor, and the hy-

pervisor emulates the intended operation in software; trap-and-emulate. However, this only works

if the hardware does in fact trap all relevant operations from the VM running in user mode to the

hypervisor running in kernel mode. This is unfortunately not always the case, because the CPU’s

protection mechanism is designed to protect the OS from user applications and not to support virtu-

alization. Some computer architectures, virtualizable architectures [66], trap all relevant operations

when executed in user mode to kernel mode, but others, non-virtualizable architectures, do not. For

example, some operations are simply ignored when executed in user mode instead of trapping to

kernel mode.

The dominant architecture across desktops, laptops, and servers, x86, did not satisfy the trap-

and-emulate criteria, which was a key challenge in virtualizing x86 CPUs. Instead, when x86 CPUs
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became powerful enough to run multiple VMs, virtualization vendors took to more demanding

approaches. Instead of directly executing the unmodified guest OS in the VM, VMware used bi-

nary translation to combine interpretation with direct execution [24] and successfully ran VMs on

x86 with reasonable performance. As virtualization grew even more in popularity, paravirtualiza-

tion [83, 82] saw the light of day. Paravirtualization exposes an abstract machine interface to the

VM, different from the real machine, and modifies the guest OS to operate on this abstract interface,

sacrificing support for closed-source OSes in favor of better performance [16]. Both techniques are

unattractive for a variety of reasons. Binary translation is incredibly difficult to implement effi-

ciently, and paravirtualization solutions are difficult to maintain, because modified, or paravirtu-

alized, copies of all supported versions of guest OSes must be maintained. Both techniques are

also significantly more complicated in their implementations compared to pure trap-and-emulate.

Recognizing these challenges as well as the growing and persistent need for virtualization, Intel

eventually introduced hardware virtualization support to x86 [80].

Modern x86 hypervisors most commonly rely on hardware support for virtualization. In fact,

the Linux Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM), is a hypervisor initially developed exclusively for

the x86 virtualization features. Other hypervisors originally developed to use binary translation or

paravirtualization have also moved towards relying on hardware virtualization support. Much work

has been done in studying the benefits of various types of hypervisor designs and analyzing and

improving the performance of virtualization. However, almost all recent work was done using x86

and makes implicit assumptions about hardware virtualization based on a single architecture.

The ARM architecture has long ago established itself as the architecture of choice across mobile

and embedded systems, leveraging its benefits in customizability and power efficient implementa-

tions in these markets. But ARM CPUs also continue to increase their performance such that they

are now within the range of x86 CPUs for many classes of applications. This is spurring the de-

velopment of new ARM-based servers and an upward push of ARM CPUs into other areas such

as networking systems and high-performance computing (HPC). Therefore, similar to x86, recent

ARM CPUs now include hardware support for virtualization, but there are important differences

between the ARM and x86 architectural support. These differences impact both hypervisor design

and performance, and many conclusions from x86-based virtualization research must be revisited

in the light of an alternative architectural approach to supporting virtualization.
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Given the complexity of the x86 CISC-style architecture and protection mechanism, Intel de-

signed their virtualization support by duplicating the entire CPU state, including all the privilege

levels of the CPU, into two separate operations, one for the hypervisor and one for VMs, and pro-

vided hardware mechanisms to atomically switch between these two operations. ARM, on the other

hand, is known for its relatively clean RISC-style architecture and its clearly defined CPU privilege

hierarchy. Instead of duplicating the entire CPU state like x86, ARM added a new CPU mode with

its own privilege level designed specifically to run hypervisors. These two different approaches en-

courage very different hypervisor software designs. Where the x86 approach of leaving the existing

protection mechanisms intact is designed with maximum compatibility of existing software stacks

in mind, ARM clearly imagined small standalone hypervisors running in their new hypervisor CPU

mode.

We have now, for the first time, two widely deployed computer architectures which both in-

clude support for virtualization, and where their approaches to architectural support differ at their

very core. This allows us to evaluate, in practice, benefits and drawbacks of each approach, and

we can extract higher level conclusions about designing both hardware virtualization features and

designing hypervisors that use them. The x86 approach of duplicating the entire CPU state is well

suited for multiple hypervisor designs, but performance is restricted by the cost of the hardware

mechanism used to switch between the hypervisor and VM operations. ARM, on the other hand,

provides a separate CPU mode with a separate set of registers and can switch very quickly between

two CPU modes. However, ARM initially focused exclusively on supporting simple standalone

hypervisors. In practice though, standalone, or Type 1, hypervisors can be difficult to deploy in the

ARM ecosystem. The ARM ecosystem is much more diverse than x86, has no legacy PC standard,

and many ARM implementations, especially for the embedded and mobile markets, do not follow

any standards beyond the instruction set architecture (ISA). Hosted, or Type 2, hypervisors, which

integrate with an existing host OS, are easier to deploy, because they benefit from existing hardware

support in the host OS, and don’t need to be ported to every supported platform.

While small standalone hypervisors can potentially reduce the size of the trusted computing

base (TCB), hosted hypervisors are easier to deploy and can share the maintenance cost with the

host OS. As a result, both types of hypervisors are useful, depending on the deployment scenario

for virtualization. For example, small standalone hypervisors may be more suitable for safety crit-
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ical deployments, and hosted hypervisors may be more suitable for general purpose computing

deployments such as servers with virtualization support. Hardware support for virtualization should

therefore support both types of hypervisors, and provide as low overhead as possible regardless of

the hypervisor software design.

This dissertation explores new approaches to combining software and architectural support for

virtualization with a focus on the ARM architecture and shows that it is possible to provide virtual-

ization services an order of magnitude more efficiently than traditional implementations.

First, I survey the ARM architecture before virtualization support was added and identify several

violations of the classical requirements for virtualizable architectures. I then present an early proto-

type of KVM for ARM, which uses lightweight paravirtualization. Lightweight paravirtualization

is a script-based method to automatically modify the source code of the guest operating system ker-

nel to issue calls to the hypervisor when needed. It differs from traditional paravirtualization in only

minimally modifying the guest OS, being fully automated, and requiring no knowledge or under-

standing of the guest operating system kernel code. Lightweight paravirtualization is architecture

specific, but operating system independent. In contrast, traditional paravirtualization, which is both

architecture and operating system dependent, requires detailed understanding of the guest operating

system kernel to know how to modify its source code, and then requires ongoing maintenance and

development to maintain heavily modified versions of operating systems that can be run in VMs.

Second, I present my experiences building KVM/ARM, the first hypervisor that leverages ARM

hardware virtualization support to run unmodified guest OSes on ARM multicore hardware. With

KVM/ARM, we introduce split-mode virtualization, a new approach to hypervisor design that splits

the core hypervisor so that it runs across different privileged CPU modes to take advantage of the

specific benefits and functionality offered by each CPU mode. This approach addresses a limitation

in the initial ARM architectural support for virtualization, which was designed for standalone hyper-

visors and does not easily support hosted hypervisor designs. Hosted hypervisors, which leverage

existing hardware support from their host OS, have important benefits over standalone hypervisors

in the very diverse ARM ecosystem, which lacks legacy and standards compared to x86. Split-mode

virtualization allows hosted hypervisors such as KVM, which integrates with the Linux kernel and

reuses its hardware support, to be used on ARM. KVM/ARM is the ARM hypervisor in the main-

line Linux kernel and was built from the ground up as an open source project, specifically targeting
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acceptance into mainline Linux, and was merged in the Linux kernel version 3.9, making it the de

facto standard Linux ARM hypervisor available for real world use.

Third, I present an in-depth study of ARM virtualization performance on multi-core server hard-

ware. We measured the performance of the two most popular ARM hypervisors, KVM/ARM using

split-mode virtualization as described above and Xen, and compared them with their respective x86

counterparts. KVM, a hosted hypervisor, and Xen, a standalone hypervisors, both support both

ARM and x86, but because of the substantial differences between the ARM and x86 architectural

support for virtualization, their designs vary greatly across the two architectures. Prior to our work,

it was unclear whether these differences had a material impact, positive or negative, on performance.

Our performance study helps hardware and software architects building efficient ARM virtualiza-

tion solutions, and allows companies to evaluate how best to deploy ARM virtualization solutions

to meet their infrastructure needs.

Fourth, based on the results of the performance study of ARM virtualization performance which

revealed significantly higher overhead for specific hypervisor operations on hosted compared to

standalone hypervisors on ARM, we present a new hypervisor design to improve the performance

of hosted hypervisors on ARM. Our new hypervisor design takes advantage of unique features of

the ARM architecture and can significantly improve the performance of hosted hypervisors based

on a key insight; modern hypervisors rely on running full OS kernels to support their hypervisor

functionality and manage underlying hardware. Our new design runs both the hypervisor and its

hypervisor OS kernel in a CPU mode separate from the normal kernel mode used to run VM kernels.

That way, kernel mode is no longer shared between the hypervisor OS kernel and the VM kernel,

and kernel mode register state does not have to be multiplexed by saving and restoring it on each

transition between the VM and the hypervisor. Instead, the hardware can trap directly from the

VM to the hypervisor OS kernel without having to save and restore any state, resulting in improved

overall performance. This new hypervisor design takes advantage of recently added features to the

ARM architecture, the Virtualization Host Extensions (VHE) introduced in ARMv8.1 [13]. We

show that by redesigning the hypervisor to take advantage of running full OSes in separate CPU

modes and achieving very fast switching between the VM and the hypervisor, we can show more

than a 50% reduction in virtualization overhead in real application workloads, and an order of

magnitude reduction in important microbenchmarks.
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Contributions

This dissertations represents significant engineering efforts, novel research ideas, and important

results relating to architectural support for virtualization and ARM virtualization in particular. Prior

to this work, ARM virtualization was an almost unexplored area and there were no publicly available

software solutions. Today, in part due the work presented here, ARM virtualization is a well-

understood area with widespread adoption and an active industry. KVM/ARM is the mainline Linux

hypervisor and supports several cloud deployments of ARM server hardware. More specifically, the

contributions of this dissertation include:

1. We identify 28 problematic instructions on ARM that are sensitive and non-privileged and

discuss why these instructions cause the ARMv7 architecture to be non-virtualizable.

2. We introduce lightweight paravirtualization to run existing OSes on non-virtualizable ARM

systems that do not have hardware support for virtualization. Lightweight paravirtualization is

a fully automated script-based technique that modifies guest OS source code to allow building

trap-and-emulate hypervisors on ARM.

3. We designed and implemented KVM/ARM, the first hypervisor to leverage ARM hardware

virtualization support to run unmodified guest operating systems on ARM multicore hard-

ware.

4. We discuss and analyze the ARM Virtualization Extensions and compare them to equivalent

hardware virtualization support provided by Intel for the x86 architecture. This discussion

includes an in-depth analysis and comparison of timer and interrupt hardware virtualization

support.

5. We introduce split-mode virtualization as a novel approach to hypervisor design, which splits

the execution of the core hypervisor across two CPU modes. Split-mode virtualization allows

software to leverage specific hardware support in one CPU mode, while at the same time

leveraging functionality from an existing operating system running in another CPU mode.

6. We offer advice on how to transfer research ideas into implementations likely to be adopted

by an open source community. Our advice is based on experiences building KVM/ARM as
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an open-source project from the ground up and later maintaining the open source KVM/ARM

implementation for several years.

7. We provide the first measurements of ARM virtualization performance using the ARM Vir-

tualization Extensions on real ARM multicore hardware.

8. We provide the first in-depth performance study comparing both ARM and x86 virtualization

using 64-bit ARMv8 server class hardware. We measure the performance of both KVM and

Xen using both ARM and x86 and analyze and compare the results.

9. We introduce important microbenchmarks for evaluating virtualization performance and use

these to show material differences in performance between ARM and x86 virtualization.

10. We show that application performance in VMs is not necessarily well-correlated with the

performance of micro-level hypervisor operations, but also depends largely on other factors

such as the overall hypervisor software design support for virtual I/O.

11. We discuss the Virtualization Host Extensions (VHE) which were introduced in ARMv8.1

to better support hosted hypervisor designs based on the experience and performance results

of KVM/ARM. We discuss how these extensions can be used to run hosted hypervisors on

ARM without using split-mode virtualization, and we show that this alone is not sufficient to

significantly improve the performance of hosted hypervisors.

12. We present a new hypervisor design in which a hypervisor and its hypervisor OS kernel run in

a separate CPU mode from the mode used to run VMs. Modern hypervisors rely on existing

full OS kernels to support their hypervisor functionality, and run both the VM kernel and

hypervisor kernels in the same CPU mode, resulting in overhead from having to multiplex

this CPU mode in software. Our new hypervisor design avoids this overhead by running the

hypervisor OS kernel and the VM in completely separate CPU modes.

13. We introduce el2Linux, a version of Linux modified to run in ARM’s EL2 hypervisor mode.

el2Linux allows us to run the hypervisor and its OS kernel in a separate CPU mode from the

VM kernel.
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14. We evaluate the benefits of our new hypervisor design on current ARMv8.0 server class

hardware using el2Linux, which also provides an early view of the performance benefits of

VHE combined with our hypervisor redesign before VHE hardware is available.

15. We show that using el2Linux and redesigning the hypervisor to take advantage of running the

hypervisor and its OS kernel in a separate mode from the VM results in an order of magnitude

improvement for the hypercall microbenchmark result and reduces the virtualization overhead

by more than 50% for real application workloads.

Organization of this Dissertation

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 1 discusses why the ARM architecture does not

meet the classical definition of virtualizable architectures and shows how lightweight paravirtu-

alization can be used for virtualization on ARM CPU’s without hardware virtualization support.

Chapter 2 gives an overview of the ARM virtualization extensions, introduces split-mode virtual-

ization, and presents the design and implementation of KVM/ARM. Chapter 3 presents an in-depth

performance study of ARM and x86 virtualization. Chapter 4 shows that performance can be im-

proved by running the hypervisor and its OS kernel in a separate CPU mode from the VM and

discusses changes to the OS or the hardware along with a redesign of KVM/ARM to take advantage

of running in separate CPU modes. Finally, I present some conclusions and directions for future

work in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 1

ARM Virtualization without Architectural Support

This chapter covers virtualization of ARM without architectural support for virtualization. First,

we investigate why the ARM architecture is not virtualizable. The ARM architecture has been

revised several times and spans across micro controllers and application CPUs targeting a wide

range of computing from cell phones to data center servers. We focus on the last version of the

application level architecture, ARMv7-A, before hardware virtualization support was added. While

this dissertation mainly focuses on architectural support for virtualization, it is useful to investigate

the original premise of ARM virtualization. Next, we present an early prototype of KVM for ARM,

which does not rely on hardware virtualization support, but uses lightweight paravirtualization to

automatically modify the guest operating system code, allowing the lightly modified guest OS to

run in virtual machines on ARMv7 hardware without architectural support for virtualization.

1.1 Requirements for Virtualizable Architectures

Popek and Goldberg’s virtualization theorem [66] determines if a particular instruction set architec-

ture (ISA) can be virtualized by a trap-and-emulate hypervisor, which executes most instructions

from the VM directly on the real CPU. Architectures satisfying the requirements stated in the the-

orem are classified as virtualizable and those that don’t as non-virtualizable. The theorem applies

to any modern computer architecture, which satisfies a number of properties, such as having at

least two separate modes, one privileged and one unprivileged; virtual memory implemented via

segmentation or paging; and certain other properties related to management of the processor state.

Bugnion et al. [25] cover these properties in length and explain how the properties as they were

stated in 1974 can be interpreted and applied to modern architectures, x86, ARM, and MIPS.

If a computer architecture meets the requirements in the theorem, it is possible to construct

trap-and-emulate hypervisors, where the virtual machines are “efficient, isolated, duplicates of the
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real machine”. What this means is that the VM executes with only a minor decrease in performance

compared to native execution; that the hypervisor remains in control of the real hardware at all times

and software in one VM cannot interfere with or access state in another VM, similarly to running

on two separate physical machines; and finally, that the VM is sufficiently similar to the underlying

machine that software written to run natively on the real machine can also run unmodified in the

VM. We refer to these properties of VMs as the efficiency, isolation, and equivalence properties.

The core requirement in the theorem is based on a classification of the instructions in the ISA.

Control-sensitive instructions are those that can control the configuration of the hardware, for ex-

ample changing the execution level, disabling interrupts, or configuring the virtual memory settings.

Behavior-sensitive instructions are those that execute differently depending on the CPU mode they

execute in, and the configuration state of the system overall. For example, an instruction that enables

or disables virtual memory is control-sensitive, and reading the current CPU mode is behavior sen-

sitive. Sensitive instructions are instructions that are either control-sensitive or behavior-sensitive,

and instructions that are neither are innocuous. Privileged instructions are those that can only be

executed from the privileged mode, and, most importantly, trap to privileged mode when executed

in non-privileged mode. The theorem then states:

For any conventional third generation computer, a virtual machine monitor may be
constructed if the set of sensitive instructions for that computer is a subset of the set of

privileged instructions.

That is, we can construct a trap-and-emulate hypervisor on a modern computer architecture,

if all sensitive instructions are also privileged. Hypervisors deprivilege the guest OS and run the

entire VM, including the guest OS written to run in kernel mode, in the unprivileged user mode. All

innocuous instructions execute directly on the CPU without intervention of the hypervisor. Sensitive

instructions trap, because they are also privileged, to the hypervisor running in kernel mode, and

the hypervisor emulates their behavior in software, operating on the virtual machine abstraction

instead of the real machine. For example, consider the control-sensitive instruction that disables

interrupts. When the guest OS disables interrupts, because the instruction is also privileged, it also

traps to the hypervisor, which emulates the behavior by recording in its VM data structures that

virtual interrupts should not be signaled to the VM. A guest must not be allowed to disable physical

interrupts on the real hardware, because that would violate the VM isolation requirement, and the
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hypervisor would lose control of the real machine and other VMs would be affected by no longer

seeing any interrupts. As a counterexample, consider a non-virtualizable architecture, in which the

disable interrupts instruction is not privileged, but is instead ignored when executed in user mode.

In this case, when the guest OS executes the instruction, nothing happens, and the hypervisor will

continue to signal virtual interrupts to the VM. An unmodified guest OS will malfunction on such

a system, because the hypervisor has no way of realizing that the guest OS has tried to disable

interrupts, and the guest OS will receive interrupts when it thinks it has disabled them, for example

in critical sections.

1.1.1 Virtualization of ARMv7

This section explains known violations of the requirements for virtualizable architecture of the

ARMv7-A [11] and discusses aspects of ARM that are important to someone wishing to build an

ARM virtualization system. Many conclusions are also valid for earlier versions of the ARM archi-

tecture. We focus our analysis here on the last version of the ARM architecture which was designed

before virtualization support was added to the architecture. Virtualization of micro controllers, for

example CPUs based on ARMv7-M [14] and ARMv8-M [15], is not considered, because these sys-

tems are typically much too resource constrained to run more than a single OS and typically do not

have an MMU.

At a high-level from a virtualization perspective, ARM has two privilege levels, unprivileged

PL0, and privileged PL1. There is a single CPU mode in PL0, user mode, and several CPU modes

in PL1. There are actually 6 PL1 CPU modes, one for each type of processor exception, and all with

the same privileges and no isolation between each other. The idea behind this design with multiple

privileged modes, is that each mode is assigned some private, or banked, registers, such as the stack

pointer. The stack pointer is banked between each mode, including user mode, which means that

reading the stack pointer using the same instruction in any of the 7 CPU modes, user mode and the

6 privileged modes, accesses a different physical register. These 6 privileged mode do not offer any

isolation guarantees between each other, but are merely designed for convenience when handling

exceptions, and were never used in practice by Linux. Linux instead always immediately changes

into one of the 6 privileged modes, Supervisor mode, which is the mode used to handle system calls.

In the following, we refer to this mode simply as kernel mode.
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Description Instructions
Load/Store Multiple (User registers) LDM (User registers), STM (User registers)
Status registers CPS, MRS, MSR, RFE, SRS, LDM (Exception return)
Data processing ADCS, ADDS, ANDS, BICS, EORS, MOVS,

MVNS, ORRS, RSBS, RSCS, SBCS, SUBS
Load/Store Unprivileged LDRBT, LDRHT, LDRSBT, LDRSHT, LDRT

STRBT, STRHT, STRT

Table 1.1: ARMv7 sensitive non-privileged instructions

Description Instructions
Load/Store Multiple (User registers) LDM (2), STM (2)
Status registers CPS, MRS, MSR, RFE, SRS, LDM (3)
Data processing ADCS, ADDS, ANDS, BICS, EORS, MOVS,

MVNS, ORRS, RSBS, RSCS, SBCS, SUBS
Load/Store Unprivileged LDRBT, LDRT

STRBT, STRT

Table 1.2: ARMv6 sensitive non-privileged instructions

The ARM architecture does not satisfy the requirements for a virtualizable architecture. It

contains sensitive, unprivileged instructions, which violate the Popek and Goldberg’s virtualization

theorem. For ARMv7, we identify 28 problematic instructions that are sensitive and unprivileged.

Table 1.1 shows the specific instructions identified for ARMv7. Many of these are also present in

earlier versions of the architecture. For example, Table 1.2 shows the specific instructions identified

for ARMv6. I compiled the table by simply going over every instruction in the ARM Architecture

Reference Manual [11] (ARM ARM), which is the complete specification of the ISA, and examining

the usage restrictions for each instruction. The instructions can be categorized as instructions that

operate on user mode registers, access status registers, and perform memory accesses that depend

on CPU mode.

LDM (User registers) loads multiple user mode registers from memory and STM (User regis-

ters) stores multiple user mode register to memory. This means, where a normal LDM or STM

instruction accesses a consecutive memory area and transfers data to/from registers, using the reg-

isters specific to the current CPU mode, the (User registers) version will always use user mode

registers. For example, user mode and kernel mode have separate stack pointers, and using a nor-

mal LDM instruction which loads the stack pointer in kernel mode will load the kernel mode stack

pointer. In contrast, using the LDM (User registers) version in kernel mode will instead load the
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user mode stack pointer. A hypervisor deprivileges kernel execution and runs the kernel in user

mode, and therefore must multiplex the single user mode stack pointer register between the virtual

user and virtual kernel modes. However, since the Load/Store Multiple (User registers) instruc-

tions allow access to user mode registers, the hypervisor must emulate such accesses when running

the guest OS kernel, because the user mode register will only exist in a hypervisor managed data

structure at that time. This means that Load/Store Multiple (User registers) is a behavior-sensitive

instruction, because its semantics depends on the current CPU mode. The ARM architecture defines

execution of the Load/Store Multiple (User registers) instruction as unpredictable in user mode. Un-

predictable is an architectural concept, which has specific constraints for a given implementation of

the architecture, but a common valid interpretation of this concept is that the instruction is simply

ignored in user mode. Other versions of the architecture than ARMv7 define these instructions as

executing normally without generating a trap. Unfortunately, in all cases, Load/Store Multiple (user

registers) is not a privileged instruction, and violates the requirement for a virtualizable architecture.

Status register instructions access special ARM status registers, the Current Program Status

Register (CPSR) and Saved Program Status Register (SPSR). CPSR specifies the current mode of

the CPU and other state information, some of which is privileged. SPSR is a banked register avail-

able in all privileged modes except System mode. The basic ARM protection mechanism works

by copying the CPSR to the SPSR when the processor enters the respective privileged mode via

an exception so that CPU state information at the time of the exception can be determined. Simi-

larly, returns from exceptions are performed by copying the SPSR to the CPSR and changing the

program counter (PC) in a single operation. The status register instructions are all sensitive and

non-privileged and explained in more detail in Table 1.3.

The data processing instructions are special versions of normal data processing instructions

which also perform an exception return. They replace the CPSR with the SPSR in addition to per-

forming a simple calculation on their operands. These instructions are denoted in the ARM assem-

bly language by appending an ’S’ to the normal instruction mnemonic. They are control-sensitive

because they change the CPU mode, and they are non-privileged because they are unpredictable

when executed in user mode.

Load/Store Unprivileged access memory with the same access permissions as unprivileged

memory accesses from user space would have. The virtual memory system on ARM processors
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Instruction Explanation
CPS Change Process State changes privileged fields in the CPSR, and

is therefore control-sensitive. CPS is ignored by the processor if
executed in user mode, and therefore non-privileged.

MRS Move to Register from Banked or Special register moves a value
from a banked register or from the SPSR into a general purpose
register. MRS is behavior-sensitive because the result of its exe-
cution depends on the current CPU mode, and is non-privileged
because it is unpredictable in user mode.

MSR Move to Banked or Special register from a general purpose reg-
ister or an immediate value. It is both control-sensitive because it
can modify privileged fields in the CPSR, and behavior-sensitive
because it only updates a subset of the fields in the CPSR acces-
sible in kernel mode when run in user mode. It is non-privileged
because it is unpredictable in user mode if writing the SPSR and
silently changes behavior when writing the CPSR, but does not
trap.

RFE Return From Exception loads the PC and the CPSR from memory.
It is control-sensitive because it changes privileged state and non-
privileged because it is unpredictable in user mode.

SRS Store Return State stores the LR and SPSR of the current mode
to the stack of a specified mode. It is behavior-sensitive because
its execution depends on the current mode and non-privileged be-
cause it is unpredictable in user mode.

LDM (Exception return) Load Multiple (Exception return) loads multiple registers from
consecutive memory locations and copies the SPSR of the cur-
rent mode to the CPSR. It is both control-sensitive because it af-
fects privileged state and behavior-sensitive because its execution
depends on the current mode. It is non-privileged because it is
unpredictable in user mode.

Table 1.3: Sensitive non-privileged status register instruction descriptions

uses access permissions to limit access to memory depending on the CPU mode. This means that

virtual memory regions can be configured to be accessible only in kernel mode and accesses from

user space generate a trap to kernel mode. Load/Store Unprivileged are used to perform accesses

from kernel mode which generate the same traps as an access to the same memory region would

have if executed in user mode. This can be useful for an OS kernel to validate user space accesses

to memory. However, when executed in user mode, these instructions behave as regular memory

access instructions. A memory access from kernel mode to a memory region only accessible by ker-

nel mode should succeed with a normal load/store instruction, but a load/store unprivileged would

generate an exception (permission fault) on the memory region. A hypervisor would have no way
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to emulate this difference, because neither normal load/store nor load/store unprivileged instruc-

tions trap, and they have the same exact semantics when executed in user mode. These instructions

are behavior-sensitive, because they execute differently depending on the current CPU mode, and

non-privileged because they don’t trap when executed in user mode.

1.1.2 Virtualization of ARMv8

ARMv8 changed both the nomenclature and protection model and instead of defining several CPU

modes, the CPU can be at one of several Exception Levels, EL0 is the least privileged level, and

EL3 is the most privileged level. EL0 is used for user applications, EL1 is used for a kernel, EL2 is

used to run a hypervisor, and EL3 is used to run a secure monitor, which can switch between secure

and non-secure execution. While ARMv8 has optional hardware virtualization support, ARMv8

without these hardware features is easier to virtualize than ARMv7. The intention when designing

ARMv8 was to make the architecture satisfy the requirements for a virtualizable architecture [69].

There are no load/store multiple instructions on ARMv8. The status register instructions have been

rewritten and any instruction accessing privileged state or affected by the current CPU mode can

either be configured to trap, or always traps, to EL1 when executed in EL0. The special versions of

the data processing instructions are no longer available. Unfortunately, the Load/Store Unprivileged

instructions have the same semantics as on ARMv7 (explained above), and therefore still violate the

virtualization criteria. This is the only violation of the virtualization criteria we have identified for

ARMv8.

1.2 KVM for ARM without Architectural Support

This section presents our work on an early prototype of KVM for ARM without architectural sup-

port for virtualization. The prototype is built for ARMv6 and ARMv7. KVM is a hosted hypervisor

integrated into Linux and was originally designed specifically for architectures that had hardware

support for virtualization. Although ARM originally did not have such architectural support, the

dominance of Linux on ARM made KVM an attractive starting point for building an ARM hyper-

visor. Linux supports a wide range of ARM hardware and provides basic OS functionality such

as scheduling and memory management. KVM for ARM simplified the development of an ARM
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hypervisor by combining the benefits of lightweight paravirtualization with existing Linux infras-

tructure support for ARM.

As established above in Section 1.1.1, ARM does not satisfy the requirements for a virtualizable

architecture and therefore does not support running unmodified operating systems using trap-and-

emulate. There are two known ways to address this problem, binary translation and paravirtualiza-

tion. Binary translation is difficult to implement efficiently, requires significant engineering efforts

to implement correctly, and is likely to introduce overhead on ARMv7 systems that are relatively

weaker than x86 systems. A key advantage of binary translation is its ability to run unmodified

closed-source guest OSes, which was a very important use case for x86 with its widespread de-

ployment of Microsoft Windows. For ARMv7, however, deployments of software stacks typically

involve compiling a custom OS kernel from source code for the specific device and compatibility

with binary OS images is of less concern.

Paravirtualization as a term was introduced by the work on the Denali [83, 82] isolation kernel

and was later popularized by Xen [16]. The basic idea behind paravirtualization is to sacrifice com-

patibility with the underlying hardware architecture in favor of a custom virtual machine interface

defined by the hypervisor. By defining a custom VM interface, the hypervisor system is no longer

bound by limitations of the underlying hardware and the interface can be designed to optimize cer-

tain aspects of the virtualized system such as scalability and performance. The downside is that

software designed to run on real hardware systems cannot run inside the VM unless modified to

work with the new interface.

Paravirtualization changes the guest OS to work with its custom VM interface. Typically, a

hypervisor will expose higher level functionality through hypervisor calls, or hypercalls, available

from the VM to the hypervisor. Similar in concept to system calls, the VM can request certain

functionality from the hypervisor, such as mapping memory. These calls are used by the guest OS

to ensure correct functionality. Instead of relying on trap-and-emulate on all sensitive instructions,

functionality in the guest OS that uses sensitive instructions is rewritten to make hypercalls to di-

rectly request emulation. A clear benefit is that where a trap-and-emulate hypervisor potentially

traps multiple sensitive operations when the guest OS performs some operation, a paravirtualized

guest OS can collapse all these traps into a single hypercall. A drawback is that the hypervisor

calls are often much more complicated to implement than emulating a simple instruction. The
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complexity challenges when implementing hypervisor call handlers can lead to serious security

vulnerabilities [84, 85, 86]. Traditional paravirtualization also requires detailed understanding of

the guest operating system kernel to know how to modify its source code, and then requires ongo-

ing maintenance and development of paravirtualized guest OSes. Furthermore, the modifications

are both architecture and operating system dependent, which adds to the maintenance burden.

Xen uses paravirtualization to support VMs running full OSes on the non-virtualizable x86 IA-

32 ISA. They accomplish this by designing the custom VM interface to be similar to the underlying

x86 IA-32 interface, but with modifications to support running in a VM. For example, they designed

specific hypercalls to handle interrupts and designed a Xen-specific virtual MMU architecture to

support virtual memory in VMs so that the guest OS doesn’t manage its own page tables and perform

TLB maintenance operations, but instead simply asks the hypervisor to allocate and free memory

on its behalf.

1.2.1 Lightweight Paravirtualization

As an alternative approach to traditional paravirtualization we introduced lightweight paravirtual-

ization [34]. Lightweight paravirtualization is a script-based method to enable a trap-and-emulate

virtualization solution by automatically modifying the source code of a guest OS kernel to issue

calls to the hypervisor instead of issuing sensitive instructions. Lightweight paravirtualization is

architecture specific, but operating system independent. It is completely automated and requires no

knowledge or understanding of the guest operating system code.

Lightweight paravirtualization differs from Xen’s paravirtualization by replacing individual in-

structions instead of entire functions in the guest OS. Lightweight paravirtualization requires no

knowledge of how the guest is engineered and can be applied automatically on an OS source tree.

As an example of how these approaches differ, an early prototype of Xen on ARM [47] based on

traditional paravirtualization defines a whole new file in the Linux kernel’s memory management

code 1, which contains functions based on other Xen macros to issue hypercalls to manage memory.

Existing kernel code is modified to conditionally call these Xen functions in many places throughout

the guest kernel code. Lightweight paravirtualization, on the other hand, completely maintains the
1arch/arm/mm/pgtbl-xen.c
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original kernel logic, which drastically reduces the engineering cost and makes the solution more

suitable for test and development of existing kernel code.

However, there is a performance trade-off between lightweight paravirtualization and traditional

paravirtualization. The former simply replaces sensitive instructions with traps to the hypervisor,

so that each sensitive instruction now traps and is emulated by the hypervisor. If there are many

sensitive instructions in critical paths, this can result in frequent traps and if traps are expensive, this

can become a performance bottleneck. Traditional paravirtualization approaches typically optimize

this further by replacing sections of code that may have multiple sensitive instructions with one

paravirtualized hypercall to the hypervisor instead of repeated traps on each individual sensitive

instruction, thereby improving performance.

Lightweight paravirtualization can be a more favorable approach in the context of supporting

virtualization on ARM platforms without virtualization support compared to Xen’s paravirtualiza-

tion approach for x86. One idea behind using lightweight paravirtualization, which was shared

by the designers of VMware’s Mobile Virtualization (MVP) [17] system, is that the trap cost on

ARMv7 and earlier is lower than on x86, and that ARM’s sensitive instructions occurred less fre-

quently in critical code paths compared to x86 code. The ARM ISA also makes it significantly

easier to replace individual instructions in the instruction stream compared to IA-32, because ARM

mostly uses fixed-width instructions. (Thumb-2 code uses a mix of 16-bit and 32-bit instructions.)

These architectural differences between ARM and x86 make lightweight paravirtualization partic-

ularly attractive on ARM.

Let us take a closer look at how lightweight paravirtualization works. To avoid the problems

with sensitive non-privileged instructions, lightweight paravirtualization is used to patch the guest

kernel source code and replace sensitive instructions with instructions generating a trap. There is no

need to worry about user space software as user space applications will execute in the CPU mode

they were designed for, similarly to native execution. Sensitive instructions are not generated by

standard C-compilers and are therefore typically only present in assembler files and inline assembly.

KVM for ARM’s lightweight paravirtualization is done using an automated scripting method to

modify the guest kernel source code. The script is based on regular expressions and has been tested

on a number of Linux kernel versions. The script supports inline assembler syntax, assembler as

part of preprocessor macros, and, assembler macros. As an alternative approach, with knowledge
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of the compiled format of guest kernel binaries, a tool could automatically scan the text section

of the guest kernel binary and patch all sensitive instructions. This approach covers relocatable

binaries as the text before relocation would have been patched already. However, the approach

has two potential limitations. First, self-modifying code which generates encodings of sensitive

instructions are not supported. Second, executing modules or other kernel mode executables at

run time would require first processing the binaries. In contrast to binary translation, lightweight

paravirtualization statically replaces sensitive instructions before the instructions are loaded on a

simple 1:1 basis. Efficient binary translation techniques change the instruction stream at run time

and rewrites basic blocks of execution into linked translated blocks for optimal performance [1], a

much more complicated operation.

Sensitive non-privileged instructions are replaced with trap instructions and KVM for ARM

emulates the original sensitive instruction in software when handling the trap. However, the hy-

pervisor must be able to retrieve the original sensitive instruction including its operands to be able

to emulate the sensitive instruction when handling a trap. For example, if the sensitive instruction

was the MRS instruction, which moves from a status register to a GP register, the instruction will

include in its operands the destination GP register. KVM for ARM therefore defines an encoding of

all the sensitive non-privileged instructions and their operands into privileged instructions, so that

the privileged instruction can be read back by the hypervisor when handling a trap, the hypervisor

can decode the trapped privileged instruction, and reconstruct the original sensitive instruction and

its operands.

The challenge is to find enough privileged instructions in the ISA which are not already used by

a guest kernel and have unused bit fields in the instructions that can be used to encode the sensitive

instructions. The ARM system call instruction, SWI, always traps, and contains a 24-bit immediate

field (the payload), which can be used to encode sensitive instructions., but this is not quite sufficient

to encode all the sensitive non-privileged and their operands. Some additional instructions, that trap,

are needed for the encoding.

The ARMv7-A ISA also defines privileged coprocessor access instructions which are used to

access the coprocessor interface. This interface does not relate to any actual physically separate

processor, but is merely used to extend the instruction set by transferring data between general pur-

pose registers and registers belonging to one of the sixteen possible coprocessors. For example, the
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ISA reserves coprocessor number 15, the system control coprocessor, to control the virtual memory

system. Coprocessor access instructions are sensitive and privileged — and always trap. Luckily,

using a coprocessor number which is unused in the ISA always generates an undefined exception

and traps to kernel mode. KVM for ARM re-purposes the unused coprocessor access instruction

space for encoding sensitive non-privileged instructions. Specifically, coprocessor numbers zero

through seven are not used in any known implementation, and KVM for ARM uses the MRC and

MCR instructions with those coprocessor numbers. These instructions have 24 bits of operands,

and, regardless of the operands used, the instructions always trap when accessing the unused copro-

cessor numbers and can therefore be leveraged to encode the sensitive non-privileged instructions.

In combination, the SWI and coprocessor access instructions are sufficient to encode all possible

sensitive non-privileged instructions and their operands.

The VMM must be able to distinguish between guest system calls and traps for sensitive instruc-

tions. KVM for ARM assumes that the guest kernel does not make system calls to itself. Under

this assumption, if the virtual CPU is in privileged mode, the payload is simply interpreted and the

original sensitive instruction is emulated. We are not familiar with any open source ARM OS which

makes system calls to itself using specific values in the immediate field. Furthermore, this is only

a concern when the virtual CPU is in kernel mode, not when it is in user mode, because user when

the SWI instruction is executed from the VM’s user mode it is simply handled as a system call from

guest user space to the guest kernel. The hypervisor emulates this transition in software by storing

the hardware user mode context in memory and changing the hardware user mode context to guest

kernel context.

As discussed in Section 1.1.1, ARMv7 defines 28 sensitive non-privileged instructions in total.

KVM for ARM encodes the instructions by grouping them in 16 groups; some groups contain

many instructions and some only contain a single instruction. The upper 4 bits in the SWI payload

indexes which group the encoded instruction belongs to (see Table 1.4). This leaves 20 bits to

encode each type of instruction. Since there are 5 status register access functions and they need at

most 17 bits to encode their operands, they can be indexed to the same type and be sub-indexed

using additional 3 bits. There are 12 sensitive data processing instructions and they all use register

15 as the destination register and they all always have the S bit set (otherwise they are not sensitive).

They are indexed in two groups: one where the I bit is set and one where it’s clear. In this way, the
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Index Group / Instruction
0 Status register access instructions
1 LDM (User registers), P-bit clear
2 LDM (User registers), P-bit set
3 LDM (Exception return), P-bit clear and W-bit clear
4 LDM (Exception return), P-bit set and W-bit clear
5 LDM (Exception return), P-bit clear and W-bit set
6 LDM (Exception return), P-bit set and W-bit set
7 STM (User registers), P-bit set
8 STM (User registers), P-bit clear
9 LDRBT, I-bit clear

10 LDRT, I-bit clear
11 STRBT, I-bit clear
12 STRT, I-bit clear
13 LDRHT, STRHT, I-bit clear
14 Data processing instructions, I-bit clear
15 Data processing instructions, I-bit set

Table 1.4: Sensitive instruction encoding types

data processing instructions need only 16 bits to encode their operands leaving 4 bits to sub-index

the specific instruction out of the 12 possible. The sensitive load/store multiple and load/store with

translation instructions are using the remaining index values as can be seen in Table 1.4.

In Table 1.4 only the versions of the load/store instructions with the I-bit clear are defined. This

is due to a lack of available bits in the SWI payload. The versions with the I-bit set are encoded

using the coprocessor access instruction. When the I-bit is set, the load/store address is specified

using an immediate value which requires more bits than when the I-bit is clear. Since the operands

for coprocessor access instructions use 24 bits, 3 bits can be used to distinguish between the 5

sensitive load/store instructions. That leaves 21 bits to encode the instructions with the I-bit set,

which is sufficient for all immediate encodings and options.

An example may help illustrate the implementation of the KVM for ARM solution. Consider

this code in arch/arm/boot/compressed/head.S:

mrs r2, cpsr @ get current mode
tst r2, #3 @ not user?
bne not_angel

The MRS instruction in line one is sensitive, since when executed as part of booting a guest, it

will simply return the hardware CPSR. However, KVM for ARM must make sure that it returns the
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virtual CPSR instead. Thus, it can be replaced with a SWI instruction as follows:

swi 0x022000 @ get current mode
tst r2, #3 @ not user?
bne not_angel

When the SWI instruction in line one above generates a trap, KVM for ARM loads the instruc-

tion from memory, decodes it, emulates it, and finally returns to the next instruction.

1.2.2 CPU Exceptions

An exception to an ARM processor can be generated synchronously from executing an instruction,

for example a data abort is generated if a virtual address lookup results in a page fault, and can

be generated asynchronously if an input pin is asserted on the processor, for example because a

hardware interrupt occurs. Synchronous exceptions are known as traps and asynchronous excep-

tions are commonly referred to as interrupts, although the ARM architecture defines three types of

asynchronous interrupts. All exceptions halt current execution and jumps to an exception vector.

The hardware also changes from non-privileged to privileged mode if executing at a non-privileged

mode when the exception occurs. The exception vector is a fixed offset defined per exception type

from a vector base address register (VBAR) on newer versions of the ARM architecture and from

one of two fixed locations (the low and high vectors) on ARMv5 and older.

To maintain the VM isolation requirement and remain in control of the hardware, an ARM

hypervisor must install special code in the page mapped at the exception vector to be able to inter-

cept exceptions and either return control to the hypervisor or emulate exceptions for the VM when,

for example an interrupt occurs. But, VMs will expect to be able to use the entire virtual address

space defined by the architecture, and therefore there is a potential conflict between the VM and the

hypervisor to reserve the exception page for each their own use.

The ARMv5 through ARMv7 architecture versions define seven exceptions (not including ex-

ceptions introduced as part of the security or virtualization extensions) shown in Table 1.5. The

reset exception occurs when the physical reset pin on the processor is asserted. The behavior is

similar to power cycling the processor. Undefined exceptions happen when an unknown instruction

is executed or when software in user mode tries to access privileged coprocessor registers or when

software accesses non-existing coprocessors. Software Interrupt happens when SWI instructions
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Exception Offset
Reset 0x0
Undefined 0x4
Software Interrupt 0x8
Prefetch Abort 0xc
Data Abort 0x10
IRQ 0x18
FIQ 0x1c

Table 1.5: ARMv7-A Exceptions

are executed. Prefetch and data abort exceptions happen when the processor cannot fetch the next

instruction or complete load/store instructions, respectively. For example, prefetch and data aborts

can be caused by missing page table entries or by memory protection violations. IRQs and FIQs are

caused by external hardware asserting a pin on the processor.

ARM operating systems must configure the exception environment before any exceptions occur.

ARM processors power on with interrupts disabled, and the OS avoids generating traps before con-

figuring an exception handler to ensure a valid boot process. Typically, once the OS configures page

tables and enables virtual memory, it maps a page at the exception vector base address and installs

instructions to jump to specific exception handlers in that page. Only then can the operating system

enable interrupts and generate traps and handle them. However, the VM cannot be in control of the

exception vectors, because it could then prevent the hypervisor from gaining control of the system,

violating the isolation requirement. Instead, KVM for ARM installs a set of hypervisor specific

exception handlers on a new page, and maps this page at the exception vector base address when

running the VM. The hypervisor exception handlers return to the hypervisor execution environment

and processes the exception to either service the VM or the underlying hardware. We note that the

VM kernel does not handle hardware exceptions directly, but only sees virtual interrupts generated

and emulated by the hypervisor.

Since the hypervisor must control the exception vector page, this virtual address is not available

to the guest. KVM for ARM solves this by simply moving the exception vector to an address

not currently in use by the guest if the guest tries to access the exception page. On versions of

the architecture before ARMv7 where the vector base address cannot be freely configured, the

architecture provides a bit to let software choose between placing the exception vector at one of two
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predefined addresses. KVM for ARM can simply switch between these two addresses as needed for

any guest that accesses the exception vector page. The exception handlers used by KVM for ARM

are compiled as a part of KVM and are relocated to a hypervisor exception page, which can be used

when running VMs.

1.2.3 Memory Virtualization

Virtual memory is already a property of the hardware, but virtual memory is managed by the mem-

ory management unit (MMU) on modern architectures. To maintain the VM equivalence property,

hypervisors must properly virtualize the MMU and multiplex the MMU functionality between mul-

tiple VMs. Often, this is referred to as memory virtualization in the context of running virtual

machines, however ambiguous the term is.

Unmodified guest OSes written to manage virtual and physical memory on a real hardware

system must also execute correctly in the functionally equivalent VM. The guest OS must also

be protected from guest applications, similar to real hardware. Second, the hypervisor must be

protected from the guest OS and applications to satisfy the isolation VM property. KVM for ARM

uses a well-known technique from the x86 world known as shadow page tables [24] which leverages

the hardware MMU to virtualize memory for the VM.

Since the VM is isolated from the underlying physical machine, and the physical memory re-

source is multiplexed between multiple virtual machines, the guest’s view of physical memory is

entirely separate from the actual physical memory layout. The guest view of physical memory is

called the Guest Physical Address (GPA) space. The guest operating system maps from Virtual

Addresses (VAs) to GPAs using its own page table structures, but these page tables are not used by

the physical MMU. Instead, the hypervisor creates shadow page tables, which translate from the

guest VAs to real Physical Addresses (PAs). Figure 1.1 illustrates the various address spaces and

their relationship.

Guest pages are mapped using the shadow page tables on demand, when the hypervisor handles

page faults from VMs. An entry is created in the shadow page table for the faulted virtual address.

Shadow page table entries translate directly from VAs to PAs. The VA is translated to a GPA by

walking guest page tables in software. KVM for ARM can translate any GPA into a PA by using

its own data structures. Each shadow page table entry is therefore the result of combining two
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Figure 1.1: Address Space Mappings

translation stages into a single stage, and translates directly from VAs to PAs and is then walked by

the hardware MMU when running the VM.

Two special entries are always mapped by the hypervisor in the shadow page tables and re-

serve part of the guest’s VA space, the hypervisor exception page and the shared page. When the

hypervisor enters the VM, the entire virtual address space is completely changed from the hyper-

visor and host OS’s view to the guest OS’s view. Both the virtual address space and registers are

changed when moving from host to VM execution context, and these two contexts are essentially

in two different worlds. Therefore, we refer to the transition between the hypervisor and the VM

as a world switch. However, when moving from one page table to the other, the ARM architecture

requires that this is done from a page which is shared between the two page tables. KVM for ARM

therefore also has to support a shared page, which is a page mapped at the same VA in both the

host and VM’s virtual address space. The shared page contains two sequences of code, one to move

from the hypervisor to the VM, and one to move from the VM to the hypervisor, and also includes

a small amount of data, for example to store the host’s page table base address, which is used to

return to the host OS from the VM. If the VM tries to write to any of these two pages it will generate

a permission fault to the hypervisor and the hypervisor moves the location of the special page and

simply chooses a new address in the guest’s VA space for the special page.
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The hypervisor must keep the shadow page tables up to date with any changes to either of the

two translation stages combined into the shadow page table entries. GPA to PA translations are

maintained by the hypervisor itself and are therefore trivial to propagate into the shadow page table

entries, but changes to guest page tables are more difficult to track. For example, if the guest kernel

uses copy-on-write, it will modify its own page table mappings on the first write to a COW memory

region. Fortunately, such a change in address mappings requires the guest to also invalidate any

TLB entries potentially caching the old mapping, and TLB invalidation is a privileged operation

that traps to the hypervisor. The hypervisor therefore detects that the guest has modified all or part

of its address space and invalidates corresponding shadow page table entries as needed.

Since the guest OS must run in the non-privileged user mode to protect the hypervisor and the

rest of the system, and since ARMv7 allows a page to have different permissions for privileged and

non-privileged accesses, KVM for ARM must virtualize the access permissions. For example, if

the guest page table entry for a particular page allows access in privileged mode but no access in

user mode, and the VM is running in virtual kernel mode (but actually running in user mode), then

the shadow page table permissions must allow non-privileged access. When the VM changes its

emulated mode to user mode, the shadow page tables must not allow any accesses. The hypervisor

therefore has to update access permissions on the shadow page table when the virtual CPU changes

its virtual mode between privileged and non-privileged execution and vice versa.

ARMv7 and earlier architecture revisions define domains, a mechanism to overwrite page access

controls. Domains configure 1 MB virtual address regions to either be completely non-accessible,

follow access permissions in the page tables, or always allow full read/write access regardless of

the CPU mode. If the guest configures a region that covers one of the two special pages, the shared

page or the exception page, to allow all accesses to the region, then the hypervisor must reconfigure

the domain of that region in the shadow page tables to instead use the access permissions in the page

table, and configure the special pages to only allow privileged access and configure the remaining

guest pages for non-privileged access.
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1.3 Related Work

A number of early efforts explored virtualization on ARM. An early effort to port Xen to ARM [47]

supported ARM CPUs without hardware virtualization support and used paravirtualization and sig-

nificantly modified the guest OS to run on the non-virtualizable ARM architecture. This type of

paravirtualization requires intimate knowledge of the guest OS source code and is difficult to main-

tain. For example, this particular attempt at ARM virtualization modified more than 4500 lines of

code by hand in Linux, and these changes were never supported in mainline Linux. Eventually this

effort never materialized with a healthy development ecosystem, no guest OS other than a Linux

2.6.11 kernel was supported, and the effort was abandoned in favor of a new Xen implementation

for ARM. In contrast to the classic full paravirtualization approach, we introduced lightweight par-

avirtualization which requires no knowledge of the guest operating system, is fully automated, and

can be applied to any guest operating system with access to its source code or binary executable

image format. While our early implementation of KVM for ARM did not get directly merged up-

stream in Linux or was commercially deployed, the code base was used as a foundation for what

eventually became KVM/ARM, the Linux ARM hypervisor. This was in large part due to KVM

for ARM initially being based on Linux, and being able to leverage the Linux kernel development

community early in the process.

Heiser and Leslie [44] discuss the differences between hypervisors and microkernels based on

their experiences building OKL4, a microkernel and hypervisor hybrid for ARM. Their work is

done before hardware virtualization support was added to the ARM architecture, and is based on

some form of paravirtualization. Unfortunately, not many details regarding their approach to ARM

virtualization is presented, but instead their work focuses on theoretically comparing the function-

ality and abstractions provided by microkernels and hypervisors. OKL4 specifically targeted the

embedded market and required custom modified guest operating systems. In contrast, our work

on KVM for ARM focused on providing a general purpose hypervisor with few, simple, and auto-

mated modifications to guest operating systems. Additionally, our work focused on the interaction

between the hypervisor software and the computer architecture, where their work focused on the

relationship between hypervisors and microkernels.

The VMware Mobile Virtualization Platform (MVP) [17] also used lightweight paravirtualiza-
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tion to support virtual machines on ARM processors without hardware support for virtualization.

Their hosted hypervisor design resembled the VMware workstation design [77] in which the VMM

executes in a separate environment from the host kernel and only loads a small driver in the host

OS being able to switch between the VMM and host execution contexts and interface with support

from the host OS, for example from hardware drivers. Additionally, the authors focus on a very

specific use case, the Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) model where VMs provide separate mobile

computing environments on a phone. For example, they provide an analysis of the best file sys-

tems to use for NAND flash memory and SD cards typically present in mobile phones, and how to

support network and telephony in a virtual mobile phone environment. In contrast, our early work

on KVM for ARM focuses on the general challenges in providing virtualization on ARM without

architectural support for virtualization. Furthermore, KVM for ARM was integrated with the host

kernel and did not have to construct a separate execution environment for the VMM.

Cells [6, 30] used operating system virtualization similar to containers to support Virtual Phones

(VPs) using kernel namespaces. While Cells did not support virtual machines in the classic sense, it

provided very efficient virtualization on ARM processors without hardware virtualization support.

Furthermore, Cells benefited from its integration with Linux and device drivers to provide a smooth

user experience with fully accelerated graphics in all VPs, something which was not supported by

the commercial MVP approach. Where our work on KVM focused on providing a general purpose

hypervisor that provided full system virtualization, our work on Cells focused on providing multiple

virtual phone environments with full device support on real smartphones with as little performance

overhead as possible.

Ding et al. [39] expanded on our work and used the same techniques as presented in this dis-

sertation, but further optimized the implementation and presented some performance results. Some

commercial virtual solutions for ARM CPUs without architectural support for virtualization [42, 67]

are also available, primarily targeting the embedded market, but little is known about their specific

designs or experiences.

Pinto et al. [65] describe how to run multiple instances of custom OSes using ARM TrustZone

technology on ARM systems without architectural support for virtualization. Their solution stat-

ically partitions the system, and does not offer flexible assignment of resources such as memory,

which is typically provided by virtualization solutions. CPU, memory, and I/O devices are not vir-
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tualized and multiplexed between VMs, but are statically partitioned at boot time and assigned to

specific software instances. Their solution requires enlightened guests that are aware of a parti-

tioned physical memory map, and they rely on an optional peripheral, a TrustZone address space

controller, to ensure memory isolation between multiple VMs.

1.4 Summary

In this chapter, I briefly presented the requirements for virtualizable architectures and analyzed why

ARMv7 does not meet those requirements. We identified 28 sensitive non-privileged instructions

on ARMv7, most of which are also present in earlier versions of the architecture. We also briefly

discussed virtualization of ARMv8 without hardware virtualization support. ARMv8 is mostly

virtualizable, with the exception of a number of Load/Store Unprivileged instructions, which are

still behavior-sensitive and not privileged.

I then presented an early prototype of KVM for ARM without architectural support for vir-

tualization. KVM for ARM uses lightweight paravirtualization to statically patch sensitive non-

privileged instructions in the guest kernel, replacing the sensitive instructions with privileged in-

structions that trap to the hypervisor. KVM for ARM defines an encoding of all sensitive non-

privileged instructions into unused parts of the ISA, which are still interpreted as privileged instruc-

tions and trap to kernel mode when executed in user mode. I also presented the challenges in dealing

with CPU exceptions and virtualizing the MMU on ARMv7.
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Chapter 2

The Design and Implementation of KVM/ARM

ARM-based devices are dominating the smartphone, tablet, and embedded markets. While ARM

CPUs have benefited from their advantages in power efficiency and cost in these markets, ARM

CPUs also continue to increase in performance such that they are now within the range of x86

CPUs for many classes of applications. The introduction of powerful ARMv7 CPUs and the 64-

bit ARMv8 architecture is spurring an upward push of ARM CPUs into traditional server systems

and a new class of network infrastructure devices. A growing number of companies are deploying

commercially available ARM servers to meet their computing infrastructure needs. As virtualization

plays an important role for servers and networking, ARM has introduced hardware virtualization

support into their architecture.

However, there are important differences between ARM and x86 architectural support for vir-

tualization. ARM designed their virtualization support around a new CPU mode, designed to run

the hypervisor, but not designed to run a full OS or existing OS kernels. As a result, popular Type 2

hypervisor designs on x86 are not directly amenable to ARM. x86 duplicates the entire state of the

CPU between two modes of operation, orthogonal to the CPU modes, both capable of running full

OSes. Unlike x86-based systems, there is no PC-standard hardware equivalent for ARM. The ARM

market is fragmented with many different vertically integrated ARM platforms with non-standard

hardware. Virtualizing ARM in a manner that works across the diversity of ARM hardware in the

absence of any real hardware standard is a key challenge.

This chapter introduces split-mode virtualization, a new approach to hypervisor design that

splits the core hypervisor so that it runs across different privileged CPU modes to take advantage

of the specific benefits and functionality offered by each CPU mode. This approach provides key

benefits in the context of ARM virtualization. ARM introduced a new CPU mode for running

hypervisors called Hyp mode, but Hyp mode has its own set of features distinct from existing

kernel modes. Hyp mode targets running a standalone hypervisor underneath the OS kernel, and
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was not designed to work well with a hosted hypervisor design, in which the hypervisor is integrated

with a host kernel. For example, standard OS mechanisms in Linux would have to be significantly

redesigned to run in Hyp mode. Split-mode virtualization makes it possible to take advantage of the

benefits of a hosted hypervisor design by running the hypervisor in normal privileged CPU modes

to leverage existing OS mechanisms without modification while at the same time use Hyp mode to

leverage ARM hardware virtualization features.

We designed and implemented KVM/ARM, not just to build a research prototype, but to create

a platform that would be widely used in practice and therefore could serve as a foundation for

future research by the wider research community as well as for production use. A major design

consideration in our work was ensuring that the system would be easy to maintain and integrate

into the Linux kernel. This is especially important in the context of ARM systems which lack

standard ways to integrate hardware components, features for hardware discovery such as a standard

BIOS or PCI bus, and have no standard mechanisms for installing low-level software. A standalone

bare metal hypervisor would need to be ported to each and every supported hardware platform, a

huge maintenance and development burden. Linux, however, is supported across almost all ARM

platforms and by integrating KVM/ARM with Linux, KVM/ARM is automatically available on any

device running a recent version of the Linux kernel. However, due to the differences between ARM

and x86 architectural support for virtualization, KVM cannot just simply be ported from x86 to

ARM, but requires a new hypervisor design, split-mode virtualization.

The initial implementation of KVM/ARM added less than 6,000 lines of ARM code to Linux,

a much smaller code base to maintain than standalone hypervisors. KVM/ARM for 32-bit ARMv7

was accepted as the ARM hypervisor of the mainline Linux kernel as of the Linux 3.9 kernel and

the 64-bit ARMv8 support was added in Linux 3.10, ensuring its wide adoption and use given the

dominance of Linux on ARM platforms. KVM/ARM [56, 36] is the first hypervisor to leverage

ARM hardware virtualization support to run unmodified guest operating systems on ARM multi-

core hardware. Based on our open source experiences, we offer some useful hints on transferring

research ideas into implementations likely to be adopted by the open source community.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of KVM/ARM on the first publicly available ARMv7 hard-

ware with virtualization support. The results are the first published measurements of a hypervisor

using ARM virtualization support on real hardware. We compare against the standard widely-
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used Linux KVM x86 hypervisor and evaluate its performance overhead for running application

workloads in virtual machines (VMs) versus native non-virtualized execution. The results show

that KVM/ARM achieves comparable performance overhead in most cases, and lower performance

overhead for two important applications, Apache and MySQL, on ARMv7 multicore platforms. We

also show that KVM/ARM provides power efficiency benefits over Linux KVM x86.

2.1 ARM Virtualization Extensions

Because the ARM architecture is not classically virtualizable (See Chapter 1), ARM introduced

the Virtualization Extensions (VE) as an optional extension to the ARMv7 [11] and ARMv8 [13]

architectures. ARM CPUs such as the Cortex-A15 [10] include this hardware support for virtualiza-

tion, and all ARMv8 CPUs targeting the server and networking markets include the virtualization

extensions. I present a brief overview of the ARM virtualization extensions.

2.1.1 CPU Virtualization

To run VMs, the privileged CPU mode must be virtualized to maintain isolation and for the hy-

pervisor to remain in control of the physical hardware. If VMs were allowed full control of the

underlying hardware, they could prevent other tasks and VMs on the system from running, turn

off the CPU, and even compromise the integrity of other parts of the system. As explained in

Chapter 1, virtualizable architectures can virtualize the privileged CPU mode by running all of the

VM, including the guest kernel, in the non-privileged user mode, and trapping each sensitive op-

eration to the hypervisor and emulate the operation in software. To support CPU virtualization on

a non-virtualizable architecture such as ARM, one option would be to change the architecture to

trap on all sensitive operations, making the architecture virtualizable. However, this approach does

not necessarily provide good performance and requires that the hypervisor correctly and efficiently

implements emulation of all sensitive operations. If instead the hardware could support executing

the sensitive operations directly in the VM by somehow changing these operations to operate on

virtual CPU state instead of physical CPU state, then isolation can be achieved without trapping too

frequently to the hypervisor. This is the approach taken by both ARM and x86 hardware virtualiza-

tion support for many operations. For example, when running a VM using the ARM virtualization
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extensions, when the VM disables interrupts, this doesn’t actually trap to the hypervisor, but instead

disables virtual interrupts, as will be explained in further detail in Section 2.1.3. ARM implements

these features by introducing a new and more privileged CPU mode to run the hypervisor.

Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show the ARM CPU modes and privilege levels, including the optional

Security Extensions (TrustZone) and a new privilege level and CPU mode, PL2 (Hyp) for ARMv7

and EL2 for ARMv8. ARM CPUs that implement the security extensions split execution into two

worlds, secure and non-secure. A special mode, monitor mode, is provided to switch between

the secure and non-secure worlds. Although ARM CPUs implementing the security extensions

always power up in the secure world, firmware typically transitions to the non-secure world at an

early stage. The secure world is used to run Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) to support

use cases such as digital rights management or authentication. TrustZone may appear useful for

virtualization by using the secure world for hypervisor execution, but this does not easily work

because the secure world cannot control the non-secure world’s access to normal non-secure RAM

and can only configure traps from the non-secure to secure world on a few select operations. There

are no means to trap general OS operations executed in the non-secure world to the secure world

when, for example, an OS configures virtual memory. Any software running at the highest non-

secure privilege level therefore effectively has access to all non-secure physical memory, making it

impossible to isolate multiple VMs running in the non-secure world. 1

Non-Secure state

PL0  User

PL1  Supervisor*

PL2  Hyp

Monitor Mode (Secure PL1)

Secure state

PL0  User

PL1  Supervisor*

*Supervisor is one out of 6 PL1 modes (FIQ, IRQ, Supervisor, Abort, Undefined, System)

Figure 2.1: ARMv7 Processor Modes

Non-Secure state

EL0  User

EL1  Kernel

EL2  Hypervisor

EL3

Secure state

EL0  User

EL1  Kernel

Figure 2.2: ARMv8 Processor Modes

The differences between the ARMv7 and ARMv8 CPU protection mechanisms don’t impact
1 It is potentially possible to build a hypervisor using the security extensions on systems that have a TrustZone

Address Space Controller (TSAC) which can be used to disallow non-secure accesses to regions of physical memory,
but there are severe limitations to this approach such as not being able to generally virtualize physical memory, but only
partition it statically, and it is my opinion that any such solution will perform poorly for general purpose virtualization.
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hypervisor designs, but I highlight the important changes here for completeness. The differences

relate mostly around the interaction between the non-secure and secure world and to nomenclature.

On ARMv7, the privilege level when running in monitor mode is secure PL1, and monitor mode

is therefore no more privileged than the PL1 kernel modes. On ARMv8, EL3 is a more privileged

mode than secure EL1. For example, ARMv8 defines several system registers that can only be

accesses from EL3 and not from secure EL1. This particular difference influences the implementa-

tion of how firmware configures the non-secure world, but does not affect the design of hypervisors

which are limited to the non-secure state. ARMv7 defines more than one PL1 mode; there are ac-

tually six PL1 modes, Supervisor, Abort, Undefined, FIQ, IRQ, and System. These modes share

the same privilege level, but have a number of dedicated registers, such as their own stack pointers.

System mode is special, because it shares the same registers as user mode, but runs at PL1. ARMv8

does away with multiple modes per privilege level and reduces the complexity to a single concept,

the exception levels. ARMv8 therefore has three non-secure CPU modes, EL0, EL1, and EL2.

When the virtualization extensions were first introduced in ARMv7, the hypervisor CPU mode was

named Hyp mode, but when ARMv8 was later introduced and only had a concept of exception

levels, the equivalent exception level was called EL2. I therefore use the terms Hyp mode and EL2

interchangeably in this dissertation to refer to the hypervisor execution mode of the CPU.

Hyp mode was introduced to support virtualization on the ARM architecture, and was designed

to be as simple as possible to run hypervisors. Hyp mode is strictly more privileged than user and

kernel modes. Software running in Hyp mode can configure the hardware to trap from kernel and

user mode into Hyp mode on a variety of events. For example, software running in Hyp mode can

selectively choose if reading the CPU’s ID registers 2 should trap to the hypervisor or if they can be

read directly by the VM. It is useful to be able to configure these traps depending on the software

configuration, because a hypervisor may choose to emulate the exact same CPU as the underlying

hardware CPU to the VM, in which case there is no need to introduce additional performance

penalties from trapping on ID register reads, but a hypervisor may also choose to only expose a

subset of the hardware CPU’s features to the VM, in which case that hypervisor will want to emulate

the value of the ID registers. As another example, hypervisor software can selectively choose to trap

accesses to floating point registers or allow full access to these registers to the VM. This is useful
2ID registers are read-only registers that describe the capabilities of the CPU
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when multiplexing the single floating point register bank between multiple VMs, because floating

point registers are typically large and therefore expensive to save and restore to memory. Allowing

a configurable trap on floating point register access allows a hypervisor to only context switch the

floating point register on demand while at the same time giving full access to the floating point

hardware to the VM once the register state belongs to the VM’s execution context. Traps to the

hypervisor from the VM are similar to traps from user space to the kernel and change the CPU

mode and jump to a predefined location in memory, known as the exception vector.

To run VMs, the hypervisor must configure traps and memory virtualization from Hyp mode,

and perform an exception return to user or kernel mode, depending on whether the VM is going

to run its user space or kernel. The VM then executes normally in user and kernel mode until

some condition is reached that requires intervention of the hypervisor. At this point, the hardware

traps into Hyp mode giving control to the hypervisor, which can then manage the hardware and

provide the required isolation across VMs. Once the condition is processed by the hypervisor, the

hypervisor can perform another exception return back into user or kernel mode and the VM can

continue executing. Not all traps and exceptions are handle by Hyp mode. For example, traps

caused by system calls or page faults from user mode trap to a VM’s kernel mode directly so that

they are handled by the guest OS without intervention of the hypervisor. This avoids going to

Hyp mode on each system call or page fault, reducing virtualization overhead. At the same time,

hardware interrupts can be configured to always trap to Hyp mode so that the hypervisor can remain

in control of the hardware.

The ARM architecture allows fine-grained control over which events and instructions trap from

user and kernel mode to Hyp mode. All traps into Hyp mode can be disabled and a single non-

virtualized kernel can run in kernel mode and have complete control of the system, effectively

bypassing Hyp mode. This is for example the configuration used by Linux when not running a

hypervisor.

ARM designed the virtualization support around a separate CPU mode distinct from the existing

kernel mode, because the architects envisioned a standalone hypervisor underneath a more complex

rich OS kernel and because it fits nicely into the existing privilege hierarchy of the architecture [38].

In an effort to simplify chip implementation and reduce the validation space, ARM reduced the

number of control registers available in Hyp mode compared to kernel mode. For example, ARMv7
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and later kernel modes have two page table base registers, providing an upper and lower virtual

address space for the kernel and user space, but Hyp mode only has a single page table base register.

ARM also redefined the meaning of the permission bits in the page table entries used by Hyp mode,

because they did not envision a hypervisor sharing page tables with software running in user space.

For example, Linux runs in kernel mode, but both user mode and kernel mode use the same page

tables, and user space access to kernel data and code is prevented by using permission bits in the

page tables which prevent user-mode access to kernel memory, but allows the kernel to directly

access user space memory, a very common operation for many Linux system calls such as read or

write.

2.1.2 Memory Virtualization

The ARM architecture provides virtual memory support through a single stage of address translation

that translates virtual addresses into physical addresses using page tables. While it is possible to

reuse the existing support for virtual memory in the context of VMs, it requires trapping on the VM’s

access to virtual memory control registers and constructing shadow page tables. Shadow page tables

are known to add performance overhead and significantly increase implementation complexity [1].

It is therefore important to let the VM manage its own virtual memory structures without trapping

to the hypervisor and at the same time allow the hypervisor full control of the physical memory

resources. Both requirements can be met by implementing a second stage of address translation in

hardware under the control of the hypervisor.

The ARM virtualization extensions provide stage 2 translations as a mechanism for the hypervi-

sor running in Hyp mode to completely control all accesses to physical memory. With two stages of

translation, the first stage translates Virtual Addresses (VAs) into Guest Physical Addresses (GPAs),

and the second stage translates GPAs into Physical Addresses (PAs). The ARM architecture has its

own nomenclature which deviates slightly from commonly used terms; ARM uses the term Interme-

diate Physical Addresses (IPAs) instead of GPAs. Figure 2.3 shows the complete address translation

sequence using three levels of paging for the stage 1 translations and four levels of paging for the

stage 2 translations. The number levels of each stage of translation can vary depending on size of

the VA, GPA, and PA space. Stage 2 translations, when enabled, translate all GPAs from kernel

and user mode into PAs using a dedicated set of page tables. Stage 1 and stage 2 translations can
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Figure 2.3: Stage 1 and stage 2 Page Table Walk

be independently enabled and disabled. When stage 1 translations are disabled, VAs and GPAs are

identical, and similarly, when stage 2 translations are disabled, GPAs and PAs are identical. ARMv7

stage-2 page tables use the LPAE [22] page table format and ARMv8 executing in a 64-bit mode

uses the VMSAv8-64 translation table format [13], which is a slightly extended version of LPAE

format. The stage 2 page tables use a different format from the stage 1 page tables.

When running a VM, the VM manages its own stage 1 page tables and stage 1 memory control

registers without trapping to the hypervisor. The stage 1 page tables translate VAs into GPAs, which

are then further translated into PAs using the stage 2 translation system. The stage 2 translation can

only be configured from Hyp mode, and can be completely disabled and enabled. The hypervisor

therefore manages the GPA to PA translation and non-virtualized operating systems executing in

kernel and user mode can manage physical memory directly when stage 2 translation is disabled.

Hyp mode uses its own address translation regime, which only supports stage 1 translations using a

special page table format (different from the stage 1 page table format used by kernel mode) only

used for Hyp mode. Since stage 2 translations are not supported for Hyp mode, the Hyp mode

stage 1 page tables translate directly from VAs to PAs, without going through GPAs, because the
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hypervisor running in Hyp mode has full control of the physical memory. Stage 2 translations,

like stage 1 translations, can be cached in TLB data structures to improve performance. To avoid

the need to invalidate TLBs when switching between VMs, ARM supports VMIDs, which are

configured on a per-VM basis by the hypervisor and all TLB entries are tagged with the VMID

associated with the current stage 2 context.

Both stage 1 and stage 2 page tables allow each page to be marked with a set of memory

permissions and attributes. Stage 2 page tables can override the permissions on stage 1 page tables,

for example marking otherwise read/write pages as read-only. This is useful for techniques such as

page deduplication and swapping. Memory attributes configure if memory accesses are cacheable or

non-cacheable, meaning that they bypass caches and access main memory directly. Unfortunately,

stage 2 page tables prior to ARMv8.4 do not overwrite the attributes of stage 1 attributes, but instead

the strongest semantics take precedence. For example, non-cacheable mappings in stage 1 cannot

be modified to be cacheable through their stage 2 mappings, because non-cacheable is considered

a stronger memory attribute. This design decision limits the ability to emulate certain classes of

DMA-capable devices like VGA framebuffers [87].

2.1.3 Interrupt Virtualization

Interrupts are used as an asynchronous notification mechanism from other hardware components

to one or more CPUs. For example, I/O devices can notify a CPU of some event that requires the

attention of the CPU, and one CPU can signal another CPU to request some action. In the con-

text of virtualization, the hypervisor most typically manages all hardware components capable of

generating interrupts, and the hypervisor must therefore still be notified of interrupts from these

components even when running a VM. At the same time, the VM will interact with a set of virtual

devices and will expect notifications from these virtual devices in the form of interrupts delivered to

virtual CPUs. It is therefore important to distinguish between and support physical interrupts, gen-

erated by hardware components and delivered to physical CPUs, and virtual interrupts, generated

by virtual devices and delivered to virtual CPUs.

ARM defines the Generic Interrupt Controller (GIC) v2 and v3 architectures [9, 12] which sup-

port handling both physical and virtual interrupts. The GIC routes interrupts from devices to CPUs

and CPUs query the GIC to discover the source of an interrupt. The GIC is especially important in
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multicore configurations, because it is used to generate Inter-Processor Interrupts (IPIs) from one

CPU to another. The GIC is split in two parts, the distributor and the CPU interfaces. There is only

one distributor in a system, but each CPU has a GIC CPU interface. On GICv2, both the CPU in-

terfaces and the distributor are accessed over a Memory-Mapped interface (MMIO). On GICv3, the

CPU interfaces are accessed via system registers and the distributor is still accessed using MMIO.

The distributor is used to configure the GIC, for example to configure the CPU affinity of an in-

terrupt, to completely enable or disable interrupts on a system, or to send an IPI to another CPU

. The CPU interface is used to acknowledge (ACK) and to deactivate interrupts (End-Of-Interrupt,

EOI). For example, when a CPU receives an interrupt, it will read a special register on the GIC

CPU interface, which ACKs the interrupt and returns the interrupt number. The interrupt will not

be raised to the CPU again before the CPU writes to the EOI register of the CPU interface with the

value retrieved from the ACK register, which deactivates the interrupt. 3

The GIC can signal interrupts to each CPU via two separate signals, IRQs and FIQs. Software

can configure the GIC to signal a particular interrupt as an IRQ or FIQ using interrupt groups. (We

avoid an intricate discussion of interrupt groups and the relationship to the security extensions here

and refer to the architecture manuals for more information.) Each signal, IRQ and FIQ, can be

independently configured to trap to either Hyp or kernel mode. Trapping all interrupts to kernel

mode and letting OS software running in kernel mode handle them directly is efficient, but does not

work in the context of VMs, because the hypervisor loses control over the hardware. Trapping all

interrupts to Hyp mode ensures that the hypervisor retains control, but requires emulating virtual in-

terrupts in software to signal events to VMs. This is cumbersome to manage and expensive because

each step of interrupt and virtual interrupt processing, such as acknowledging and deactivating,

must go through the hypervisor.

The GIC includes hardware virtualization support from v2.0 and later, known as the GIC Vir-

tualization Extensions (GIC VE), which avoids the need to emulate virtual interrupt delivery to the
3 This is a slightly simplified view, because the GIC supports a concept known as split priority drop and deactivate.

Once an interrupt has been acknowledged, it enters the active state, and the GIC will not signal that interrupt to the CPU
again before the interrupt is deactivated. Normally, a write to the EOI register will deactivate the interrupt and perform
a priority drop, which means that the GIC will accept other interrupts with the same priority as the most recently acked
interrupt. However, with split priority drop and deactivate, a write to the EOI register will only drop the priority, but will
not deactivate the interrupt. This is useful to defer some part of handling an interrupt and making sure that a particular
interrupt is not seen again until some event passes. For example, this can be used to implement threaded interrupt handling
by handing off an acked interrupt to a different thread and be able to take new interrupts of the same priority. With split
priority drop and deactivate, software must write to a separate register, the DIR register, after writing to the EOI register.
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VM. GIC VE introduces a virtual GIC CPU interface for each CPU and a corresponding hypervisor

control interface for each CPU. VMs are configured to see the virtual GIC CPU interface instead

of the real GIC CPU interface. Virtual interrupts are generated by writing to special registers, the

List Registers (LRs), in the GIC hypervisor control interface, and the virtual GIC CPU interface

raises the virtual interrupts directly to a VM’s kernel mode. Because the virtual GIC CPU interface

includes support for ACK and EOI, these operations no longer need to trap to the hypervisor to be

emulated in software, reducing overhead for receiving interrupts on a CPU. For example, emulated

virtual devices typically raise virtual interrupts through a software API to the hypervisor, which

can leverage GIC VE by writing the virtual interrupt number for the emulated device into the list

registers. Upon entering the VM, GIC VE interrupts the VM directly to kernel mode and lets the

guest OS acknowledge and deactivate the virtual interrupt without trapping to the hypervisor. Note

that the distributor must still be emulated in software and all accesses to the distributor by a VM

must still trap to the hypervisor. For example, when a virtual CPU sends a virtual IPI to another

virtual CPU, this will cause a trap to the hypervisor, which emulates the distributor access in soft-

ware and raises the IPI as a virtual IPI to the receiving virtual CPU. If the receiving virtual CPU

is executing inside the VM, this involves sending a physical IPI to the CPU that is executing the

virtual CPU, which causes the VM virtual CPU to trap to the hypervisor, detect a pending virtual

IPI, and program a list register with the virtual IPI on the receiving CPU’s GIC hypervisor control

interface.

Figure 2.4 shows a simplified overview of GICv2 with the Virtualization Extensions. There are

three types of interrupts in the GIC: Private Peripheral Interrupts (PPIs), Shared Peripheral Inter-

rupts (SPIs) and Software-generated Interrupts (SGIs). Devices can signal either PPIs or SPIs to the

GIC, which only differ in their allocation of interrupt numbers by having a single interrupt line per

SPI, there is a line per PPI per processor. For example, there may be a timer per CPU and the timer

interrupts is tied to a PPI, so that it can signal CPUs independently using the same interrupt number.

SGIs are generated from within the GIC distributor as a result of MMIO commands from CPUs

wishing to send IPIs from one CPU to another. The distributor maintains state and configuration for

each interrupt, and forwards pending and enabled interrupts to the CPU interfaces of the receiving

CPUs. The CPU interfaces both signal the CPUs using the IRQ and FIQ lines, but they can also be

accessed via MMIO from the CPUs to acknowledge and deactivate interrupts, for example. Oper-
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Figure 2.4: ARM Generic Interrupt Controller v2 (GICv2) overview

ating systems running directly on the hardware access the real CPU interfaces, but guest OSes in

VMs access the virtual CPU interfaces. Since the GICv2 accesses are all based on MMIO, a hy-

pervisor uses stage 2 page tables to ensure that the VM can only access the virtual CPU interfaces

and that VMs cannot access the control interface. The MMIO path shown in Figure 2.4 (indicated

by the thick blue line) shows the VM and hypervisor configuration where the CPUs access the hy-

pervisor control interface when executing the hypervisor and access the virtual CPU interface when

running the VM. The list registers, controlled via the hypervisor control interface, feed content into

the virtual CPU interface, which is observed by the CPUs when running VMs.

Devices can implement interrupt signaling in two ways: Edge-triggered and level-triggered

interrupts. Edge-triggered interrupts become pending when a rising edge is observed and a new

interrupt is only signaled when the line is lowered and subsequently raised again. Level-triggered
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interrupts are pending as long as the level of the line is high, and lose their pending state when

the level of the line is low. 4 This means that while the GIC only has to observe changes to edge-

triggered inputs, it must constantly sample the level of the line for level-triggered interrupts. To

support sampling the line level in the context of VMs, the GIC VE support an additional bit in the

list registers, the EOI bit, which causes a trap to the hypervisor when the VM EOIs an interrupt with

this bit set. The traps generated from the GIC VE are signaled using a dedicated hardware interrupt,

known as the GIC Maintenance Interrupt. Hypervisors can set the EOI bit in the list registers

for level-triggered interrupts to force an exit from the VM when it has completed a level-triggered

interrupt, the hypervisor can then re-sample the virtual line state for the corresponding interrupt, and

inject a new interrupt if the level is still held high. Level-triggered interrupts are therefore slower

and more complicated to handle than edge-triggered interrupts in the context of VMs.

GIC VE also provides an additional special bit in the list registers, called the HW bit. This

functionality is particular to the ARM architecture and fundamental for virtualizing timer hardware,

and is therefore worth mentioning in detail. The idea is that virtual interrupts can be tied to physical

interrupts such that when a VM deactivates a virtual interrupt, a corresponding physical interrupt can

also be deactivated. When the hypervisor receives a physical interrupt, which should be forwarded

to the VM as a virtual interrupt, the hypervisor can choose not to deactivate the physical interrupt,

but defer this until the VM deactivates the virtual interrupt. This is done by setting the HW bit in

the list register used to signal the virtual interrupt and linking the virtual interrupt number to the

physical interrupt number, using two separate dedicated fields for this purpose in the list register.

(Note that since the VM may present a different platform with different interrupt numbers than

the physical host, the virtual and physical interrupt numbers can be different.) This mechanism is

useful for hypervisors which do not wish to be interrupted by a device until a VM has completed

handling a previous interrupt, which is typically the case when the VM is exposed to any aspect of

the underlying hardware, for example in the context of timers or direct device assignment.
4 Interrupts can actually be implemented electrically differently by either signaling interrupts on a rising or falling

edge, or similarly by considering a level-triggered asserted when the line is low or high, and the GIC supports both
configurations. This difference has no influence on software design or performance though, and we therefore limit our
discussion to interrupts that use rising edges or high levels to assert interrupts.
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2.1.4 Timer Virtualization

Systems software needs some mechanism to keep time. Both telling the passing of time and pro-

gramming timers to generate interrupts after some time has passed are essential in providing OS

services to applications. For example, a graphical user interface (GUI) typically programs a timer

to blink the cursor when editing text, and OS kernels typically check time spent at various check-

points to schedule tasks according to a scheduling policy. When running VMs, the hypervisor has

similar requirements for both time keeping mechanisms, and the guest OS running inside the VM

also need to keep time. However, the definition of time can depend on the underlying hardware and

can range from telling wall-clock time to CPU cycles or using other constant timers which may stop

counting or count at a slower rate depending on the power state of the hardware system. Further-

more, when running VMs, the VM may not be running continuously because the hypervisor may

run other tasks instead of the VM, without the VM being notified, and as a consequence, wall clock

time may not relate virtual processing time the same way it relates to native processing time.

The ARM Generic Timer Architecture, also known as the architected timers, includes support

for timer virtualization. The goal is to provide VMs with access to their own timekeeping hardware,

so that VMs can tell time and program timers without trapping to the hypervisor, and to allow VMs

to tell the difference between some concept of virtual time and physical time [68]. To meet that

goal, ARM provides three separate timers; a hypervisor timer, a physical timer, and a virtual timer.

The idea is that the hypervisor timer represents the actual passing of time and is owned exclusively

by the hypervisor, where both the physical and virtual timers are used by a VM. The physical timer

also represents actual passing of time, where the virtual timer can be adjusted by the hypervisor to

provide a measure of virtual time, for example based on when the VM has actually been allowed to

run.

More specifically, each timer on ARM comprises both a counter and a timer. The counter is

simply a device that counts up, and the timer is a small logical circuit, which can be programmed

to generate an interrupt when the counter reaches a programmable value. The hypervisor timer is

only accessible from Hyp mode, and any attempt to program it from kernel or user mode generates

an exception to kernel mode. The hypervisor can configure if accesses to the physical timer trap

when executed in the VM or if the physical timer is accessible by the VM. The virtual timer is
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always accessible in the VM. The hypervisor can program a special virtual counter offset register,

only accessible in Hyp mode, which changes the counter value of the virtual timer relative to the

physical timer. A hypervisor can use this, for example, to subtract time from the virtual counter

when the VM has not been running, and the VM can use this information to adjust its scheduling

policy or report stolen time, time when the virtual CPU wasn’t actually running, to the user.

While the virtualization support for timers allows a VM to directly program a timer without

trapping, the hypervisor is still involved in signaling interrupts to a VM when a timer fires. When

timers fire, they generate hardware interrupts. Such hardware interrupts are no different from other

hardware interrupts on the system, regardless of the timer that signals them, and therefore follow the

configuration of the system to either be delivered directly to kernel mode, when executing a native

OS, or trap to the hypervisor when executing a VM. When the hypervisor handles an interrupt from

a timer device which is assigned to a VM, for example the virtual timer, it will typically program a

virtual interrupt using the GIC VE to signal to the VM that the timer has expired. However, since

the timer output signal is level-triggered, the timer output will remain asserted until the VM, which

has direct access to the timer hardware, cancels the timer or reprograms it to fire in the future. If

the hypervisor deactivates the interrupt on behalf of the VM, the GIC will re-sample the output

line from the timer, and since it is still asserted, it will immediate signal the new pending interrupt

to the CPU, and the CPU will not make any forward progress, because it will be busy handling

a continuous stream of interrupts. The ARM architecture is specifically designed to integrate the

functionality of the timers with the GIC, by leaving the physical interrupt from a timer assigned to a

VM active, which prevents further signaling of interrupts, and inject a virtual interrupt for the timer

to VM, which is tied to the underlying physical interrupt by setting the HW bit in the list register. In

that way, when the VM runs and observes the pending virtual timer, it will run the Interrupt Service

Routine (ISR) for the timer, cancel the timer which lowers the timer output signal, and will finally

deactivate the interrupt, for example by writing to the EOI register on the virtual CPU interface.

Deactivating the virtual interrupt deactivates both the physical and virtual interrupt because the HW

bit is set, and when the timer fires again later, it will trap to the hypervisor.

Each CPU has its own private set of timers, and it is the hypervisor’s responsibility to properly

migrate and synchronize timers when migrating virtual CPUs across physical CPUs.
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2.1.5 Comparison of ARM VE with Intel VMX

Virtualization Support ARM VE Intel VMX

CPU Separate CPU Mode
Duplicated CPU modes

(root vs. non-root operation)

VM/hypervisor transition
Trap VMX Transition

(software save/restore) (hardware save/restore with VMCS)

Memory Stage 2 page tables EPT (2nd+ gen.)

Direct Timer Access Physical/Virtual Timers No equivalent support

Interrupts VGIC APICv

Direct virtual
GICv4 Posted Interrupts

interrupt injection

Table 2.1: Comparison of ARM VE with Intel VMX

There are a number of similarities and differences between the ARM virtualization extensions

and hardware virtualization support for x86 from Intel and AMD. Intel VMX [50] and AMD-V [2]

are very similar, so we limit our comparison to ARM VE and Intel VMX. The differences are

summarized in Table 2.1. ARM supports virtualization through a separate CPU mode, Hyp mode,

which is a separate and strictly more privileged CPU mode than previous user and kernel modes. In

contrast, Intel has root and non-root mode [50], which are orthogonal to the CPU protection modes.

While sensitive operations on ARM trap to Hyp mode, sensitive operations can trap from non-root

mode to root mode while staying in the same protection level on Intel. A crucial difference between

the two hardware designs is that Intel’s root mode supports the same full range of user and kernel

mode functionality as its non-root mode, whereas ARM’s Hyp mode is a strictly different CPU

mode with its own set of features. For example, software executing in Intel’s root mode use the same

virtual memory system and same virtual address layout as software executing in non-root mode. On

ARM, Hyp mode uses different page tables and has a limited VA space compared to kernel modes.

These differences suggest that Intel imagined any software stack, similar to existing OSes, running

in both root and non-root mode, where ARM imagined a smaller standalone hypervisor running in

root mode.

Both ARM and Intel trap into their respective Hyp and root modes, but Intel provides specific
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hardware support for a VM control structure (VMCS) in memory which is used to automatically

save and restore the CPU’s execution state when switching to and from root mode using the VMX

transitions VM Entry and VM Exit. These transitions are defined as single atomic operations in

hardware and are used to automatically save and restore all of the CPU’s execution state using the

VMCS when switching between guest and hypervisor execution contexts. ARM, being a RISC-

style architecture, instead has a simpler hardware mechanism to transition between EL1 and EL2

but leaves it up to software to decide which state needs to be saved and restored. This provides more

flexibility in the amount of work that needs to be done when transitioning between EL1 and EL2

compared to switching between root and non-root mode on x86, but poses different requirements on

hypervisor software implementation. For example, trapping to ARM’s Hyp mode on first-generation

ARM VE hardware only costs tens of cycles compared to hundreds of cycles to transition from root

mode to non-root mode on optimized x86 server hardware. ARM and Intel are quite similar in

their support for virtualizing physical memory. Both introduce an additional set of page tables

to translate guest to host physical addresses. ARM benefited from hindsight in including stage 2

translation whereas Intel did not include its equivalent Extended Page Table (EPT) support until its

second generation virtualization hardware.

ARM’s support for virtual timers have no real x86 counterpart. The x86 world of timekeeping

consists of a myriad of timekeeping devices available partially due to the history and legacy of

the PC platform. Modern x86 platforms typically support an 8250-series PIT for legacy support

and a Local APIC (LAPIC) timer. The Intel hardware support for virtualization adds the VMX-

Preemption timer which allows hypervisors to program an exit from a VM independently from

how other timers are programmed. The VMX-Preemption timer was added to reduce the latency

between a timer firing and the hypervisor injecting a virtual timer interrupt. This is achieved because

a hypervisor doesn’t have to handle an interrupt from the LAPIC timer, but can directly tell from

a VM exit that the preemption timer has expired. Contrary to ARM, x86 does not support giving

full control of individual timer hardware to VMs. x86 does allow VMs to directly read the Time

Stamp Counter (TSC), whereas ARM allows access to the virtual counter. The x86 TSC is typically

higher resolution than the ARM counter, because the TSC is driven by the processor’s clock where

the ARM counter is driven by a dedicated clock signal, although with minimum 50 MHz frequency.

Recent Intel CPUs also include support for APIC virtualization [50]. Similar to ARM’s GIC
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VE support for virtual interrupts, Intel’s APIC virtualization support (APICv) also allows VMs to

complete virtual interrupts without trapping to the hypervisor. Also similar to ARM, APICv allows

the VM to access interrupt controller registers directly without trapping to the hypervisor. On ARM,

the GIC virtual CPU interface supports direct access to all CPU interface registers. APICv provides

a backing page in memory for the VM’s virtual APIC state. On Intel without APICv, completing

virtual interrupts in the VM traps to root mode.

Both ARM and x86 have introduced support for direct delivery of virtual interrupts. Direct

delivery means that a CPU executing a VM can observe a new virtual interrupt which is signaled

to the VM directly from passthrough devices without ever having to trap from the VM to the hy-

pervisor. Intel has introduced posted interrupts as part of the Intel Directed I/O Architecture [51].

Posted interrupts support directly delivering virtual interrupts from physical devices or from other

CPUs. ARM has introduced version 4.0 of the GIC architecture (GICv4) [12], which supports di-

rectly delivering virtual Message-Signaled Interrupts (MSIs) from physical devices signaling MSIs.

Unfortunately, no hardware with GICv4 is available at the time of writing this dissertation and I

therefore focus on GICv2 and GICv3 where it is possible to validate and evaluate virtualization

software using them.

2.2 KVM/ARM System Architecture

Instead of reinventing and reimplementing complex core functionality in the hypervisor, and poten-

tially introducing tricky and fatal bugs along the way, KVM/ARM builds on KVM and leverages

existing infrastructure in the Linux kernel. While a standalone hypervisor design approach has the

potential for better performance and a smaller Trusted Computing Base (TCB), this approach is

less practical on ARM. ARM hardware is in many ways much more diverse than x86. Hardware

components are often tightly integrated in ARM devices in non-standard ways by different device

manufacturers. For example, much ARM hardware lacks features for hardware discovery such as

a standard BIOS or a PCI bus, and there is no established mechanism for installing low-level soft-

ware on a wide variety of ARM platforms. Linux, however, is supported across almost all ARM

platforms and by integrating KVM/ARM with Linux, KVM/ARM is automatically available on any

device running a recent version of the Linux kernel. This is in contrast to bare metal approaches
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such as Xen [26], which must actively support every platform on which they wish to install the

Xen hypervisor. For example, for every new SoC that Xen wants to support, the developers must

implement SoC support in the core Xen hypervisor to support simply outputting content on a se-

rial console. Booting Xen on an ARM platforms also typically involves manually tweaking boot

loaders or firmware, since Xen requires booting two images at the same time, Xen and the Linux

Dom0 kernel image. KVM/ARM on the other hand is integrated with Linux and follows existing

supported Linux kernel boot mechanisms.

While KVM/ARM benefits from its integration with Linux in terms of portability and hardware

support, a key problem we had to address was that the ARM hardware virtualization extensions were

designed to support a standalone hypervisor design where the hypervisor is completely separate

from any standard kernel functionality, as discussed in Section 2.1. The following sections describe

how KVM/ARM’s novel design makes it possible to benefit from integration with an existing kernel

and at the same time take advantage of the hardware virtualization features.

2.2.1 Split-mode Virtualization

Simply running a hypervisor entirely in ARM’s Hyp mode is attractive since it is designed specifi-

cally to run hypervisors and to be more privileged than other CPU modes used to run VMs. How-

ever, since KVM/ARM leverages existing kernel infrastructure such as the scheduler and device

drivers, running KVM/ARM in Hyp mode requires running the entire Linux kernel in Hyp mode.

This is problematic for at least two reasons:

First, low-level architecture dependent code in Linux is written to work in kernel mode, and

would not run unmodified in Hyp mode, because Hyp mode is a completely different CPU mode

from normal kernel mode. For example, the kernel’s exception entry path, process switching logic,

and many other kernel subsystems access kernel mode registers, and would have to be modified to

work in Hyp mode. Modifying a full OS kernel such as the Linux kernel to run in Hyp mode is

invasive and controversial, and, more importantly, to preserve compatibility with hardware without

Hyp mode and to run Linux as a guest OS, low-level code would have to be written to work in

both Hyp and kernel mode, potentially resulting in slow and convoluted code paths. As a simple

example, a page fault handler needs to obtain the virtual address causing the page fault. In Hyp

mode this address is stored in a different register than in kernel mode.
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Second, running the entire kernel in Hyp mode would adversely affect native performance. For

example, Hyp mode has its own separate address space. Whereas kernel mode uses two page table

base registers to provide a split between user and kernel virtual address space, Hyp mode uses a

single page table base register and therefore cannot easily have direct access to the user address

space. Supporting user access from the kernel would involve either using the same page tables from

different translation regimes, which relaxes isolation guarantees and increases the TLB invalidation

frequency, or modifying frequently used functions to access user memory to walk process page

tables in software and explicitly map user space data into the kernel address space and subsequently

perform necessary page table teardown and TLB maintenance operations. Both options are likely to

result in poor native performance on ARM and would be difficult to integrate in the mainline Linux

kernel. Chapter 4 explores the challenges of running Linux in the ARMv8 equivalent of Hyp mode,

EL2, in more detail.

These problems with running Linux in the hypervisor CPU mode do not occur for x86 hardware

virtualization. x86 root operation is orthogonal to its CPU privilege modes. The entire Linux kernel

can run in root operation because the same set of CPU modes are available in both root and non-root

operations.

KVM/ARM introduces split-mode virtualization, a new approach to hypervisor design that

splits the core hypervisor so that it runs across different privileged CPU modes to take advantage

of the specific benefits and functionality offered by each CPU mode. KVM/ARM uses split-mode

virtualization to leverage the ARM hardware virtualization support enabled by Hyp mode, while at

the same time leveraging existing Linux kernel services running in kernel mode. Split-mode virtu-

alization allows KVM/ARM to be integrated with the Linux kernel without intrusive modifications

to the existing code base.

This is done by splitting the hypervisor into two components, the lowvisor and the highvisor,

as shown in Figure 2.5. The lowvisor is designed to take advantage of the hardware virtualization

support available in Hyp mode to provide three key functions. First, the lowvisor sets up the correct

execution context by appropriate configuration of the hardware, and enforces protection and isola-

tion between different execution contexts. The lowvisor directly interacts with hardware protection

features and is therefore highly critical and the code base is kept to an absolute minimum. Second,

the lowvisor switches from a VM execution context to the host execution context and vice-versa.
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Figure 2.5: KVM/ARM System Architecture

The host execution context is used to run the hypervisor and the host Linux kernel. Transitioning

between the host execution context and the VM execution context is often referred to as a world

switch, because the entire kernel and user mode configurations are changed, giving the impression

of moving between worlds. Since the lowvisor is the only component that runs in Hyp mode, only

it can be responsible for the hardware reconfiguration necessary to perform a world switch. Third,

the lowvisor provides a virtualization trap handler, which handles interrupts and exceptions that

must trap to the hypervisor. The lowvisor performs only the minimal amount of processing required

and defers the bulk of the work to be done to the highvisor after a world switch to the highvisor is

complete.

The highvisor runs in kernel mode as part of the host Linux kernel. It can therefore directly

leverage existing Linux functionality such as the scheduler, and can make use of standard kernel

software data structures and mechanisms to implement its functionality, such as locking mecha-

nisms and memory allocation functions. This makes higher-level functionality easier to implement

in the highvisor. For example, while the lowvisor provides a low-level trap handler and the low-level

mechanism to switch from one world to another, the highvisor handles stage 2 page faults from the

VM and performs instruction emulation. Note that parts of the VM run in kernel mode, just like the

highvisor, but with stage 2 translation and trapping to Hyp mode enabled.

Because the hypervisor is split across kernel mode and Hyp mode, switching between a VM

and the highvisor involves multiple transitions between CPU modes. A trap to the highvisor while
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running the VM will first trap to the lowvisor running in Hyp mode. The lowvisor will then perform

an exception return to kernel mode to run the highvisor after having reconfigured the protection

settings for kernel mode. Similarly, going from the highvisor to a VM requires trapping from kernel

mode to Hyp mode, and then switching to the VM. As a result, split-mode virtualization incurs

a double trap cost in switching to and from the highvisor. 5 The only way to enter Hyp mode

from kernel mode on ARM is to cause a trap, for example by issuing a hypercall (HVC) instruction,

because Hyp mode is a more privileged mode and therefore the CPU protection mechanism is

designed specifically that way. However, as shown in Section 2.4, this extra trap is not a significant

performance cost on ARM.

When going from the highvisor to the VM, via the lowvisor, the highvisor and lowvisor have

to communicate with each other. For example, the highvisor must specify the state of the VCPU

which is about to run. KVM/ARM uses a memory mapped interface to share data between the

highvisor and lowvisor. The lowvisor, running in Hyp mode, uses a separate virtual address space,

configured using control registers by the lowvisor itself. One simplistic approach would be to reuse

the host kernel’s page tables and also use them in Hyp mode to make the address spaces identical.

This unfortunately does not work, because Hyp mode uses a different page table format from kernel

mode. However, the page tables used by Hyp mode, are just pages in memory, and the highvisor

has full access to all memory on the system, and can therefore freely configure the page tables

used by Hyp mode. This is a subtle but important insight; even though Hyp mode manages the

virtual memory control registers, as long as the highvisor knows the address of the page tables, the

highvisor can configure the virtual memory mapping of Hyp mode. The only restriction is, that the

highvisor must ask Hyp mode to perform Hyp-specific TLB invalidations if changing any already

established mappings, because the Hyp mode TLB invalidation instructions are only available in

Hyp mode. KVM/ARM allocates a full set of page tables to map the full Hyp VA space during

boot, and passes the pointer to the page tables on to the lowvisor during the initial configuration of

the lowvisor. Now, the highvisor can allocate a memory page, map it in both the highvisor’s address

space and in the lowvisor’s address space, and translate pointers from the highvisor’s address space

to the lowvisor’s address space, and pass on the pointers to the lowvisor, which can then access data
5 We refer to this cost as the double trap cost even though it is technically a question of a trap and an exception

return, but, since an exception return is an instruction synchronizing event with similar performance characteristics as a
trap, the term is only mildly misleading.
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in the shared pages. This technique is also used by the highvisor to map code segments during the

initial configuration of the lowvisor.

A remaining question is how to establish an efficient runtime for the lowvisor. The initial

KVM/ARM implementation only mapped a single page of hand-written assembly code to imple-

ment the lowvisor functionality, and mapped shared data structures per VM in Hyp mode every

time a new VM was created. As it turned out, running C code in the lowvisor only required linking

the lowvisor code in a separate section so that it can be mapped in Hyp mode, map the read-only

segments in Hyp mode, and map a page per CPU to use as a stack in Hyp mode. Using C code made

it easier to maintain the lowvisor implementation and add logic for things such as support for de-

bugging the VM. Note that even when the lowvisor is implemented in C, it cannot freely access all

kernel data structures or call into kernel functions in the host OS, because it still runs in a separate

address space and only the lowvisor runtime and the explicitly shared data structures are available.

2.2.2 CPU Virtualization

To virtualize the CPU, KVM/ARM must present an interface to the VM which is essentially iden-

tical to the underlying real hardware CPU (the equivalence property), while ensuring that the hy-

pervisor remains in control of the hardware (the isolation property). The CPU state is contained in

registers, both general purpose registers and control registers, and KVM/ARM must either trap and

emulate access to these registers or context switch them. Since Hyp mode is completely decoupled

from kernel and user mode, using its own configuration register state, all kernel and user mode state

can be context switched by the lowvisor when transitioning between the VM and the host. Some

registers, however, which are not often used, can be configured to trap when accessed, and context

switched at a later time to improve performance.

Even though Hyp mode is separate from the VM, the lowvisor still has to ensure that it will

eventually regain control of the CPU, for example because the hardware traps when there is a timer

interrupt. The lowvisor accomplishes this by always scheduling a timer in the future and configuring

the CPU to trap to Hyp mode when receiving a physical interrupt. That way, even if the VM runs

an endless loop, for example, the hardware will always eventually trap to the lowvisor, which can

preempt the VM and switch back to the highvisor.

Tables 2.2 and 2.3 show the CPU state visible to software running in kernel and user mode
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Number of registers State
28 General Purpose (GP) Registers 1

6 Program Status Registers 2

23 CP15 Control Registers
7 VGIC v2 Control Registers
4 VGIC v2 List Registers 3

2 Arch. Timer Control Registers
32 64-bit VFP registers (VFPv3-D32)
3 32-bit VFP Control Registers

105 Total number of registers
1 Including banked FIQ registers, SPs and LRs
2 Banked SPSRs and the CPSR
3 4 LRs on a Cortex-A15

Table 2.2: ARMv7 CPU State

Number of registers State
33 General Purpose (GP) Registers 1

2 Program Status Registers 2

37 General System Registers
7 VGIC v2 Control Registers
4 VGIC v2 List Registers 3

2 Arch. Timer Control Registers
64 64-bit VFP registers
3 32-bit VFP Control Registers

151 Total number of registers
1 Including LR and SP EL0 and SP EL1
2 SPSR EL2 and SPSR EL1
3 4 LRs on a Cortex-A57

Table 2.3: ARMv8 CPU state (AArch64)

on both the host and VM which must be context switched when switching between a VM and the

host. The number of registers specifies how many register of each type there are. Each of those

registers may both be read and written, both when transitioning from the VM to the host and vice

versa. For example, consider any of the general purpose registers. KVM/ARM must first read the

VM’s GP register state and store it to memory, then load the host’s GP register state from memory

to the register, and then return to the highvisor. Upon returning to the VM, KVM/ARM must again

read the host’s GP register state and store it memory, and finally load the VM’s GP register state

from memory to the register, and the return to the VM. Tables 2.2 and 2.3 count each register

once, regardless of how many times each register is accessed. Further, the tables only include the

minimal set of registers to run workloads under normal operations in the VM, but do not include
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more advanced features such as monitoring performance in VMs using the Performance Monitoring

Unit (PMU) or debugging the VM.

The VFP floating point registers are costly to save and restore and they are not always used

by the VM. Therefore, KVM/ARM performs lazy context switching of these registers which means

that the registers are initially configured to trap to the lowvisor when accessed, and the lowvisor

does not save and restore them on every transition between the VM and the hypervisor. When

the VM eventually tries to access the floating point register, it traps to the lowvisor, which then

context switches all the VFP registers state between the host and the VM, disables traps on the VFP

registers, and returns to the VM which can now access the registers directly.

Trap Description
WFI Wait-for-interrupts
WFE Wait-for-event
SMC Secure Monitor Call
PMU Registers Performance Monitor Unit Registers
Debug Registers Debugging controls, breakpoints, and watchpoints
Stage 1 MMU control registers Only until guest enables the stage 1 MMU

Table 2.4: Instructions and registers that trap from the VM to the hypervisor

KVM/ARM performs trap on certain sensitive instructions and register accesses as shown in

Table 2.4. KVM/ARM traps if a VM executes the WFI instruction, which causes the CPU to power

down, because such an operation should only be performed by the hypervisor to maintain control

of the hardware. KVM/ARM traps on WFE instructions when physical CPUs are oversubscribed,

because the WFE instruction is typically used in spinlock loops, and the guest issuing the instruc-

tion is a good indication that a lock in the VM is contended and will not be released before the

holding VCPU is allowed to run. With oversubscribed CPUs, where more VCPUs are running than

there are physical CPUs, KVM/ARM handles traps from WFE by scheduling another VCPU. SMC

instructions are trapped because the VM should not be allowed to interact with any secure runtime

on the system, but such accesses should instead be emulated by the hypervisor. Debug and PMU

registers are trapped because the performance monitoring unit and the debug hardware belong to

the host OS and do not have support for virtualization and the hypervisor therefore instead traps

and emulates guest accesses to these resources. Finally, when initially booting a VM, KVM/ARM

traps access to the VM’s stage 1 MMU control registers, and also context switches these registers,
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because the hypervisor must be able to detect when the VM enables the stage 1 MMU and perform

required cache maintenance to ensure a coherent memory view from the guest. Once the guest OS

has enabled the stage 1 MMU, the traps are disabled and the VM can directly access the MMU

control registers.

Note that both the VM and the hypervisor execute code in kernel and user mode, but these

modes are configured differently depending on the execution context. For example, the lowvisor

configures the CPU to trap on WFI instructions when switching to a VM and disables those traps

again when switching back to the hypervisor, letting the host OS power down CPUs when needed.

There are different configuration settings of the hardware for running the VM and the host, both

using the same kernel and user CPU modes. The lowvisor, running in Hyp mode, configures these

settings in the following way when running a VM:

1. Store all host GP registers on the Hyp stack.

2. Configure the VGIC for the VM.

3. Configure the timers for the VM.

4. Save all host-specific configuration registers onto the Hyp stack.

5. Load the VM’s configuration registers onto the hardware, which can be done without affecting

current execution, because Hyp mode uses its own configuration registers, separate from the

host state.

6. Configure Hyp mode to trap floating-point operations for lazy context switching, trap inter-

rupts, trap CPU halt instructions (WFI/WFE), trap SMC instructions, trap specific configura-

tion register accesses, and trap debug register accesses.

7. Write VM-specific IDs into shadow ID registers.

8. Set the stage 2 page table base register (VTTBR) and enable Stage-2 address translation.

9. Restore all guest GP registers.

10. Perform an exception return into either user or kernel mode.
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The CPU will stay in the VM world until an event occurs, which triggers a trap into Hyp mode.

Traps can be caused by any of the traps listed in Table 2.4 and shown in step 6 above, a stage 2

page fault, or a hardware interrupt. Since the event requires services from the highvisor, either to

emulate the expected hardware behavior for the VM or to service a device interrupt, KVM/ARM

must switch back into the highvisor and the host. Switching back to the host from the VM performs

the following actions:

1. Store all VM GP registers.

2. Disable stage 2 translation to give the host full control of the system and all memory.

3. Configure Hyp mode to not trap any register access, instructions, or interrupts.

4. Save all VM-specific configuration registers.

5. Load the host’s configuration registers onto the hardware.

6. Configure the timers for the host.

7. Save VM-specific VGIC state.

8. Restore all host GP registers.

9. Perform an exception return into kernel mode.

2.2.3 Memory Virtualization

KVM/ARM provides memory virtualization by enabling stage 2 translation for all memory accesses

when running in a VM. Stage 2 translation can only be configured in Hyp mode, and its use is

completely transparent to the VM. The highvisor manages the stage 2 translation page tables to

only allow access to memory specifically allocated for a VM; other accesses will cause stage 2

page faults which trap to the hypervisor. This mechanism ensures that a VM cannot access memory

belonging to the hypervisor or other VMs, including any sensitive data. Stage 2 translation is

disabled when running in the highvisor and lowvisor because the highvisor has full control of the

complete system and directly manages physical memory using its own stage 1 virtual to physical

mappings. When the hypervisor performs a world switch to a VM, it enables stage 2 translation and
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configures the stage 2 page table base register to point to the stage 2 page tables configured for the

particular VM by the highvisor. Although both the highvisor and VMs share the same CPU modes,

stage 2 translations ensure that the highvisor is protected from any access by the VMs.

KVM/ARM uses split-mode virtualization to leverage existing kernel memory allocation, page

reference counting, and page table manipulation code. KVM/ARM handles stage 2 page faults by

considering the GPA of the fault, and if that address belongs to normal memory in the VM memory

map, KVM/ARM allocates a page for the VM by simply calling an existing Linux kernel memory

allocation function, and maps the allocated page to the VM in the stage 2 page tables. Further,

Linux also brings additional benefits for free. Kernel Same-Page Merging (KSM) finds identical

pages in multiple VMs and merges them into a single page to save memory. The pages are marked

read-only, and split into multiple pages if a VM writes to the page at a later time. Transparent Huge

Pages (THP) improve performance by merging consecutive physical pages into a single bigger page.

Larger pages only occupy a single entry in the TLB instead of multiple entries, covering the same

virtual address space, and therefore reduces TLB pressure. On ARM, larger pages also require one

less level of page walks on a TLB miss, which also improves performance. In comparison, a bare

metal hypervisor would be forced to either statically allocate memory to VMs or write an entire

new memory allocation subsystem.

KVM/ARM manages memory for VMs by leveraging existing Linux concepts like processes

and threads. Each Linux process has its own virtual address space, which is shared between all

the threads in that process, which is analogous to a machine which has a single physical memory

resource and multiple CPUs which share the same view of memory. KVM/ARM represents each

VM as a process and each VCPU as a thread in that process, sharing the same memory manage-

ment structure. KVM/ARM relies on user space to manage the physical memory map of a VM.

User space allocates a virtual memory region using standard memory allocation functions, such as

malloc and mmap for each contiguous region of guest physical memory. User space then calls an

ioctl into KVM telling KVM that a particular virtual memory region should be considered a guest

physical memory region at a specified offset. For example, for a VM with 2GB of contiguous guest

physical memory located at 0x40000000, user space would allocate 2GB of virtual address space

and would tell KVM that the allocated region, at some virtual address, corresponds to a 2GB physi-

cal memory region at 0x40000000. When a VM begins to consume new memory, it will cause stage
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2 page faults when the MMU translates the GPA to a PA. The KVM/ARM lowvisor will capture

this GPA from Hyp control registers and pass it up to the highvisor via the shared memory interface.

The highvisor can then look up the physical memory region registered by user space, and calculate

the offset from the base of the guest physical memory region, 0x40000000 in our example above.

Adding the offset to the address of the memory region in the VM process’s virtual address space

results in a normal Linux process VA, and KVM allocates a physical page by calling standard Linux

functionality e.g. get_user_pages.

KVM/ARM can very easily leverage more advanced memory management techniques from

Linux. For example, swapping pages to disk, an important feature in server and desktop deploy-

ments, becomes almost trivially supported, because Linux simply follows its normal routines under

memory pressure to swap pages to disk. A key advantage to KVM over other hosted hypervisors is

the ability to change other parts of the kernel to provide interfaces needed for hypervisor function-

ality. For example, VMware workstation running on Windows has to rely on existing APIs from

the Windows kernel, where KVM developers have simply modified Linux to cater to the needs of

KVM. One such feature is the Linux memory management notifiers [28], which were a somewhat

invasive addition to the Linux memory management subsystem introduced specifically for better

VM support. KVM/ARM uses these notifiers to registers with the Linux memory management sub-

system to be notified of pages belonging to a VM process being swapped out. KVM/ARM then

simply has to scan its stage 2 page tables for a mapping to that page, remove the mapping from the

stage 2 page table and invalidate the TLB. Transparent Huge Pages (THP) work in a similar way,

as long as user space allocates a virtual memory region aligned at the size of a huge page (typically

2MB on ARM using 4K pages), KVM/ARM asks Linux when allocating a page, if the page belongs

to a huge page, and in that case maps 2MB of physically contiguous GPA space to a PA using a

single stage 2 page table entry.

2.2.4 I/O Virtualization

At a high level, KVM/ARM’s I/O model is very similar to the KVM I/O model for other architec-

tures, but the underlying implementation details vary slightly. KVM roughly supports three different

kinds of virtualized I/O: (1) Emulated I/O, (2) Paravirtualized I/O, (3) Direct Device Assignment.

Emulated I/O is supported in user space of the host OS, where a user space KVM driver, typ-
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ically QEMU, emulates a real device. With the exception of direct device assignment, which is

typically only used for a small subset of devices such as network adapters, KVM/ARM never al-

lows VMs direct physical access to devices. Therefore, when a VM tries to communicate with a

device, it will trap to the hypervisor. On ARM, all I/O operations are based on memory-mapped

I/O (MMIO), and access to devices is controlled via the stage 2 page tables. This is somewhat dif-

ferent from x86, which uses x86-specific hardware instructions such as inl and outl for port I/O

operations in addition to MMIO. When a VM accesses a device, it will therefore generate a stage 2

page fault, which traps to the lowvisor in Hyp mode. The lowvisor can read back system registers,

which contain information about the instruction that caused the trap and are only available in Hyp

mode. These registers contain important information such as the address that caused the fault, the

size of the access, if it was a read or write operation, and which register was used as the source or

destination for the access. KVM forwards this information, together with the register payload, if the

trap was a write, back up to the host user space application which routes the request to the emulated

device based on the faulted GPA, and the user space KVM driver emulates the access. Since this

path of trapping on a stage 2 fault, changing context back to the host OS, and forwarding requests

from the host kernel to host user space is much more complicated and much slower than interacting

with a real hardware device, the technique is mostly used for devices where bandwidth and latency

is not a concern. For example, this technique is typically used for emulated serial ports (UARTs),

real-time clocks, and low-bandwidth USB devices like mice and keyboards. On x86, this technique

is also used to emulate IDE and floppy disks to support OS installers and early VM boot code.

Paravirtualized I/O is mainly used to improve the performance of block storage, and network

connections. Instead of emulating a real hardware interface, which may require many traps between

the VM and the host OS user space, paravirtualized I/O uses an interface specifically designed and

optimized to communicate between a VM and the hypervisor backend. A popular communication

protocol developed for this purpose is Virtio [70, 71, 79] which describes how a series of devices

can communicate efficiently across the VM and hypervisor boundary. For example, a Virtio device

can either be emulated as a directly mapped MMIO device on an emulated ARM SoC, or it can be

emulated as a device plugged into a virtual emulated PCI bus. Both options are supported in recent

versions of KVM/ARM and Linux on ARM (Note that earlier versions of Linux on ARM only

supported directly mapped devices, because PCI was not yet standardized and supported on ARM.)
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Virtio coalesces data transfers by establishing shared memory regions between the VM and the host

operating system, such that either side can place large amounts of data into memory and signal the

other end as rarely as possible. For example, if the VM wishes to send data over the network, it can

put several network packages of data into memory, and finally perform a single write to a register in

the Virtio device, which traps to the hypervisor, resulting in fewer transitions between the VM and

the hypervisor. A further improvement to paravirtualized I/O known as VHOST moves much of the

device emulation from host user space into the host kernel, such that KVM does not need to go to

user space to perform I/O on behalf of the VM. This works by communicating with other threads

inside the kernel via file descriptors used to map memory regions and signal events and interrupts.

KVM/ARM fully supports VHOST with Virtio over PCI devices and reuses much of the existing

KVM and Linux infrastructure.

Direct device assignment works by assigning a dedicated hardware device to the VM, letting the

VM directly access the physical device. KVM/ARM again supports this configuration through its

integration with Linux. Another Linux subsystem, vfio, makes device resources such as memory

regions, DMA regions, and interrupts available to user space processes. VFIO is carefully designed

to on operate on devices that can be safely assigned to VMs without violating the isolation require-

ment for VMs, for example by using safety measures such as IOMMUs to isolate DMA. KVM

again benefits from representing VMs as processes, and can easily detect VFIO-assigned devices in

a process and establish mappings to those devices inside a VM by setting up the required stage 2

page table mappings. However, devices capable of performing DMA do not use the CPU’s stage 2

page tables, but can potentially access all of the system memory. If a VM is allowed to freely pro-

gram a device to DMA to any memory, the VM can use directly assigned devices to break isolation

and gain access to sensitive information. To avoid this problem, direct device assignment is only

supported on systems with an IOMMU that can translate all DMA requests from devices assigned to

VMs. KVM leverages VFIO to ensure that the IOMMU limits memory transactions for an assigned

device to memory designated as DMA regions in the KVM VM process. Any other access causes

an IOMMU fault, which will trap to the hypervisor.

A more detailed discussion of I/O virtualization performance on ARM and x86 is provided in

Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
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2.2.5 Interrupt Virtualization

KVM/ARM leverages its tight integration with Linux to reuse existing device drivers and related

functionality, including handling interrupts. When running in a VM, KVM/ARM configures the

CPU to trap all hardware interrupts to Hyp mode. When an interrupt occurs, the CPU traps from

the VM to the lowvisor in Hyp mode, which switches to the highvisor, and the host OS handles

the interrupt. When running in the host and the highvisor, interrupts go directly to kernel mode,

avoiding the overhead of going through Hyp mode. In both cases, all hardware interrupt processing

is done in the host by reusing Linux’s existing interrupt handling functionality.

However, VMs from time to time require notifications in the form of virtual interrupts from

emulated devices and multicore guest OSes must be able to send virtual IPIs from one virtual core to

another. KVM/ARM uses the virtual GIC distributor (VGIC) to inject virtual interrupts into VMs to

reduce the number of traps to Hyp mode. As described in Section 2.1, virtual interrupts are raised to

virtual CPUs by programming the list registers in the GIC hypervisor control interface. KVM/ARM

configures the stage 2 page tables to prevent VMs from accessing any other part of the GIC than the

virtual CPU interface, including the hypervisor control interface, the physical GIC distributor, and

the physical CPU interface. The GIC virtual CPU interface is guaranteed to be contained within

a single page and can therefore be mapped to the VM without giving the VM access to any other

resources. GICv3 uses system register accesses to the virtual CPU interface and in this case, no part

of the GICv3 hardware is mapped for direct MMIO access to the VM. Instead, the CPU interface

system register accesses are redirected by the hardware to the virtual CPU interface registers. On

GICv3, the hypervisor control interface is controlled through system registers only accessible in

Hyp mode. This configuration ensures that for both GICv2 and GICv3, only the hypervisor can

program the control interface and that the VM can access the GIC virtual CPU interface directly.

However, guest OSes will still attempt to access a GIC distributor to configure the GIC and to send

IPIs from one virtual core to another. Such accesses will trap to the hypervisor and the hypervisor

must emulate a virtual distributor as part of the VGIC.

KVM/ARM introduces the virtual distributor, a software model of the GIC distributor as part

of the highvisor. It is attractive to implement the emulated distributor in the lowvisor because it

would potentially allow for faster handling of traps from the VM, but this doesn’t work, because
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the distributor emulation must be able to use kernel spinlocks, send physical IPIs, and handle events

from kernel threads when processing interrupts, and these features are part of the host OS kernel

and not available in the lowvisor. The virtual distributor exposes an interface to user space and the

rest of the kernel, so that emulated devices in user space can raise virtual interrupts to the virtual

distributor. Other parts of the kernel, including VHOST used for the virtual Virtio device backends

and VFIO used for direct device assignment can raise virtual interrupts by signaling file descriptors

directly between other kernel subsystems and the virtual distributor. KVM/ARM further exposes an

MMIO interface to the VM identical to that of the physical GIC distributor. The virtual distributor

keeps internal software state about the state of each interrupt and uses this state whenever a VM

is scheduled to program the list registers to inject virtual interrupts. For example, if virtual CPU0

sends an IPI to virtual CPU1, the distributor will program the list registers for virtual CPU1 to raise

a virtual IPI interrupt the next time virtual CPU1 runs.

Note that the list registers are per physical CPU. This means that a physical CPU wishing to

inject a virtual interrupt to a VCPU, which is running on a different physical CPU, must first regis-

ter the pending virtual interrupt in software and then send a physical IPI from the sending physical

CPU to the receiving physical CPU, which is running the VCPU. The physical IPI causes the CPU

to exit from the VM and return to the highvisor, where it will check for pending virtual interrupts

for the VCPU, and only then will it program its own list registers. Therefore, most virtual inter-

rupt injection scenarios to a running VM involves underlying cross-physical CPU communications

including physical IPIs.

Ideally, the virtual distributor only accesses the hardware list registers when necessary, since de-

vice MMIO operations are typically significantly slower than cached memory accesses. A complete

context switch of the list registers is required when scheduling a different VM to run on a physical

core, but not necessarily required when simply switching between a VM and the hypervisor. For

example, if there are no pending virtual interrupts, it is not necessary to access any of the list reg-

isters. Note that once the hypervisor writes a virtual interrupt to a list register when switching to

a VM, it must also read the list register back when switching back to the hypervisor, because the

list register describes the state of the virtual interrupt and indicates, for example, if the VM has

acknowledged the virtual interrupt. The initial unoptimized version of KVM/ARM used a simpli-

fied approach which completely context switched all VGIC state including the list registers on each
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transition between the VM and the hypervisor and vice versa. See Chapter 4 for more information

on optimizing VGIC performance.

2.2.6 Timer Virtualization

Reading counters and programming timers are frequent operations in many OSes used for process

scheduling and to regularly poll device state. For example, Linux reads a counter to determine if a

process has expired its time slice and programs timers to ensure that processes don’t exceed their

allowed time slices. Application workloads also often leverage timers for various reasons. Trapping

to the hypervisor for each such operation is likely to incur noticeable performance overheads, and

allowing a VM direct access to the time-keeping hardware typically implies giving up timing control

of the hardware resources as VMs can disable timers and control the CPU for extended periods of

time.

KVM/ARM leverages ARM’s hardware virtualization features of the generic timers to allow

VMs direct access to reading counters and programming timers without trapping to Hyp mode

while at the same time ensuring the hypervisor remains in control of the hardware. While the archi-

tecture provides a dedicated Hyp timer in addition to the physical and virtual timers, as described in

Section 2.1.4, the Hyp timer is only available in Hyp mode, and therefore not suitable for the host

Linux OS’s timekeeping needs. Instead, the host Linux operating system uses the physical timer.

Since Linux only uses the virtual timer and not the physical timer when running in a VM (it detects

that it boots in EL1 instead of EL2), KVM/ARM currently dedicates the virtual timer for the VM

and uses the physical timer for the host. Furthermore, KVM/ARM currently disables access to the

physical timer when running a VM so that it is reserved for the host OS, and VM accesses to the

physical timer are trapped and emulated in software. It is potentially possible to move the physical

timer state to the hypervisor timer in the lowvisor when switching to the VM and thereby making

both the virtual and physical timer hardware available to VMs when using split-mode virtualization.

The Linux kernel running as a guest OS only accessing the virtual timer benefits in performance

from being able to directly access timer hardware without trapping to the hypervisor.

Unfortunately, the ARM architecture does not provide any mechanism for directly injecting

virtual interrupts from timers to the VM. Timers always generate physical interrupts which trap to

the hypervisor. When the VM is running, and the virtual timer expires, the physical interrupt traps
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to the lowvisor, which disables the virtual timer as part of switching to the highvisor, and therefore

the highvisor never actually handles the interrupt from the virtual timer. When returning from the

VM to the highvisor, the highvisor always checks if the virtual timer state for the VCPU has expired

and injects a virtual interrupt if it has.

The hardware only provides a single virtual timer per physical CPU, and multiple virtual CPUs

may be multiplexed across this single hardware instance. To support virtual timers in this scenario,

KVM/ARM uses an approach similar to x86 and detects unexpired timers when a VM traps to the

hypervisor and leverages existing OS functionality to program a software timer at the time when

the virtual timer would have otherwise fired, had the VM been left running. When such a software

timer fires, a callback function is executed, which raises a virtual timer interrupt to the VM using

the virtual distributor described above. A common scenario is an idle VCPU scheduling a future

timer and then halting the VCPU using the ARM wait-for-interrupt (WFI) instruction. Executing

WFI in a VM traps to the hypervisor and once again the abstraction of Linux processes and threads

to VMs and VCPUs is useful. A WFI instruction executed in a VM is emulated simply by telling

the Linux scheduler that the corresponding VCPU thread does not have any work to do. When the

software timer expires and the callback function is called, the VCPU thread is woken up and Linux

schedules the thread. Upon entering the VM, the highvisor will detect the pending virtual timer for

the VCPU, and inject the virtual interrupt.

2.3 Reflections on Implementation and Adoption

The KVM/ARM architecture presented in Section 2.2 was merged into mainline Linux version 3.9

and is now the standard ARM hypervisor on Linux platforms. I share some lessons learned from

my experiences in hope that they may be helpful to others in getting research ideas widely adopted

by the open source community.

Code Maintainability is Key. An important point that may not be considered when making

code available to an open source community is that any implementation must be maintained. If an

implementation requires many people and much effort to be maintained, it is much less likely to

be integrated into existing open source code bases. Because maintainability is so crucial, reusing

code and interfaces is important. For example, KVM/ARM builds on existing infrastructure such as
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KVM and QEMU, and from the very start I prioritized addressing code review comments to make

my code suitable for integration into existing systems. An unexpected but important benefit of this

decision was that I could leverage the Linux community for help to solve hard bugs or understand

intricate parts of the ARM architecture.

Be a Known Contributor. Convincing maintainers to integrate code is not just about the code

itself, but also about who submits it. It is not unusual for researchers to complain about kernel

maintainers not accepting their code into Linux only to have some known kernel developer submit

the same idea and have it accepted. The reason is an issue of trust. Establishing trust is a catch-22:

one must be well-known to submit code, yet one cannot become known without submitting code.

My simple recommendation is to start small. As part of my work, I also made various small changes

to KVM to prepare support for ARM, which included cleaning up existing code to be more generic

and improving cross platform support. While these patches were small and did not require much

work, submitting them showed that I was able to format patches, write a proper commit message in

understandable English, understand the project work flow, and cared about the overall quality of the

software project. The KVM maintainers at the time were glad to accept these small improvements,

which generated goodwill and helped me become known to the KVM community.

Make Friends and Involve the Community. Open source development turns out to be quite a

social enterprise. Networking with the community helps tremendously, not just online, but in person

at conferences and other venues. For example, at an early stage in the development of KVM/ARM, I

traveled to ARM headquarters in Cambridge, UK to establish contact with both ARM management

and the ARM kernel engineering team, who both contributed to my efforts.

As another example, an important issue in integrating KVM/ARM into the kernel was agreeing

on various interfaces for ARM virtualization, such as reading and writing control registers. Since

it is an established policy to never break released interfaces and compatibility with user space ap-

plications, existing interfaces cannot be changed, and the Linux community puts great effort into

designing extensible and reusable interfaces. Deciding on the appropriateness of an interface is a

judgment call and not an exact science. I was fortunate enough to receive help from well-known

kernel developers including Marc Zyngier and Rusty Russell, who helped me drive both the imple-

mentation and communication about proposed interfaces, specifically for user space save and restore

of registers, a feature useful for both debugging and VM migration. Working with established de-
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velopers was a tremendous help because we benefited from both their experience and strong voice

in the kernel community.

Involve the Community Early. An important issue in developing KVM/ARM was how to get

access to Hyp mode across the plethora of available ARM SoC platforms supported by Linux. One

approach would be to initialize and configure Hyp mode when KVM is initialized, which would

isolate the code changes to the KVM subsystem. However, because getting into Hyp mode from

the kernel involves a trap, early stage bootloaders would have had to already have installed code in

Hyp mode to handle the trap and allow KVM to run. If no such trap handler was installed, trapping

to Hyp mode could end up crashing the kernel. We worked with the kernel community to define the

right binary interface (ABI) between KVM and the bootloader, but soon learned that agreeing on

ABIs with SoC vendors had historically been difficult.

In collaboration with ARM and the open source community, we reached the conclusion that if

we simply required the kernel to be booted in Hyp mode, we would not have to rely on fragile ABIs.

The kernel simply tests during boot whether it is running in Hyp mode, in which case it installs a

trap handler to provide a hook to re-enter Hyp mode at a later stage. A small amount of code must

be added to the kernel boot procedure, but the result is a much cleaner and robust mechanism. If

the bootloader is Hyp mode unaware and the kernel does not boot up in Hyp mode, KVM/ARM

will detect this and will simply remain disabled. This solution avoids the need to design a new

ABI and it turned out that legacy kernels would still work, because they always make an explicit

switch into kernel mode as their first instruction. These changes were merged into the mainline

Linux 3.6 kernel, and the ARM kernel boot recommendations were modified to recommend that all

bootloaders boot the kernel in Hyp mode to take advantage of the new architecture features.

Know the Upstream Project Process. It is crucial to understand the actual process of up-

streaming changes to an open-source software project. In the Linux kernel, and many other projects,

the software project works through thoroughly established mechanisms, but these may not be very

well documented. For example, the Linux kernel is divided into several subsystems, each main-

tained by its own maintainer(s). The maintainer will accept well-reviewed, tested, and trusted code,

and the maintainer is chosen depending on which subsystem the majority of a set of changes affects.

Getting maintainers across subsystems to agree on taking responsibility and coordinating a merge

effort can be a demanding task, so splitting changes up into segments that are mostly isolated to
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individual subsystems can go a long way in making the upstream process itself simpler.

In the Linux kernel, patches are submitted to one or more mailing lists, for example many

patches are always cc’ed to the Linux Kernel Mailing List (LKML). Members of the community

read the patches, perform code review and test the patches, and report back concerns or problems

with the code. The patch submitter then resubmits his/her patches and awaits further comments.

When community members are sufficiently happy with the state of the code changes, they will

signify this by giving their reviewed-by or acked-by tags. If maintainers see a patch series which

is reviewed or acked by trusted contributors, they can then choose to merge the code with some

confidence of the correctness, maintainability, and overall quality of the code. Gathering reviews

and acks should therefore be a key goal for any software developer attempting to merge code in the

Linux kernel. Many open source projects such as QEMU and GCC have similar processes.

There were multiple possible upstream paths for KVM/ARM. Historically, other architectures

supported by KVM such as x86 and PowerPC were merged through the KVM tree directly into

Linus Torvalds’ tree with the appropriate approval of the respective architecture maintainers. How-

ever, KVM/ARM required a few minor changes to ARM-specific header files and the idmap sub-

system, and it was therefore not clear whether the code would be integrated via the KVM tree with

approval from the ARM kernel maintainer or via the ARM kernel tree. At the time of writing, Rus-

sell King is the 32-bit ARM kernel maintainer, and Linus Torvalds pulls directly from his kernel

tree for 32-bit ARM related changes. The situation was particularly interesting, because Russell

King did not want to merge virtualization support in the mainline kernel [58] and he did not review

our code. At the same time, the KVM community was quite interested in integrating our code, but

could not do so without approval from the ARM maintainers, and Russell King refused to engage

in a discussion about this procedure.

Be Persistent. While we were trying to merge our code into Linux, a lot of changes were

happening around Linux ARM support in general. The amount of churn [29] in SoC support code

was becoming an increasingly big problem for maintainers, and much work was underway to reduce

board specific code and support a single ARM kernel binary bootable across multiple SoCs [60].

In light of these ongoing changes, getting enough time from ARM kernel maintainers to review the

code was challenging, and there was extra pressure on the maintainers to be highly critical of any

new code merged into the ARM tree. We had no choice but to keep maintaining and improving the
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code, regularly sending out updated patch series that followed upstream kernel changes. Eventually

Will Deacon, one of the 64-bit ARM kernel maintainers, made time for several comprehensive and

helpful reviews, and after addressing his concerns, he gave us his approval of the code by adding an

acked-by message to all the individual patches. After all this, when we thought we were done, we

received some feedback from the 32-bit ARM maintainer, asking us to rewrite another major part

of the ARM kernel to get our patches merged.

When MMIO operations trap to the hypervisor, the virtualization extensions populate a register

which contains information useful to emulate the instruction (whether it was a load or a store,

source/target registers, and the length of MMIO accesses). A certain class of instructions, those

which write back an adjusted memory address to the base register, used by older Linux kernels, do

not populate such a register. KVM/ARM therefore loaded the instruction from memory and decoded

it in software. Even though the decoding implementation was well tested and reviewed by a large

group of people, Russell King objected to including this feature. He had already implemented

multiple forms of instruction decoding in other subsystems and demanded that we either rewrite

significant parts of the ARM kernel to unify all instruction decoding to improve code reuse, or drop

the MMIO instruction decoding support from our implementation. Rather than pursue a rewriting

effort that could drag on for months, we abandoned the otherwise well-liked code base. We can

only speculate that the true motives behind the decision was to horse-trade the laborious effort of

rewriting parts of the ARM kernel in exchange for getting KVM support merged. Unfortunately,

the ARM maintainer would not engage in a discussion about the subject.

As a curious epilogue, it turned out that using register-writeback instructions to perform MMIO

operations, is not architecturally guaranteed to work as expected, even on physical hardware. Linux

was therefore modified to avoid these load/store instruction when accessing device memory, mak-

ing the missing MMIO instruction decoding a problem only for legacy Linux kernels. Still, pro-

prietary guest operating systems may still emit these instructions and will not work with the 32-bit

KVM/ARM implementation. This problem does not exist for 64-bit ARM systems, because the

AArch64 execution mode supports decoding all load/store instructions in hardware.

After 15 main patch revisions and more than 18 months, the KVM/ARM code was successfully

merged into Linus’s tree via Russell King’s ARM tree in February 2013. The key in getting all

these things to come together in the end before the 3.9 merge window was having a good working
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relationship with many of the kernel developers to get their help, and being persistent in continuing

to make updated patches available, and continuing to address review comments and improve the

code.

Understand the maintainer’s point of view. When submitting code to an upstream open-

source project it is reviewed by the community as a whole, but most projects have a structure of a

maintainer and sub-maintainers. These are the people responsible for certain parts of the code and

they will typically have to read all code changes to the files they are responsible for. For active open-

source projects, maintainers are busy, often having to review thousands of lines of code per software

release, and more and more often the bandwidth of the maintainer becomes a bottleneck for getting

code accepted into the open source project. Maintainers in Linux would often tell people requesting

certain features that patches are welcome, but in reality, maintainers may be too busy to patiently

review patches. Maintainers are often overloaded and accepting code form drive-by developers who

may not participate in working on the software in the long run, means that maintainers take on an

even larger burden.

Given the pressure on maintainers, submitting code which is hard to read and understand, where

the purpose of the code is not clear, or where the contributor didn’t take the time to think carefully

about the stability of the code, decreases the likelihood of the code being accepted. It is therefore

important that the contributor takes the time to write an explanation of the changes he or she is

submitting, for example by writing good documentation and cover letters, and takes responsibility

for their work by committing to help fixing problems with the code and explaining difficult parts of

the code, even after the code has been merged into the mainline project.

2.4 Experimental Results

This section presents experimental results that quantify the performance of KVM/ARM on multi-

core ARMv7 development hardware. These results were used when initially developing and evalu-

ating KVM/ARM and are the first results using ARMv7 hardware with the virtualization extensions.

Our results show that split-mode virtualization incurs a higher base cost for transitioning between

the VM and the hypervisor, but shows comparable overhead to x86 for real application workloads,

generally with less than 10% overhead compared to native execution.
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We evaluate the virtualization overhead of KVM/ARM compared to native execution by running

both microbenchmarks and real application workloads within VMs and directly on the hardware.

We measure and compare the performance, energy, and implementation costs of KVM/ARM ver-

sus KVM x86 to demonstrate the effectiveness of KVM/ARM against a more mature hardware

virtualization platform.

2.4.1 Methodology

ARMv7 measurements were obtained using an Insignal Arndale board [49] with a dual core 1.7GHz

Cortex A-15 CPU on a Samsung Exynos 5250 SoC. This is the first and most widely used commer-

cially available development board based on the Cortex A-15, the first ARM CPU with hardware vir-

tualization support. Onboard 100Mb Ethernet is provided via the USB bus and an external 120GB

Samsung 840 series SSD drive was connected to the Arndale board via eSATA. x86 measurements

were obtained using both a low-power mobile laptop platform and an industry standard server plat-

form. The laptop platform was a 2011 MacBook Air with a dual core 1.8GHz Core i7-2677M CPU,

an internal Samsung SM256C 256GB SSD drive, and an Apple 100Mb USB Ethernet adapter. The

server platform was a dedicated OVH SP 3 server with a dual core 3.4GHz Intel Xeon E3 1245v2

CPU, two physical SSD drives of which only one was used, and 1GB Ethernet connected to a

100Mb network infrastructure. x86 hardware with virtual APIC support was not yet available at the

time of these experiments.

Given the differences in hardware platforms, our focus was not on measuring absolute perfor-

mance, but rather the relative performance differences between virtualized and native execution on

each platform. Since our goal is to evaluate KVM/ARM, not raw hardware performance, this rel-

ative measure provides a useful cross-platform basis for comparing the virtualization performance

and power costs of KVM/ARM versus KVM x86.

To provide comparable measurements, we kept the software environments across all hardware

platforms as similar as possible. Both the host and guest VMs on all platforms were Ubuntu version

12.10. We used the mainline Linux 3.10 kernel for our experiments, with patches for huge page

support applied on top of the source tree. Since the experiments were performed on a number of

different platforms, the kernel configurations had to be slightly different, but all common features

were configured similarly across all platforms. In particular, Virtio drivers were used in the guest
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VMs on both ARM and x86. We used QEMU version v1.5.0 for our measurements. All systems

were configured with a maximum of 1.5GB of RAM available to the respective guest VM or host

being tested. Furthermore, all multicore measurements were done using two physical cores and

guest VMs with two virtual CPUs, and single-core measurements were configured with SMP dis-

abled in the kernel configuration of both the guest and host system; hyperthreading was disabled

on the x86 platforms. CPU frequency scaling was disabled to ensure that native and virtualized

performance was measured at the same clock rate on each platform.

For measurements involving the network and another server, 100Mb Ethernet was used on all

systems. The ARM and x86 laptop platforms were connected using a Netgear GS608v3 switch, and

a 2010 iMac with a 3.2GHz Core i3 CPU with 12GB of RAM running Mac OS X Mountain Lion

was used as a server. The x86 server platform was connected to a 100Mb port in the OVH network

infrastructure, and another identical server in the same data center was used as the server. While

there are some differences in the network infrastructure used for the x86 server platform because it

is controlled by a hosting provider, we do not expect these differences to have any significant impact

on the relative performance between virtualized and native execution.

We present results for four sets of experiments. First, we measured the cost of various micro

architectural characteristics of the hypervisors on multicore hardware using custom small guest

OSes [53, 31]. We further instrumented the code on both KVM/ARM and KVM x86 to read the

cycle counter at specific points along critical paths to more accurately determine where overhead

time was spent.

Second, we measured the cost of a number of common low-level OS operations using lm-

bench [61] v3.0 on both single-core and multicore hardware. When running lmbench on multicore

configurations, we pinned each benchmark process to a separate CPU to measure the true overhead

of interprocessor communication in VMs on multicore systems.

Third, we measured real application performance using a variety of workloads on both single-

core and multicore hardware. Table 2.5 describes the eight application workloads we used.

Fourth, we measured energy efficiency using the same eight application workloads used for

measuring application performance. ARM power measurements were performed using an ARM

Energy Probe [8] which measures power consumption over a shunt attached to the power supply

of the Arndale board. Power to the external SSD was delivered by attaching a USB power cable
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apache Apache v2.2.22 Web server running ApacheBench v2.3 on the
local server, which measures number of handled requests per sec-
onds serving the index file of the GCC 4.4 manual using 100 con-
current requests

mysql MySQL v14.14 (distrib 5.5.27) running the SysBench OLTP
benchmark using the default configuration

memcached memcached v1.4.14 using the memslap benchmark with a con-
currency parameter of 100

kernel compile kernel compilation by compiling the Linux 3.6.0 kernel using
the vexpress defconfig for ARM using GCC 4.7.2 on ARM
and the GCC 4.7.2 arm-linux-gnueabi- cross compilation
toolchain on x86

untar untar extracting the 3.6.0 Linux kernel image compressed with
bz2 compression using the standard tar utility

curl 1K curl v7.27.0 downloading a 1KB randomly generated file 1,000
times from the respective iMac or OVH server and saving the re-
sult to /dev/null with output disabled, which provides a mea-
sure of network latency

curl 1G curl v7.27.0 downloading a 1GB randomly generated file from
the respective iMac or OVH server and saving the result to
/dev/null with output disabled, which provides a measure of
network throughput

hackbench hackbench [62] using unix domain sockets and 100 process
groups running with 500 loops

Table 2.5: Benchmark Applications

to the USB ports on the Arndale board thereby factoring storage power into the total SoC power

measured at the power supply. x86 power measurements were performed using the powerstat

tool, which reads ACPI information. powerstat measures total system power draw from the

battery, so power measurements on the x86 system were run from battery power and could only

be run on the x86 laptop platform. Although we did not measure the power efficiency of the x86

server platform, it is expected to be much less efficient that the x86 laptop platform, so using the x86

laptop platform provides a conservative comparison of energy efficiency against ARM. The display

and wireless features of the x86 laptop platform were turned off to ensure a fair comparison. Both

tools reported instantaneous power draw in watts with a 10Hz interval. These measurements were

averaged and multiplied by the duration of the test to obtain an energy measure.
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Micro Test ARM ARM no x86 x86
VGIC/vtimers laptop server

Hypercall 5,326 2,270 1,336 1,638
Trap 27 27 632 821
I/O Kernel 5,990 2,850 3,190 3,291
I/O User 10,119 6,704 10,985 12,218
IPI 14,366 32,951 17,138 21,177
EOI+ACK 427 13,726 2,043 2,305

Table 2.6: Micro-Architectural Cycle Counts

2.4.2 Performance and Power Measurements

Table 2.6 presents various micro-architectural costs of virtualization using KVM/ARM and KVM

x86. Measurements are shown in cycles instead of time to provide a useful comparison across

platforms with different CPU frequencies. We show two numbers for the ARM platform where

possible, with and without VGIC and virtual timers support.

Hypercall is the cost of two world switches, going from the VM to the host and immediately

back again without doing any work in the host. KVM/ARM takes three to four times as many cycles

for this operation versus KVM x86 due to two main factors. First, saving and restoring VGIC state

to use virtual interrupts is quite expensive on ARM; the x86 hardware did not yet provide such

mechanism. The ARM no VGIC/vtimers measurement does not include the cost of saving and

restoring VGIC state, showing that this accounts for over half of the cost of a world switch on

ARM. Second, x86 provides hardware support to save and restore state on the world switch, which

is much faster. ARM requires software to explicitly save and restore state, which provides greater

flexibility, but higher costs. Nevertheless, without the VGIC state, the hypercall costs are only about

600 cycles more than the hardware accelerated hypercall cost on the x86 server platform. The ARM

world switch costs have not been optimized and can be reduced further. For example, a small patch

eliminating unnecessary atomic operations reduces the hypercall cost by roughly 300 cycles, but

did not make it into the mainline kernel until after v3.10 was released. As another example, if parts

of the VGIC state were lazily context switched instead of being saved and restored on each world

switch, this may also reduce the world switch costs.

Trap is the cost of switching the hardware mode from the VM into the respective CPU mode for

running the hypervisor, Hyp mode on ARM and root mode on x86. ARM is much faster than x86

because it only needs to manipulate two registers to perform this trap, whereas the cost of a trap on
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x86 is roughly the same as the cost of a world switch because the same amount of state is saved by

the hardware in both cases. The trap cost on ARM is a very small part of the world switch costs,

indicating that the double trap incurred by split-mode virtualization on ARM does not add much

overhead.

I/O Kernel is the cost of an I/O operation from the VM to a device, which is emulated inside

the kernel. I/O User shows the cost of issuing an I/O operation to a device emulated in user space,

adding to I/O Kernel the cost of transitioning from the kernel to a user space process and doing a

small amount of work in user space on the host for I/O. This is representative of the cost of using

QEMU for I/O. Since these operations involve world switches, saving and restoring VGIC state is

again a significant cost on ARM. KVM x86 is faster than KVM/ARM on I/O Kernel, but slightly

slower on I/O User. This is because the hardware optimized world switch on x86 constitutes the

majority of the cost of performing I/O in the kernel, but transitioning from kernel to a user space

process on the host side is more expensive on x86 because x86 KVM saves and restores additional

state lazily when going to user space. Note that the added cost of going to user space includes

saving additional state, doing some work in user space, and returning to the kernel and processing

the KVM_RUN ioctl call for KVM.

IPI is the cost of issuing an IPI from one VCPU to another VCPU when both VCPUs are running

on separate physical CPUs and both physical CPUs are running the VM. IPI measures time starting

from sending an IPI until the other virtual core responds and completes the IPI. It involves multiple

world switches and sending and receiving a hardware IPI. Despite its higher world switch cost,

ARM is faster than x86 because the underlying hardware IPI on x86 is expensive, x86 APIC MMIO

operations require KVM x86 to perform instruction decoding not needed on ARM, and completing

an interrupt on x86 is more expensive. ARM without VGIC/vtimers is significantly slower than

with VGIC/vtimers even though it has lower world switch costs because sending, deactivating and

acknowledging interrupts trap to the hypervisor and are handled by QEMU in user space.

EOI+ACK is the cost of completing a virtual interrupt on both platforms. It includes both

interrupt acknowledgment and deactivation on ARM, but only completion on the x86 platform.

ARM requires an additional operation, the acknowledgment, to the interrupt controller to determine

the source of the interrupt. x86 does not because the source is directly indicated by the interrupt

descriptor table entry at the time when the interrupt is raised. However, the operation is roughly 5
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times faster on ARM than x86 because there is no need to trap to the hypervisor on ARM because

of VGIC support for both operations. On x86, the EOI operation must be emulated and therefore

causes a trap to the hypervisor. This operation is required for every virtual interrupt including both

virtual IPIs and interrupts from virtual devices.
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Figure 2.6: UP VM Normalized lmbench Performance
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Figure 2.7: SMP VM Normalized lmbench Performance

Figures 2.6 through 2.10 show virtualized execution measurements normalized relative to their
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Figure 2.8: UP VM Normalized Application Performance
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Figure 2.9: SMP VM Normalized Application Performance

respective native execution measurements, with lower being less overhead. Figures 2.6 and 2.7

show normalized performance for running lmbench in a VM versus running directly on the host.

Figure 2.6 shows that KVM/ARM and KVM x86 have similar virtualization overhead in a single

core configuration. For comparison, we also show KVM/ARM performance without VGIC/vtimers.

Overall, using VGIC/vtimers provides slightly better performance except for the pipe and ctxsw
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workloads where the difference is substantial. The reason for the high overhead in this case is

caused by updating the runqueue clock in the Linux scheduler every time a process blocks, since

reading a counter traps to user space without vtimers on the ARM platform. We verified this by

running the workload with VGIC support, but without vtimers, and we counted the number of timer

read exits when running without vtimers support.

Figure 2.7 shows more substantial differences in virtualization overhead between KVM/ARM

and KVM x86 in a multicore configuration. KVM/ARM has less overhead than KVM x86 fork

and exec, but more for protection faults. Both systems have the worst overhead for the pipe and

ctxsw workloads, though KVM x86 is more than two times worse for pipe. This is due to the

cost of repeatedly sending an IPI from the sender of the data in the pipe to the receiver for each

message and the cost of sending an IPI when scheduling a new process. x86 not only has higher IPI

overhead than ARM, but it must also complete each IPI, which is much more expensive on x86 than

on ARM because this requires trapping to the hypervisor on x86 but not on ARM. Without using

VGIC/vtimers, KVM/ARM also incurs high overhead comparable to KVM x86 because it then also

traps to the hypervisor to acknowledge and deactivate the IPIs.

Figures 2.8 and 2.9 show normalized performance for running application workloads in a VM

versus running directly on the host. Figure 2.8 shows that KVM/ARM and KVM x86 have similar

virtualization overhead across all workloads in a single core configuration except for the MySQL

workloads, but Figure 2.9 shows that there are more substantial differences in performance on mul-

ticore. On multicore, KVM/ARM has significantly less virtualization overhead than KVM x86

on Apache and MySQL. Overall on multicore, KVM/ARM performs within 10% of running di-

rectly on the hardware for all application workloads, while the more mature KVM x86 system has

significantly higher virtualization overheads for Apache and MySQL. KVM/ARM’s split-mode vir-

tualization design allows it to leverage ARM hardware support with comparable performance to a

traditional hypervisor using x86 hardware support. The measurements also show that KVM/ARM

performs better overall with ARM VGIC/vtimers support than without.

Figure 2.10 shows normalized power consumption of using virtualization versus direct exe-

cution for various application workloads on multicore. We only compared KVM/ARM on ARM

against KVM x86 on x86 laptop. The Intel Core i7 CPU used in these experiments is one of Intel’s

more power optimized processors. The measurements show that KVM/ARM using VGIC/vtimers
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is more power efficient than KVM x86 virtualization in all cases except memcached and untar.

Both workloads are not CPU bound on both platforms and the power consumption is not signif-

icantly affected by the virtualization layer. However, due to ARM’s slightly higher virtualization

overhead for these workloads, the energy virtualization overhead is slightly higher on ARM for the

two workloads. While a more detailed study of energy aspects of virtualization is beyond the scope

of this dissertation, these measurements nevertheless provide useful data comparing ARM and x86

virtualization energy costs.
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Figure 2.10: SMP VM Normalized Energy Consumption

2.4.3 Implementation Complexity

We compare the code complexity of KVM/ARM to its KVM x86 counterpart in Linux v3.10.

KVM/ARM is 5,812 lines of code (LOC), counting just the architecture-specific code added to

Linux to implement it, of which the lowvisor is a mere 718 LOC. As a conservative comparison,

KVM x86 is 25,367 LOC, excluding 3,311 LOC required for AMD support, and excluding guest

performance monitoring and debugging support, not yet supported by KVM/ARM in Linux 3.10.

These numbers do not include KVM’s architecture-generic code, 7,071 LOC, which is shared by

all systems. Table 2.7 shows a breakdown of the total hypervisor architecture-specific code into its

major components.
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Component KVM/ARM KVM x86 (Intel)
Core CPU 2,493 16,177
Page Fault Handling 738 3,410
Interrupts 1,057 1,978
Timers 180 573
Other 1,344 1,288
Architecture-specific 5,812 25,367

Table 2.7: Code Complexity in Lines of Code (LOC)

By inspecting the code we notice that the striking additional complexity in the x86 implemen-

tation is mainly due to the five following reasons:

1. Since EPT was not supported in earlier hardware versions, KVM x86 must support shadow

page tables.

2. The hardware virtualization support has evolved over time, requiring software to condition-

ally check for support for a large number of features such as EPT.

3. A number of operations require software decoding of instructions on the x86 platform. Even if

we count KVM/ARM’s out-of-tree MMIO instruction decode, its implementation was much

simpler, only 462 LOC.

4. The various paging modes on x86 requires more software logic to handle page faults.

5. x86 requires more software logic to support timers than ARM, which provides timers hard-

ware support that reduces software complexity.

KVM/ARM’s LOC is less than partially complete bare-metal microvisors written for ARM’s

Hyp mode [81], with the lowvisor LOC almost an order of magnitude smaller. Unlike standalone

hypervisors, KVM/ARM’s code complexity is so small because lots of functionality simply does

not have to be implemented because it is already provided by Linux. Table 2.7 does not include

other non-hypervisor architecture-specific Linux code, such as basic bootstrapping, which is signif-

icantly more code. Porting a standalone hypervisor such as Xen from x86 to ARM is much more

complicated because all of that ARM code for basic system functionality needs to be written from

scratch. In contrast, since Linux is dominant on ARM, KVM/ARM just leverages existing Linux

ARM support to run on every platform supported by Linux.
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2.5 Related Work

The most popular virtualization systems including VMware [24] and Xen [16] were originally based

on software-only approaches using either binary translation or paravirtualization [83, 82]. However,

today all x86 virtualization systems including VMware [1], Xen, and KVM [54] leverage x86 hard-

ware virtualization support.

Adams and Agesen [1] compared the VMware hypervisor using their software based binary

translation with x86 hardware support for virtualization, and found that in the initial version of the

x86 hardware support, the software based approach actually outperformed the hardware approach,

but they also found that the implementation complexity of the hypervisor is greatly reduced with

hardware support for virtualization compared to binary translation techniques.

Some x86 approaches also leverage the host kernel to provide functionality for the hypervisor.

VMware Workstation’s [77] hypervisor creates a VMM separate from the host kernel, but this ap-

proach is different from KVM/ARM in a number of important ways. First, the VMware VMM is

not integrated into the host kernel source code and therefore cannot reuse existing host kernel code,

for example, for populating page tables relating to the VM. Second, since the VMware VMM is

specific to x86 it does not run across different privileged CPU modes, and therefore does not use

a design similar to KVM/ARM. Third, most of the emulation and fault-handling code required to

run a VM executes at the most privileged level inside the VMM. KVM/ARM executes this code in

the less privileged kernel mode, and only executes a minimal amount of code in the most privileged

mode. In contrast, KVM benefits from being integrated with the Linux kernel like KVM/ARM,

but the x86 design relies on being able to run the kernel and the hypervisor together in the same

hardware hypervisor mode, which is problematic on ARM.

Besides being able to support hosted hypervisors using ARM’s virtualization extensions, split-

mode virtualization also has the potential benefit of running a minimal amount of code in the most

privileged CPU mode. This is somewhat reminiscent of microkernels as known from generic oper-

ating system design discussions. Microkernel approaches for hypervisors [76, 44] have been used

to reduce the hypervisor TCB and run other hypervisor services in user mode. These approaches

differ both in design and rationale from split-mode virtualization, which splits hypervisor func-

tionality across privileged modes to leverage virtualization hardware support. Where microkernel
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approaches provide abstracted services designed to be used by a mixture of VMs and user space ser-

vices, split-mode virtualization only provides two runtime functions in its ABI: One to run the VM,

and one that returns from the VM. Where microkernel approaches typically run a plethora of user

space services that communicate via Inter-Process Communication (IPC) to support the hardware

and overall system, split-mode virtualization benefits from the performance, simplicity, and existing

support of a widely used monolithic kernel and only needs a memory-mapped interface to support

its two interface function between the lowvisor and highvisor. Split-mode virtualization also pro-

vides a different split of functionality compared to microkernels, in that it splits the execution of

the hypervisor functionality. KVM/ARM’s lowvisor only implements the lowest level hypervisor

mechanisms and has a much smaller code base than typical microkernels.

After the early effort to support Xen on ARM was abandoned, a new clean slate implementation

targeting servers [26] was developed and merged with the x86 Xen code. This new effort is based

exclusively on ARM hardware virtualization support, and does not require paravirtualization to

support CPU or memory virtualization. Since Xen is a standalone hypervisor, porting Xen from

x86 to ARM is difficult in part because all ARM-related code must be written from scratch. Even

after getting Xen to work on one ARM platform, it must also be manually ported to each different

ARM device that Xen wants to support. Because of Xen’s custom I/O model using hypercalls from

VMs for device emulation on ARM, Xen unfortunately cannot run guest OSes unless they have been

configured to include Xen’s hypercall layer and include support for Xen’s paravirtualized drivers.

Xen can, however, run entirely in Hyp mode rather than using split-mode virtualization, potentially

allowing reduced world switch times on ARM systems using the virtualization extensions compared

to hosted hypervisors on ARM prior to the work described in Chapter 4. In contrast, our work on

KVM/ARM reuses existing Linux support for ARM and standard Linux components to enable

faster development. KVM/ARM also supports device emulation, and for example fully emulates

the Versatile Express development board and the Calxeda Midway in upstream QEMU. As a result,

KVM/ARM can run fully unmodified guest OSes. KVM/ARM is easily supported on new devices

with Linux support, and we spent almost no effort beyond the initial implementation to support

KVM/ARM on a wide range of ARM development hardware and servers.
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2.6 Summary

In this chapter I introduced split-mode virtualization, which makes it possible to use ARM hardware

virtualization extensions with a hosted hypervisor design. KVM/ARM uses split-mode virtualiza-

tion and leverage the Linux kernel’s hardware support and functionality to support KVM/ARM’s

hypervisor functionality. KVM/ARM is the mainline Linux ARM hypervisor and the first system

that ran unmodified guest operating systems on ARM multicore hardware.

Our experimental results show that KVM/ARM incurs minimal performance impact from the

extra traps incurred by split-mode virtualization, has modest virtualization overhead and power

costs, within 10% of direct native execution on multicore hardware for real application workloads,

and achieves comparable or lower virtualization overhead and power costs on multicore hardware

compared to widely-used KVM x86 virtualization.

Based on our experiences integrating KVM/ARM into the mainline Linux kernel, I provided

hints on getting research ideas and code adopted by open source communities.
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Chapter 3

Performance of ARM Virtualization

A growing number of companies are now deploying commercially available 64-bit ARMv8 servers

to meet their computing infrastructure needs. Major virtualization players, including KVM [37] and

Xen [26], leverage the ARM hardware virtualization extensions to support their hypervisor function-

ality, and ARM virtualization is deployed across a wide range of computing scenarios, from cloud

server offerings [64, 73] to locomotive computer systems [20]. Despite these trends and the impor-

tant of ARM virtualization, little was known in practice regarding how well virtualized systems per-

form using ARM. Although KVM and Xen both have ARM and x86 virtualization solutions, there

are substantial differences between their ARM and x86 approaches because of key architectural dif-

ferences between the underlying ARM and x86 hardware virtualization mechanisms. Without clear

performance data on production server hardware, the ability of hardware and software architects to

build efficient ARM virtualization solutions would be severely limited, and companies would not be

able to evaluate how best to deploy ARM virtualization solutions to meet their infrastructure needs.

This chapter presents an in-depth study of 64-bit ARMv8 virtualization performance on multi-

core server hardware. We measure the performance of the two most popular ARM hypervisors,

KVM/ARM and Xen, and compare them with their respective x86 counterparts. These hypervi-

sors are important and useful to compare on ARM given their popularity and their different design

choices. KVM/ARM is a hosted hypervisor using split-mode virtualization as presented in Chap-

ter 2, and Xen is a standalone hypervisor.

In contrast to the measurements presented in Chapter 2, which were focused on evaluating

the cost of split-mode virtualization on 32-bit ARMv7 development hardware used to initially de-

velop KVM/ARM, the measurement study presented in this chapter evaluates real server applica-

tion workloads running on 64-bit ARMv8 production server hardware, which was not present when

KVM/ARM was originally implemented. This study also considers I/O performance for clients and

servers running on ARMv8 server hardware interconnected with fast 10 GbE, and compares and
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analyzes the performance of both KVM and Xen on both ARM and x86. The results shown in

Chapter 2 show that the cost of performing extra traps in the context of split-mode virtualization

when transitioning between the VM and the hypervisor is relatively low, but this chapter expands

on this result and shows that the true cost of split-mode virtualization comes from having to save

and restore the CPU’s register state.

We have designed and run a number of microbenchmarks to analyze the performance of frequent

low-level hypervisor operations, and we use these results to highlight differences in performance be-

tween standalone and hosted hypervisors on ARM. A key characteristic of hypervisor performance

is the cost of transitioning from a virtual machine (VM) to the hypervisor, for example to process

interrupts, allocate memory to the VM, or perform I/O. We show that standalone hypervisors, such

as Xen, can transition between the VM and the hypervisor 20 times faster than hosted hypervisors,

such as KVM, on ARM. We show that ARM can enable significantly faster transitions between the

VM and a standalone hypervisor compared to x86. On the other hand, hosted hypervisors such as

KVM, incur much higher overhead on ARM for VM-to-hypervisor transitions compared to x86.

We also show that for some more complicated hypervisor operations, such as switching between

VMs, standalone and hosted hypervisors perform equally fast on ARM.

We show that VM application performance is not easily correlated with low-level virtualization

microbenchmarks. In fact, for many application workloads, we show that KVM/ARM, a hosted

hypervisor, can meet or exceed the performance of Xen ARM, a standalone hypervisor. We show

how other factors related to hypervisor software design and implementation play a larger role in

overall performance. These factors include the hypervisor’s virtual I/O model, the ability to perform

zero copy I/O efficiently, and interrupt processing overhead.

The performance characteristics presented in this chapter led to ARM evolving their architecture

to provide faster VM-to-hypervisor transitions for hosted hypervisors on ARMv8, and Chapter 4

shows how we leverage these results to improve the performance of KVM/ARM.

3.1 Hypervisor Design

There are two fundamentally different approaches to hypervisor software design. Both hypervisor

designs can use trap-and-emulate, paravirtualization, binary translation, or rely on hardware virtual-
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ization support. Each hypervisor design, however, can be affected in different ways by the underly-

ing architectural support for virtualization. In the following I briefly explain the design philosophy

behind the two designs and how they are affected by ARM’s hardware support for virtualization,

which are described in more detail in Chapter 2.

3.1.1 Hypervisor Overview

Figure 3.1 depicts the two main hypervisor designs, Type 1 and Type 2, compared to native execu-

tion. Type 1 hypervisors, such as Xen, comprise a separate hypervisor software component, which

runs directly on the hardware and provides a virtual machine abstraction to VMs running on top of

the hypervisor. Type 2 hypervisors, like KVM, run an existing OS on the hardware and run both

VMs and applications on top of the OS. Type 1 hypervisors are also known as standalone hypervi-

sors and Type 2 hypervisors are known as hosted hypervisors. Hosted hypervisors typically modify

the existing OS to facilitate running of VMs, either by integrating the Virtual Machine Monitor

(VMM) into the existing OS source code base, or by installing the VMM as a driver into the OS.

KVM integrates directly with Linux [54] where other solutions such as VMware Workstation [24]

use a loadable driver in the existing OS kernel to monitor virtual machines. The OS integrated with

a hosted hypervisor is commonly referred to as the host OS, as opposed to the guest OS which runs

in a VM.

Hardware

Kernel

App App App

Hardware

Hypervisor

Hardware

Host OS / Hypervisor

App
VM VM VM VM VM

Native Type 1 Type 2

Figure 3.1: Hypervisor Design

One advantage of hosted hypervisors over standalone hypervisors is the reuse of existing OS

code, specifically device drivers for a wide range of available hardware. This is especially true for

server systems with PCI where any commercially available PCI adapter can be used. Traditionally,
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a standalone hypervisor suffers from having to re-implement device drivers for all supported hard-

ware. However, Xen [16], a standalone hypervisor, avoids this by only implementing a minimal

amount of hardware support directly in the hypervisor and running a special privileged VM, Dom0,

which runs an existing OS such as Linux and uses all the existing device drivers for that OS. Xen

then uses Dom0 to perform I/O using existing device drivers on behalf of normal VMs, also known

as DomUs.

Transitions from a VM to the hypervisor occur whenever the hypervisor exercises system con-

trol, such as processing interrupts or I/O. The hypervisor transitions back to the VM once it has

completed its work managing the hardware, letting workloads in VMs continue executing. The

cost of such transitions is pure overhead and can add significant latency in communication between

the hypervisor and the VM. A primary goal in designing both hypervisor software and hardware

support for virtualization is to reduce the frequency and cost of transitions as much as possible.

VMs can run guest OSes with standard device drivers for I/O, but because they do not have

direct access to hardware, the hypervisor would need to emulate real I/O devices in software. This

results in frequent transitions between the VM and the hypervisor, making each interaction with

the emulated device an order of magnitude slower than communicating with real hardware. Al-

ternatively, direct passthrough of I/O from a VM to the real I/O devices can be done using device

assignment, but this requires more expensive hardware support and complicates VM migration.

Instead, the most common approach is paravirtualized I/O, as discussed in Section 2.2.4. KVM

uses an implementation of the Virtio [70] protocol for disk and networking support, and Xen uses its

own implementation referred to simply as Xen PV. In KVM, the Virtio-based virtual device backend

was originally designed to run in user space (as part of QEMU), but to improve performance the

data path backend of Virtio devices were moved into the kernel as part of the Virtio vhost design (see

Section 2.2.4 for more info). Therefore, in modern KVM deployments the virtual device backend

is implemented in the host OS kernel, and in Xen the virtual device backend is implemented in the

Dom0 kernel. A performance advantage for KVM is that the virtual device implementation in the

KVM host kernel has full access to all of the machine’s hardware resources, including VM memory.

On the other hand, Xen provides stronger isolation between the virtual device implementation and

the VM as the Xen virtual device implementation lives in a separate VM, Dom0, which only has

access to memory and hardware resources specifically allocated to it by the Xen hypervisor.
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3.1.2 ARM Hypervisor Implementations

In Section 2.1 we discussed the ARM virtualization extensions and how they provide support for

running hypervisors and compared them to x86 hardware virtualization support. This section de-

scribes how KVM/ARM and Xen on ARM use the virtualization extensions in each their unique

way.
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Figure 3.2: Xen ARM Architecture
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Figure 3.3: KVM/ARM Architecture

As shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, Xen and KVM take different approaches to using ARM hard-

ware virtualization support. Xen as a standalone hypervisor design maps easily to the ARM archi-

tecture, running the entire hypervisor in EL2 and running VM user space and VM kernel in EL0

and EL1, respectively. However, existing OSes are designed to run in EL1, and a hosted hypervisor

that leverages an existing OS such as Linux to interface with hardware does not map as easily to the

ARM architecture. EL2 is a strictly more privileged and separate CPU mode with different registers
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than EL1, so running Linux in EL2 would require substantial changes to Linux that would not be

acceptable in practice. KVM instead runs across both EL2 and EL1 using split-mode virtualization

as described in Section 2.2. Split-mode virtualization shares EL1 between the host OS and VMs

and runs a minimal set of hypervisor functionality in EL2 to be able to leverage the ARM virtu-

alization extensions. Because both the host and the VM run in EL1, the hypervisor must context

switch all register state when switching between host and VM execution context, similar in concept

to a regular process context switch. As we shall see later, this aspect of the architectural support for

virtualization has a material impact on the VM-to-hypervisor transition cost.

The difference in how Xen and KVM maps to CPU modes on ARM has no counterpart on x86,

because of how the architecture is designed. On x86, the hypervisor runs in root mode, which does

not in any way limit or change how CPU privilege levels are used. Running a full featured rich OS

like Linux in root mode does not require any changes to the design of the OS, and as a result hosted

hypervisors like KVM map just as easily to the x86 architecture as standalone hypervisors, because

the entirety of the hypervisor can run in root mode, including the KVM host Linux kernel and the

Xen hypervisor.

On ARM, KVM only runs the minimal set of hypervisor functionality in EL2 to be able to

switch between VMs and the host, and emulates all virtual devices in the host OS running in EL1

and EL0. When a KVM VM performs I/O it involves trapping to EL2, switching to host EL1, and

handling the I/O request in the host. Because Xen only emulates the GIC in EL2 and offloads all

other I/O handling to Dom0, when a Xen VM performs I/O, it involves trapping to the hypervisor,

signaling Dom0, scheduling Dom0, and handling the I/O request in Dom0. As we shall see, the dif-

ference between the I/O model of the two hypervisor designs and the cost of the transition sequence

described here will have a material impact on the performance of latency sensitive workloads run-

ning inside VMs.

3.2 Experimental Design

To evaluate the performance of ARM virtualization, we ran both microbenchmarks and real appli-

cation workloads on the two most popular hypervisors on ARM server hardware. As a baseline

for comparison, we also conducted the same experiments with corresponding x86 hypervisors and
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server hardware. We leveraged the CloudLab [63] infrastructure for both ARM and x86 hardware.

ARM measurements were done using HP Moonshot m400 servers, each with a 64-bit ARMv8-

A 2.4 GHz Applied Micro Atlas SoC with 8 physical CPU cores. Each m400 node has 64 GB of

RAM, a 120 GB SATA3 SSD for storage, and a Dual-port Mellanox ConnectX-3 10 GbE NIC. x86

measurements will be done using Dell PowerEdge r320 servers, each with a 64-bit Xeon 2.1 GHz

ES-2450 with 8 physical CPU cores. Hyperthreading was disabled on the r320 nodes to provide

a similar hardware configuration to the ARM servers. Each r320 node has 16 GB of RAM, a

4x500 GB 7200 RPM SATA RAID5 HD for storage, and a Dual-port Mellanox MX354A 10 GbE

NIC. All servers were connected via 10 GbE. and the interconnecting network switch [46] easily

handled multiple sets of nodes communicating with full 10 Gb bandwidth such that experiments

involving networking between two nodes could be considered isolated and unaffected by other

traffic in the system. Using 10 Gb Ethernet was important, as many benchmarks were unaffected

by virtualization when run over 1 Gb Ethernet, because the network itself became the bottleneck.

To provide comparable measurements, we kept the software environments across all hardware

platforms and all hypervisors the same as much as possible. We used the most recent stable ver-

sions available at the time of our experiments of the most popular hypervisors on ARM and their

counterparts on x86: KVM in Linux 4.0-rc4 with QEMU 2.2.0, and Xen 4.5.0. KVM was config-

ured with its standard VHOST networking feature, allowing data handling to occur in the kernel

instead of user space, and with cache=none for its block storage devices. Xen was configured

with its in-kernel block and network backend drivers to provide best performance and reflect the

most commonly used I/O configuration for Xen deployments. Xen x86 was configured to use HVM

domains, except for Dom0 which was only supported as a PV instance. All hosts and VMs used

Ubuntu 14.04 with the same Linux 4.0-rc4 kernel and software configuration for all machines. A

few patches were applied to support the various hardware configurations, such as adding support

for the APM X-Gene PCI bus for the HP m400 servers. All VMs use paravirtualized I/O, typical of

cloud infrastructure deployments such as Amazon EC2, instead of device passthrough, due to the

absence of an IOMMU in available test environments.

We ran benchmarks both natively on the hosts and in VMs. Each physical or virtual machine

instance used for running benchmarks was configured as a 4-way SMP with 12 GB of RAM to

provide a common basis for comparison. This involved three configurations: (1) running natively
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on Linux capped at 4 cores and 12 GB RAM, (2) running in a VM using KVM with 8 cores and

16 GB RAM with the VM capped at 4 virtual CPUs (VCPUs) and 12 GB RAM, and (3) running in a

VM using Xen with Dom0, the privileged domain used by Xen with direct hardware access, capped

at 4 VCPUs and 4 GB RAM and the VM capped at 4 VCPUs and 12 GB RAM. Because KVM

configures the total hardware available while Xen configures the hardware dedicated to Dom0, the

configuration parameters are different but the effect is the same, which is to leave the hypervisor

with 4 cores and 4 GB RAM to use outside of what is used by the VM. We use and measure multi-

core configurations to reflect real-world server deployments. The memory limit was used to ensure

a fair comparison across all hardware configurations given the RAM available on the x86 servers

and the need to also provide RAM for use by the hypervisor when running VMs. For benchmarks

that involve clients interfacing with the server, the clients were run natively on Linux and configured

to use the full hardware available.

To improve the precision of our measurements and for our experimental setup to mimic recom-

mended configuration best practices [75], we pinned each VCPU to a specific physical CPU (PCPU)

and generally ensured that no other work was scheduled on that PCPU. In KVM, all of the host’s

device interrupts and processes were assigned to run on a specific set of PCPUs and each VCPU

was pinned to a dedicated PCPU from a separate set of PCPUs. In Xen, we configured Dom0 to

run on a set of PCPUs and DomU to run a separate set of PCPUs. We further pinned each VCPU of

both Dom0 and DomU to its own PCPU.

3.3 Microbenchmark Results

We designed and ran a number of microbenchmarks to quantify important low-level interactions

between the hypervisor and the ARM hardware support for virtualization. A primary performance

cost of running in a VM is how much time must be spent outside the VM, which is time not spent

running the workload in the VM, but instead becomes overhead compared to native execution.

Therefore, the microbenchmarks are designed to measure time spent handling a trap from the VM

to the hypervisor, including time spent on transitioning between the VM and the hypervisor, time

spent processing interrupts, time spent switching between VMs, and latency added to I/O.

We designed and implemented a custom Linux kernel driver, which ran in the VM under KVM
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and Xen, on ARM and x86, and executed the microbenchmarks in the same way across all plat-

forms. Measurements were obtained using cycle counters and ARM hardware timer counters to

ensure consistency across multiple CPUs. Instruction barriers were used before and after taking

timestamps to avoid out-of-order execution or pipelining from skewing the measurements.

Because these measurements were at the level of a few hundred to a few thousand cycles, it was

important to minimize measurement variability, especially in the context of measuring performance

on multi-core systems. Variations caused by interrupts and scheduling can skew measurements by

thousands of cycles. To address this, we pinned and isolated VCPUs as described in Section 3.2,

and also ran these measurements pinned to specific VCPUs within VMs with all virtual interrupts

assigned to other VCPUs.

Using this framework, we ran seven microbenchmarks that measure various low-level aspects

of hypervisor performance. The microbenchmarks are listed and explained in Table 3.1.

Table 3.2 presents the results from running these microbenchmarks on both ARM and x86

server hardware. Measurements are shown in cycles instead of time to provide a useful comparison

across server hardware with different CPU frequencies, but we focus our analysis on the ARM

measurements.

The Hypercall microbenchmark result shows that transitioning from a VM to the hypervisor on

ARM can be significantly faster than on x86, as shown by the Xen ARM measurement, which takes

less than a third of the cycles that Xen or KVM on x86 take. As explained in Section 3.1, the ARM

architecture provides a separate CPU mode with its own register bank to run an isolated standalone

hypervisor like Xen. Transitioning from a VM to a standalone hypervisor requires little more than

context switching the general purpose registers as running the two separate execution contexts,

VM and the hypervisor, is supported by the separate ARM hardware state for EL2. While ARM

implements additional register state to support the different execution context of the hypervisor, x86

transitions from a VM to the hypervisor by switching from non-root to root mode which requires

context switching the entire CPU register state to the VMCS in memory, which is much more

expensive even with hardware support.

However, the Hypercall microbenchmark result also shows that transitioning from a VM to the

hypervisor is more than an order of magnitude more expensive for hosted hypervisors like KVM

than for standalone hypervisors like Xen. This is because although all VM traps are handled in
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Name Description

Hypercall Transition from the VM to the hypervisor and return to the VM
without doing any work in the hypervisor. Measures bidirectional
base transition cost of hypervisor operations.

Interrupt Controller Trap Trap from the VM to the emulated interrupt controller then return
to the VM. Measures a frequent operation for many device drivers
and baseline for accessing I/O devices emulated in the hypervisor.

Virtual IPI Issues a virtual IPI from a VCPU to another VCPU running on a
different PCPU, both PCPUs executing the VM. Measures time
between sending the virtual IPI until the receiving VCPU handles
it, a frequent operation in multi-core OSes.

Virtual IRQ Completion Acknowledges and completes a virtual interrupt inside a VM. On
ARM these are two separate operations, ACK and EOI, and on
x86 this is a single operation, EOI. Measures a frequent operation
in VMs; happens for every injected virtual interrupt.

VM Switch Switches from one VM to another on the same physical core.
Measures a central cost when for example oversubscribing phys-
ical CPUs or when switching between an idle domain and a real
domain on Xen.

I/O Latency Out Measures the latency between a driver in the VM signaling the
virtual I/O device in the hypervisor and the virtual I/O device
receiving the signal. For KVM, this traps to the host kernel. For
Xen, this traps to Xen then raises a virtual interrupt to Dom0.
Measures time passed from the driver in the VM sends the signal
until the virtual device backend receives the signal and is able to
react to it.

I/O Latency In Measures the latency between the virtual I/O device in the hyper-
visor signaling the VM and the VM receiving the corresponding
virtual interrupt. The VM is running when the signal is gener-
ated. For KVM, a separate thread signals the VCPU thread and
injects a virtual interrupt for the Virtio device. For Xen, this traps
to Xen then raises a virtual interrupt to DomU. In both cases, the
microbenchmark causes a physical IPI between two PCPUs and
the receiving VCPU to exit the VM and inject a virtual interrupt.

Table 3.1: Microbenchmarks

EL2, a hosted hypervisor is integrated with a host kernel and both run in EL1. This results in four

additional sources of overhead:

1. Transitioning from the VM to the hypervisor involves not only trapping to EL2, but also

returning to the host OS in EL1, as shown in Figure 3.3, incurring a double trap cost.
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ARM x86
Microbenchmark KVM Xen KVM Xen
Hypercall 6,500 376 1,300 1,228
Interrupt Controller Trap 7,370 1,356 2,384 1,734
Virtual IPI 11,557 5,978 5,230 5,562
Virtual IRQ Completion 71 71 1,556 1,464
VM Switch 10,387 8,799 4,812 10,534
I/O Latency Out 6,024 16,491 560 11,262
I/O Latency In 13,872 15,650 18,923 10,050

Table 3.2: Microbenchmark Measurements (cycle counts)

2. Because the host OS and the VM both run in EL1 and ARM hardware does not provide any

features to distinguish between the host OS running in EL1 and the VM running in EL1,

software running in EL2 must context switch all the EL1 system register state between the

VM guest OS and the hosted hypervisor host OS, incurring added cost of saving and restoring

EL1 register state.

3. Because the host OS runs in EL1 and needs full access to the hardware, the hypervisor must

disable traps to EL2 and stage 2 translation from EL2 while switching from the VM to the

hypervisor, and enable them when switching back to the VM again.

4. Because the hosted hypervisor runs in EL1 but needs to access VM control register state such

as the VGIC state, which can only be accessed from EL2, there is additional overhead to

read and write the VM control register state in EL2. There are two approaches. One, the

hypervisor can jump back and forth between EL1 and EL2 to access the control register state

when needed. Two, it can copy the full register state to memory while it is still in EL2, return

to the host OS in EL1 and read and write the memory copy of the VM control state, and then

finally copy the state from memory back to the EL2 control registers when the hypervisor is

running in EL2 again. Both methods incur much overhead, but the first makes the software

implementation complicated and difficult to maintain. The version of KVM/ARM used for

these measurements takes the second approach of reading and writing all VM control registers

in EL2 during each transition between the VM and the hypervisor.

While the cost of the trap between CPU modes itself is not very high as discussed in Section 2.4,

our measurements show that there is a substantial cost associated with saving and restoring register
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Register State Save Restore
GP Regs 152 184
FP Regs 282 310
EL1 System Regs 230 511
VGIC Regs 3,250 181
Timer Regs 104 106
EL2 Config Regs 92 107
EL2 Virtual Memory Regs 92 107

Table 3.3: KVM/ARM Hypercall Analysis (cycle counts)

state to switch between EL2 and the host in EL1. Table 3.3 provides a breakdown of the cost

of context switching the relevant register state when performing the Hypercall microbenchmark

measurement on KVM/ARM. Context switching consists of saving register state to memory and

restoring the new context’s state from memory to registers. The cost of saving and restoring this

state accounts for almost all of the Hypercall time, indicating that context switching state is the

primary cost due to KVM/ARM’s design, not the cost of extra traps. Unlike Xen ARM which

only incurs the relatively small cost of saving and restoring the general-purpose (GP) registers,

KVM/ARM saves and restores much more register state at much higher cost. Note that for ARM,

the overall cost of saving register state, when transitioning from a VM to the hypervisor, is much

more expensive than restoring it, when returning back to the VM from the hypervisor, due to the

cost of reading additional VGIC register state.

Unlike on ARM, both x86 hypervisors spend a similar amount of time transitioning from the

VM to the hypervisor. Since both KVM and Xen leverage the same x86 hardware mechanism

for transitioning between the VM and the hypervisor, they have similar performance. Both x86

hypervisors run in root mode and run their VMs in non-root mode, and switching between the two

modes involves switching a substantial portion of the CPU register state to the VMCS in memory.

Switching this state to memory is fast on x86, because it is performed by hardware in the context

of a trap or as a result of executing a single instruction. In contrast, ARM provides a separate CPU

mode for the hypervisor with separate registers, and ARM only needs to switch state to memory

when running a different execution context in EL1. ARM can be much faster, as in the case of Xen

ARM which does its hypervisor work in EL2 and does not need to context switch much register

state, or it can be much slower, as in the case of KVM/ARM which context switches more register
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state without the benefit of hardware support like x86.

The large difference in the cost of transitioning between the VM and hypervisor between stan-

dalone and hosted hypervisors results in Xen ARM being significantly faster at handling interrupt

related traps, because Xen ARM emulates the ARM GIC interrupt controller directly in the hyper-

visor running in EL2 as shown in Figure 3.2. In contrast, KVM/ARM emulates the GIC in the part

of the hypervisor running in EL1. Therefore, operations such as accessing registers in the emu-

lated GIC, sending virtual IPIs, and receiving virtual interrupts are much faster on Xen ARM than

KVM/ARM. This is shown in Table 3.2 in the measurements for the Interrupt Controller trap and

Virtual IPI microbenchmarks, in which Xen ARM is faster than KVM/ARM by roughly the same

difference as for the Hypercall microbenchmark.

However, Table 3.2 shows that for the remaining microbenchmarks, Xen ARM does not enjoy a

large performance advantage over KVM/ARM and in fact does worse for some of the microbench-

marks. The reasons for this differ from one microbenchmark to another: For the Virtual IRQ Com-

pletion microbenchmark, both KVM/ARM and Xen ARM are very fast because the ARM hardware

includes support for completing interrupts directly in the VM without trapping to the hypervisor.

The microbenchmark runs much faster on ARM than x86 because the latter has to trap to the hy-

pervisor. More recently, vAPIC support has been added to x86 with similar functionality to avoid

the need to trap to the hypervisor so that newer x86 hardware with vAPIC support should perform

more comparably to ARM [50].

For the VM Switch microbenchmark, Xen ARM is only slightly faster than KVM/ARM be-

cause both hypervisor implementations have to context switch the state between the VM being

switched out and the one being switched in. Unlike the Hypercall microbenchmark where only

KVM/ARM needed to context switch EL1 state and per VM EL2 state, in this case both KVM and

Xen ARM need to do this, and Xen ARM therefore does not directly benefit from its faster VM-

to-hypervisor transition. Xen ARM is still slightly faster than KVM, however, because to switch

between VMs, Xen ARM simply traps to EL2 and performs a single context switch of the EL1

state, while KVM/ARM must switch the EL1 state from the VM to the host OS and then again from

the host OS to the new VM. Finally, KVM/ARM also has to disable and enable traps and stage 2

translation on each transition, which Xen ARM does not have to do. VM Switch for KVM x86

is more expensive than the hypercall cost, because KVM x86 performs unloads the active VMCS
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from the CPU and loads a new one, which adds overhead, and because it processes deferred work

like context switching floating point registers state, which is not necessary on every switch between

the VM and the hypervisor. VM Switch for Xen x86 is even more expensive, because Xen spends

a large amount of time processing softirqs and other deferred tasks when entering a new VM. We

suspect this is an area where the Xen x86 implementation could be improved.

For the I/O Latency microbenchmarks, a surprising result is that Xen ARM is slower than

KVM/ARM in both directions. These microbenchmarks measure the time from when a network

I/O event is initiated by a sender until the receiver is notified, not including additional time spent

transferring data. I/O latency is an especially important metric for real-time sensitive operations

and many networking applications. The key insight to understanding the results is to see that Xen

ARM does not benefit from its faster VM-to-hypervisor transition mechanism in this case because

Xen ARM must switch between two separate VMs, Dom0 and a DomU, to process network I/O.

Standalone hypervisors only implement a limited set of functionality in the hypervisor directly,

namely scheduling, memory management, the interrupt controller, and timers for Xen ARM. All

other functionality, for example network and storage drivers are implemented in the special privi-

leged VM, Dom0. Therefore, a VM performing I/O has to communicate with Dom0 and not just

the Xen hypervisor, which means not just trapping to EL2, but also going to EL1 to run Dom0.

I/O Latency Out is much worse on Xen ARM than KVM/ARM. When KVM/ARM sends a

network packet, it traps to the hypervisor, context switching the EL1 state, and then the host OS

instance directly sends the data on the physical network. Xen ARM, on the other hand, traps from

the VM to the hypervisor, which then signals a different VM, Dom0, and Dom0 then sends the data

on the physical network. This signaling between VMs on Xen is slow for two main reasons. First,

because the VM and Dom0 run on different physical CPUs, Xen must send a physical IPI from the

CPU running the VM to the CPU running Dom0. Second, Xen switches from Dom0 to a special

VM, called the idle domain, when Dom0 is idling and waiting for I/O. Thus, when Xen signals

Dom0 to perform I/O on behalf of a VM, it must perform a VM switch from the idle domain to

Dom0. We verified that changing the configuration of Xen to pinning both the VM and Dom0 to the

same physical CPU or not specifying any pinning resulted in similar or worse results than reported

in Table 3.2, so the qualitative results are not specific to the configuration. We hypothesize that

there is no benefit in scheduling Dom0 and the application VM on the same physical core, because
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instead of having to perform a full VM switch between Dom0 and the idle domain, Xen now has

to switch between the application VM and Dom0 and the workload becomes completely serialized.

We further hypothesize that Xen could benefit from optimizing its idle handling to potentially leave

the last running VM state on the physical CPU, even when going idle, in the event that the same

VCPU will be scheduled again later.

It is interesting to note that KVM x86 is much faster than everything else on I/O Latency Out.

KVM on both ARM and x86 involve the same control path of transitioning from the VM to the

hypervisor. While the path is conceptually similar to half of the path for the Hypercall microbench-

mark, the result for the I/O Latency Out microbenchmark is not 50% of the Hypercall cost on neither

platform. The reason is that for KVM x86, transitioning from the VM to the hypervisor accounts for

only about 40% of the Hypercall cost, while transitioning from the hypervisor to the VM is the ma-

jority of the cost (a few cycles are spent handling the noop hypercall in the hypervisor). On ARM,

it is much more expensive to transition from the VM to the hypervisor than from the hypervisor to

the VM, because reading back the VGIC state is expensive, as shown in Table 3.3.

I/O Latency In behaves more similarly between Xen and KVM on ARM because they perform

similar low-level operations. Xen traps from Dom0 running in EL1 to the hypervisor running in

EL2 and signals the receiving VM, the reverse of the procedure described above, thereby sending a

physical IPI and switching from the idle domain to the receiving VM in EL1. For KVM ARM, the

Linux host OS receives the network packet via VHOST on a separate CPU, wakes up the receiving

VM’s VCPU thread to run on another CPU, thereby sending a physical IPI. The VCPU thread traps

to EL2, switches the EL1 state from the host to the VM, then switches to the VM in EL1. The

end result is that the cost is similar across both hypervisors, with KVM being slightly faster. While

KVM/ARM is slower on I/O Latency In than I/O Latency Out because it performs more work on the

incoming path, Xen has similar performance on both Latency I/O In and Latency I/O Out because

it performs similar low-level operations for both microbenchmarks.

3.4 Application Benchmark Results

We also ran a number of real application benchmark workloads to quantify how well the ARM vir-

tualization extensions support different hypervisor software designs in the context of more realistic
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workloads. Table 3.4 lists the application workloads we use, which include a mix of widely-used

CPU and I/O intensive benchmark workloads. For workloads involving a client and a server, we run

the client on a dedicated machine and the server on the configuration being measured, ensuring that

the client is never saturated during any of our experiments. We run these workloads natively and on

both KVM and Xen on both ARM and x86, the latter to provide a baseline comparison.

Kernbench Compilation of the Linux 3.17.0 kernel using the allnoconfig for
ARM using GCC 4.8.2.

Hackbench hackbench [62] using Unix domain sockets and 100 process
groups running with 500 loops.

SPECjvm2008 SPECjvm2008 [74] 2008 benchmark running several real life
applications and benchmarks specifically chosen to benchmark
the performance of the Java Runtime Environment. We used
15.02 release of the Linaro AArch64 port of OpenJDK to run the
benchmark.

Netperf netperf v2.6.0 starting netserver on the server and running
with its default parameters on the client in three modes: TCP -
RR, TCP STREAM, and TCP MAERTS, measuring latency and
throughput, respectively.

Apache Apache v2.4.7 Web server running ApacheBench v2.3 on the
remote client, which measures number of handled requests per
second serving the 41 KB index file of the GCC 4.4 manual using
100 concurrent requests.

Memcached memcached v1.4.14 using the memtier benchmark v1.2.3
with its default parameters.

MySQL MySQL v14.14 (distrib 5.5.41) running SysBench v.0.4.12 us-
ing the default configuration with 200 parallel transactions.

Table 3.4: Application Benchmarks

Given the differences in hardware platforms, our focus is not on measuring absolute perfor-

mance, but rather the relative performance differences between virtualized and native execution on

each platform. Figure 3.4 shows the performance overhead of KVM and Xen on ARM and x86

compared to native execution on the respective platform. All numbers are normalized to 1 for na-

tive performance, so that lower numbers represent better performance. Unfortunately, the Apache

benchmark could not run on Xen x86 because it caused a kernel panic in Dom0. We tried several

versions of Xen and Linux, but faced the same problem. I reported this to the Xen developer com-
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munity, and learned that this may be a Mellanox network driver bug exposed by Xen’s I/O model. I

also reported the issue to the Mellanox driver maintainers, but did not arrive at a solution. Table 3.5

shows the non-normalized results from our measurements.
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Figure 3.4: Application Benchmark Performance

Figure 3.4 shows that the application performance on KVM and Xen on ARM and x86 is not

well correlated with their respective microbenchmark performance shown in Table 3.2. Xen ARM

has by far the lowest VM-to-hypervisor transition costs and the best performance for most of the

microbenchmarks, yet its performance lags behind KVM/ARM on many of the application bench-

marks. KVM/ARM substantially outperforms Xen ARM on the various Netperf benchmarks, TCP -

STREAM, TCP MAERTS, and TCP RR, as well as Apache and Memcached, and performs only

slightly worse on the rest of the application benchmarks. Xen ARM also does generally worse

than KVM x86. Clearly, the differences in microbenchmark performance do not result in the same

differences in real application performance.
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Native KVM Xen

Kernbench (s)
ARM 49.11 50.49 49.83
x86 28.91 27.12 27.56

Hackbench (s)
ARM 15.65 17.38 16.55
x86 6.04 6.66 6.57

SPECjvm (ops/min)
ARM 62.43 61.69 61.91
x86 140.76 140.64 141.80

TCP RR (trans/s)
ARM 23,911 11,591 10,253
x86 21,089 11,490 7,661

TCP STREAM (Mb/s)
ARM 5,924 5,603 1,662
x86 9,174 9,287 2,353

TCP MAERTS (Mb/s)
ARM 6,051 6,059 3,778
x86 9,148 8,817 5,948

Apache (trans/s)
ARM 6,526 4,846 3,539
x86 10,585 9,170 N/A

Memcached (ops/s)
ARM 110,865 87,811 84,118
x86 263,302 170,359 226,403

MySQL (s)
ARM 13.72 15.76 15.02
x86 7.21 9.08 8.75

Table 3.5: Application Benchmark Raw Performance

Xen ARM achieves its biggest performance gain versus KVM/ARM on Hackbench. Hack-

bench involves running lots of threads that are sleeping and waking up, requiring frequent IPIs for

rescheduling. Xen ARM performs virtual IPIs much faster than KVM/ARM, roughly a factor of

two. Despite this microbenchmark performance advantage on a workload that performs frequent

virtual IPIs, the resulting difference in Hackbench performance overhead is small, only 5% of na-

tive performance. Overall, across CPU-intensive workloads such as Kernbench, Hackbench and

SPECjvm2008, the performance differences among the different hypervisors across different archi-

tectures is small.

Figure 3.4 shows that the largest differences in performance are for the I/O-intensive workloads.

We first take a closer look at the Netperf results. Netperf TCP RR is an I/O latency benchmark,

which sends a 1 byte packet from a client to the Netperf server running in the VM, and the Netperf

server sends the packet back to the client, and the process is repeated for 10 seconds. For the Netperf

TCP RR benchmark, both hypervisors show high overhead compared to native performance, but

Xen is noticeably worse than KVM. To understand why, we analyzed the behavior of TCP RR in

further detail by using tcpdump [43] to capture timestamps on incoming and outgoing packets at the

data link layer. We modified Linux’s timestamping function to use the ARM architected counter,
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and took further steps to ensure that the counter values were synchronized across all PCPUs, VMs,

and the hypervisor. This allowed us to analyze the latency between operations happening in the VM

and the host. Table 3.6 shows the detailed measurements.

Table 3.6 shows that the time per transaction increases significantly from 41.8 µs when run-

ning natively to 86.3 µs and 97.5 µs for KVM and Xen, respectively. The resulting overhead per

transaction is 44.5 µs and 55.7 µs for KVM and Xen, respectively. To understand the source of

this overhead, we decompose the time per transaction into separate steps. send to recv is the time

between sending a packet from the physical server machine until a new response is received by the

client, which is the time spent on the physical wire plus the client processing time. recv to send is

the time spent at the physical server machine to receive a packet and send back a response, including

potentially passing through the hypervisor and the VM in the virtualized configurations.

send to recv remains the same for KVM and native, because KVM does not interfere with

normal Linux operations for sending or receiving network data. However, send to recv is slower

on Xen, because the Xen hypervisor adds latency in handling incoming network packets. When a

physical network packet arrives, the hardware raises an IRQ, which is handled in the Xen hypervisor,

which translates the incoming physical IRQ to a virtual IRQ for Dom0, which runs the physical

network device driver. However, since Dom0 is often idling when the network packet arrives, Xen

must first switch from the idle domain to Dom0 before Dom0 can receive the incoming network

packet, similar to the behavior of the I/O Latency benchmarks described in Section 3.3.

Since almost all the overhead is on the server for both KVM and Xen, we further decompose

the recv to send time at the server into three components; the time from when the physical device

driver receives the packet until it is delivered in the VM, recv to VM recv, the time from when the

VM receives the packet until it sends a response, VM recv to VM send, and the time from when

the VM delivers the response to the physical device driver, VM send to send. Table 3.6 shows that

both KVM and Xen spend a similar amount of time receiving the packet inside the VM until being

able to send a reply, and that this VM recv to VM send time is only slightly more time than the

recv to send time spent when Netperf is running natively to process a packet. This suggests that the

dominant overhead for both KVM and Xen is due to the time required by the hypervisor to process

packets, the Linux host for KVM and Dom0 for Xen.

Table 3.6 also shows that Xen spends noticeably more time than KVM in delivering packets
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Native KVM Xen
Trans/s 23,911 11,591 10,253
Time/trans (µs) 41.8 86.3 97.5
Overhead (µs) - 44.5 55.7
send to recv (µs) 29.7 29.8 33.9
recv to send (µs) 14.5 53.0 64.6
recv to VM recv (µs) - 21.1 25.9
VM recv to VM send (µs) - 16.9 17.4
VM send to send (µs) - 15.0 21.4

Table 3.6: Netperf TCP RR Analysis on ARM

between the physical device driver and the VM. KVM only delays the packet on recv to VM recv

and VM send to send by a total of 36.1 µs, where Xen delays the packet by 47.3 µs, an extra 11.2

µs. There are two main reasons why Xen performs worse. First, Xen’s I/O latency is higher than

KVM’s as measured and explained by the I/O Latency In and Out microbenchmarks in Section 3.3.

Second, Xen does not support zero-copy I/O, but instead must map a shared page between Dom0

and the VM using the Xen grant mechanism, and must copy data between the memory buffer used

for DMA in Dom0 and the granted memory buffer from the VM. Each data copy incurs more than

3 µs of additional latency because of the complexities of establishing and utilizing the shared page

via the grant mechanism across VMs, even though only a single byte of data needs to be copied.

Although Xen ARM can transition between the VM and hypervisor more quickly than KVM,

Xen cannot utilize this advantage for the TCP RR workload, because Xen must engage Dom0 to

perform I/O on behalf of the VM, which results in several VM switches between idle domains and

Dom0 or DomU, and because Xen must perform expensive page mapping operations to copy data

between the VM and Dom0. This is a direct consequence of Xen’s software architecture and I/O

model based on domains and a strict I/O isolation policy. Xen ends up spending so much time

communicating between the VM and Dom0 that it completely dwarfs its low Hypercall cost for

the TCP RR workload and ends up having more overhead than KVM/ARM, due to Xen’s software

architecture and I/O model in particular.

The hypervisor software architecture is also a dominant factor in other aspects of the Netperf

results. For the Netperf TCP STREAM benchmark, KVM has almost no overhead for x86 and

ARM while Xen has more than 250% overhead. The reason for this large difference in performance

is again due to Xen’s lack of zero-copy I/O support, in this case particularly on the network receive
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path. The Netperf TCP STREAM benchmark sends large quantities of data from a client to the

Netperf server in the VM. Xen’s Dom0, running Linux with the physical network device driver,

cannot configure the network device to DMA the data directly into guest buffers, because Dom0

does not have access to the VM’s memory. When Xen receives data, it must configure the network

device to DMA the data into a Dom0 kernel memory buffer, signal the VM for incoming data, let

Xen configure a shared memory buffer, and finally copy the incoming data from the Dom0 kernel

buffer into the virtual device’s shared buffer. KVM, on the other hand, has full access to the VM’s

memory and maintains shared memory buffers in the Virtio rings [70], such that the network device

can DMA the data directly into a guest-visible buffer, resulting in significantly less overhead.

Furthermore, previous work [72] and discussions with the Xen maintainers confirm that sup-

porting zero copy on x86 is problematic for Xen given its I/O model because doing so requires

signaling all physical CPUs to locally invalidate TLBs when removing grant table entries for shared

pages, which proved more expensive than simply copying the data [48]. As a result, previous efforts

to support zero copy on Xen x86 were abandoned. Xen ARM lacks the same zero copy support be-

cause the Dom0 network backend driver uses the same code as on x86. Whether zero copy support

for Xen can be implemented efficiently on ARM, which has hardware support for broadcast TLB

invalidate requests across multiple PCPUs, remains to be investigated.

For the Netperf TCP MAERTS benchmark, Xen also has substantially higher overhead than

KVM. The benchmark measures the network transmit path from the VM, the converse of the TCP -

STREAM benchmark which measured the network receive path to the VM. It turns out that the Xen

performance problem is due to a regression in Linux introduced in Linux v4.0-rc1 in an attempt to

fight bufferbloat, and has not yet been fixed beyond manually tuning the Linux TCP configuration

in the guest OS [59]. We confirmed that using an earlier version of Linux or tuning the TCP con-

figuration in the guest using sysfs significantly reduced the overhead of Xen on the TCP MAERTS

benchmark.

Other than the Netperf workloads, the application workloads with the highest overhead were

Apache and Memcached. We found that the performance bottleneck for KVM and Xen on ARM

was due to network interrupt processing and delivery of virtual interrupts. Delivery of virtual inter-

rupts is more expensive than handling physical IRQs on bare-metal, because it requires switching

from the VM to the hypervisor, injecting a virtual interrupt to the VM, then switching back to the
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VM. Additionally, Xen and KVM both handle all virtual interrupts using a single VCPU, which,

combined with the additional virtual interrupt delivery cost, fully utilizes the underlying PCPU. We

verified this by distributing virtual interrupts across multiple VCPUs, which causes performance

overhead to drop on KVM from 35% to 14% on Apache and from 26% to 8% on Memcached,

and on Xen from 84% to 16% on Apache and from 32% to 9% on Memcached. Furthermore, we

ran the workload natively with all physical interrupts assigned to a single physical CPU, and ob-

served the same native performance, experimentally verifying that delivering virtual interrupts is

more expensive than handling physical interrupts.

In summary, while the VM-to-hypervisor transition cost for a standalone hypervisor like Xen is

much lower on ARM than for a hosted hypervisor like KVM, this difference is not easily observed

for the application workloads. The reason is that standalone hypervisors typically only support

CPU, memory, and interrupt virtualization directly in the hypervisors. CPU and memory virtualiza-

tion has been highly optimized directly in hardware and, ignoring one-time page fault costs at start

up, is performed largely without the hypervisor’s involvement. That leaves only interrupt virtualiza-

tion, which is indeed much faster for standalone hypervisors on ARM, confirmed by the Interrupt

Controller Trap and Virtual IPI microbenchmarks shown in Section 3.3. While this contributes to

Xen’s slightly better Hackbench performance, the resulting application performance benefit overall

is modest.

However, when VMs perform I/O operations such as sending or receiving network data, stan-

dalone hypervisors like Xen typically offload such handling to separate VMs to avoid having to

re-implement all device drivers for the supported hardware and to avoid running a full driver and em-

ulation stack directly in the standalone hypervisor, which would significantly increase the Trusted

Computing Base and increase the attack surface of the hypervisor. Switching to a different VM to

perform I/O on behalf of the VM has very similar costs on ARM compared to a hosted hypervisor

approach of switching to the host on KVM. Additionally, KVM/ARM benefits from the hypervisor

having privileged access to all physical resources, including the VM’s memory, and from being di-

rectly integrated with the host OS, allowing for optimized physical interrupt handling, scheduling,

and processing paths in some situations.

Despite the inability of both KVM/ARM and Xen ARM to leverage the potential fast path of

trapping from a VM running in EL1 to the hypervisor in EL2 without the need to run additional
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hypervisor functionality in EL1, our measurements show that both KVM/ARM and Xen ARM

can provide virtualization overhead similar to, and in some cases better than, their respective x86

counterparts.

3.5 Related Work

Much work has been done on analyzing and improving the performance of x86 virtualization. While

ARM virtualization is a relatively new area it is interesting to note that there are also very little work

looking at virtualization performance across different architectures. While some techniques such as

nested page tables have made their way from x86 to ARM, much of the x86 virtualization work has

limited applicability to ARM for two reasons: First, earlier work focused on techniques to overcome

the absence of x86 hardware virtualization support such as paravirtualization or binary translation.

Since both ARM and x86 virtualization today is largely based on hardware assisted virtualization,

lessons learned on interactions between the architectural support for virtualization and hypervisor

design are of limited value today. Second, some later work based on x86 hardware virtualization

support leverages hardware features that are in many cases substantially different from ARM and

simply cannot be directly applied on ARM.

One earlier study attempted to estimate the performance of ARM hardware virtualization sup-

port using a software simulator [81]. However, the work was based on a simple hypervisor lacking

important features like SMP support and use of storage and network devices by multiple VMs. Be-

cause of the lack of hardware or a cycle-accurate simulator, no real performance evaluation was

possible. In contrast, we have presented an in-depth performance study of ARM virtualization on

real 64-bit ARMv8 server hardware using both custom designed micro benchmarks and real-world

macro benchmarks measuring multiple production quality hypervisors.

Adams and Agesen [1] compare the performance of a purely software-based hypervisor that

uses binary translation with a hypervisor using the first version of x86 hardware virtualization sup-

port. They find that the software-based hypervisor outperforms the hardware-based one, but a care-

ful performance analysis shows that this is mostly due to the software hypervisor handling page

faults more quickly that the hardware hypervisor. This first iteration of x86 hardware virtualiza-

tion support did not include virtual MMU support and therefore even the hardware hypervisor still
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had to use shadow page table techniques. A later study by Agesen et al. [3] shows that as hard-

ware matured and x86 virtualization support added virtual MMU support (EPT), hardware-based

hypervisors outperform software-based hypervisors.

Sugerman et al. [77] optimized I/O performance on an early version of VMware Workstation

which was developed before the x86 hardware virtualization support. They apply a number of tech-

niques which are specific to the VMware Workstation hypervisor design. Similar to our studies they

find that interrupt processing and running two network stacks are important sources of performance

overhead. Their work does not explore design or performance consequences of the x86 architectural

support for virtualization or contrast this to any other architectures.

Santos et al. [72] investigate the CPU cost for Netperf’s TCP STREAM benchmark on Xen

on x86. Their studies are done on x86 systems without hardware virtualization support using Xen

paravirtualization. They find that on such systems, CPU usage per packet increases significantly in

Xen compared to bare-metal especially for 10G Ethernet, and suggest changes to the Xen software

design to reduce the CPU cost per package. Their experimental setup configures VMs with a single

VCPU and does not account for any effects of multicore VMs, commonplace in today’s deploy-

ments. While Santos et al. focus exclusively on CPU usage for a single streaming benchmark on

Xen on x86 using paravirtualization, we have looked at the performance of a wide range of micro

benchmarks and application benchmarks, and we contrast different hypervisor designs against each

other from a performance point of view in the context of modern hardware support for virtualization.

Heo and Taheri [45] analyze the performance of various latency sensitive workloads on VMware

Vsphere on x86. They find that the overhead for latency sensitive workloads is split into a constant

part coming from the extra I/O layers and from going through the hypervisor, and a variable part

coming from processing the workload in the server. Their main observation is that the variable part

is significant and increases proportionally to the size of the server workload. In contrast, we found

that on ARM there is very little overhead in the variable workload and that almost the same time

is spent executing the workload inside the VM as on bare-metal, and that almost all the overhead

comes from the additional I/O layers and from interactions with the hypervisor.

Buell et al. [23] investigate the performance of both complex and latency sensitive workloads

on VMware Vsphere on multicore systems using generally available performance tools and using

VMware-specific performance tools. Similar to Heo and Taheri they also find that a large part of the
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application overhead comes from taking longer to execute the workload in a VM compared to native

execution, and not from VM-to-hypervisor transitions. More specifically, they find that the main

reason for overhead running complex workloads like OLTP processing comes from the hardware’s

support for memory virtualization using two-level page tables. In contrast, we found that almost all

the overhead from running MySQL on ARM was time spent in the hypervisor.

Common to both of the x86 performance studies referenced above is that the overhead of exe-

cuting the same code in the VM as on bare-metal comes from memory virtualization. Bhargava et

al. [19] also find that two-level TLB misses can be very expensive for any hypervisor using either

Intel’s or AMD’s hardware support for virtualization and recommend that such overhead can be

significantly reduced by improving the cache hit rate for page table walks by for example using a

larger page granularity for nested pages, or by using a split TLB for first and second stage page

table lookups. The ARM architecture allows implementations to use both of these methods and

also supports caching intermediate stages of page table walk. The Applied Micro Atlas SoC used

in our performance study [33] and presented in Chapter 3 uses a split TLB design and the ARM

Cortex-A57 CPU used in the passthrough configuration discussed in Chapter 4 implements caches

for intermediate page table walks. In both cases, we did not observe a significant slowdown caused

by page table walks as long as we used 2M mappings for all stage 2 mappings on both KVM/ARM

and Xen ARM.

3.6 Summary

This chapter presents the first study of ARM virtualization performance on 64-bit ARMv8 server

hardware, including multi-core measurements of the two main ARM hypervisors, KVM/ARM and

Xen for ARM. To do this, we introduce a suite of microbenchmarks to measure common hyper-

visor operations on multi-core systems. Using this benchmark suite, we show that ARM enables

standalone hypervisors such as Xen to transition between a VM and the hypervisor much faster

than on x86, but that this low transition cost does not extend to hosted hypervisors such as KVM

because they cannot run entirely in the EL2 CPU mode ARM designed for running hypervisors.

While this fast transition cost is useful for supporting virtual interrupts, it does not help with I/O

performance because Xen has to communicate with I/O backends in a special Dom0 VM, requiring
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more complex interactions than simply transitioning to and from the EL2 CPU mode.

We expand on the conclusions and measurements in Chapter 2, which evaluated split-mode

virtualization on ARMv7 development hardware. While our previous results show that performing

extra traps in the context of split-mode virtualization are relatively inexpensive, this chapter shows

that the cost associated with saving and restoring all of the CPU’s EL1 kernel register state results

in a higher VM-to-hypervisor transition cost for hosted hypervisors using split-mode virtualization

compared to standalone hypervisors on ARM.

We further show that both current hypervisor designs cannot leverage ARM’s fast VM-to-

hypervisor transition cost in practice for real application workloads. KVM/ARM actually exceeds

the performance of Xen ARM for most real application workloads involving I/O. This is due to

differences in both hypervisor software design and implementation that play a larger role than how

quickly the system can switch between the VM and the hypervisor. For example, KVM/ARM easily

provides zero copy I/O because its host OS has full access to all of the VM’s memory, where Xen

enforces a strict I/O isolation policy resulting in poor performance despite Xen’s much faster VM-

to-hypervisor transition mechanism. Finally, we show that ARM hypervisors have similar overhead

to their x86 counterparts on real applications.

The results presented in this chapter motivate the introduction of the Virtualization Host Exten-

sions (VHE) for ARMv8, which are designed to improve the performance of hosted hypervisors.

In the next chapter I will discuss software changes required to take advantage of these new hard-

ware features which bring faster VM-to-hypervisor transitions to hosted virtualization on ARM and

improves real application performance involving I/O.
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Chapter 4

Improving ARM Virtualization Performance

In the previous Chapter 3 we have discussed ARM virtualization performance across multiple hy-

pervisors and seen that ARM virtualization has very different performance characteristics compared

to x86 virtualization, and that key VM-to-hypervisor interactions perform worse on hosted hypervi-

sors than on standalone hypervisors on ARM. We also saw that hosted hypervisors actually perform

better than standalone hypervisors for application workloads involving I/O. This chapter presents

a new hypervisor design which brings the benefit of fast VM-to-hypervisor interactions to hosted

hypervisors on ARM. We demonstrate the effectiveness of this hypervisor design for KVM/ARM

and show that we can significantly improve performance compared to split-mode virtualization.

Hypervisor designs for both ARM and x86 virtualization rely on running a full OS kernel

to support the hypervisor functionality. This is true for both standalone and hosted hypervisors.

KVM/ARM, a hosted hypervisor, is integrated with the Linux kernel and leverages the Linux ker-

nel for common OS functionality such as scheduling, memory management, and hardware support.

Similarly, Xen, a standalone hypervisor, runs a full copy of Linux in a special privileged Virtual

Machine (VM) called Dom0 to leverage existing Linux drivers to provide I/O for other VMs. These

hypervisor OS kernels which support the hypervisor run in the CPU’s kernel mode just like OS ker-

nels run when not using virtualization. Modern hypervisors use hardware support for virtualization,

avoiding the need to deprivilege the guest OS kernel in a VM to run in user mode [25]. As each VM

runs a guest OS kernel in addition to the hypervisor OS kernel, and both kernels run in the same

kernel mode, the shared hardware state belonging to kernel mode is multiplexed among OS kernels.

When a VM is running on the CPU, the VM’s guest OS kernel is using the CPU’s kernel mode, but

when it becomes necessary to run the hypervisor, for example to perform I/O on behalf of the VM,

the hypervisor OS kernel takes over using the CPU’s kernel mode.

Transitioning from the guest OS kernel to the hypervisor OS kernel involves saving the guest

kernel’s state and restoring the hypervisor kernel’s state, and vice versa. This save and restore
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operation is necessary because both the guest and hypervisor OS kernels use the same hardware

state such as registers and configuration settings, but in different contexts. On x86, these transitions

happen using operations architecturally defined as part of the Intel Virtual Machine Extensions

(VMX), known as VM entries and VM exits for for transitioning to and from the VM, respectively.

These hardware operations save and restore the entire kernel mode register state, typically as a

result of executing a single instruction. Unlike x86, ARM does not provide a hardware mechanism

to save and restore kernel mode state, but instead relies on software performing these operations on

each register, which results in much higher overhead. The cost of transitioning from a VM to the

hypervisor can be many times worse on ARM than x86 as shown in Chapter 3.

To address this problem, we present a new hypervisor design and implementation of KVM/ARM

that takes advantage of unique features of the ARM architectural support for virtualization in the

context of hosted hypervisors. We take a new approach to hypervisor design that runs the hypervi-

sor together with its hypervisor OS kernel in a separate CPU mode from kernel mode. ARM VE

provides an extra hypervisor CPU mode, EL2, designed to run standalone hypervisors. EL2 is a

separate mode from the EL1 kernel mode, and the architecture allows switching from EL1 to EL2

without saving or restoring any EL1 register state. In this design, the hypervisor and its OS kernel

no longer run in EL1, but EL1 is reserved exclusively to be used by VMs. This means that the

kernel mode hardware state no longer has to be multiplexed between the hypervisor OS kernel and

a VM’s guest OS kernel, and transitioning between the two does not require saving and restoring

any kernel mode state. This new design, using separate hardware state for VMs and the hypervisor

OS kernel can significantly improve hypervisor performance.

ARM introduced new architectural features, the Virtualization Host Extensions (VHE), in the

ARMv8.1 revision of the architecture, which allows running full unmodified OS kernels in the hy-

pervisor CPU mode, EL2. VHE expands the functionality of EL2 so that it is functionally equivalent

to EL1 and provides transparent register redirection from EL1 to EL2 system registers. Our new

hypervisor design benefits from the architectural improvements introduced by VHE. With VHE, our

design does not require any changes to existing OS outside of the hypervisor functionality. Without

VHE, our design requires modifications to the hypervisor OS kernel so it can run in EL2 instead of

EL1. Although standalone hypervisors also suffer from poor performance due to slow transitions

between the hypervisor OS kernel and guest OS kernels, our design is not easily applicable to stan-
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dalone hypervisors. We focus on improving the performance of hosted hypervisors on ARM given

their widespread popularity, which is at least in part due to their benefits over standalone hypervi-

sors on ARM. ARM hardware does not have the same legacy and standards as x86, so standalone

hypervisors have to be manually ported to every hardware platform they support. Hosted hypervi-

sors leverage their host OS and are automatically supported on all hardware platforms supported by

their host OS.

Running the hypervisor and its OS kernel in a separate CPU mode with its own hardware state

allows a number of improvements to the hypervisor design and implementation, resulting in better

virtualization performance. First, transitioning from the VM to the hypervisor no longer requires

saving and restoring the kernel mode register state. Second, as in the case on ARM, the hypervi-

sor CPU mode can be designed to always have unfettered access to the underlying hardware, and

therefore virtualization features such as nested paging do not have to be explicitly enabled and dis-

abled when transitioning between the VM and hypervisor OS kernels. Third, the hypervisor no

longer needs to prepare VM state and configuration settings in intermediate data structures when

servicing the VM, but can program the hardware state used by the VM directly. For example, x86

hypervisors using VMX must read and write VM state to a special VM Control Structure (VMCS)

memory region, and later the VM entry hardware operation copies this state into CPU registers.

As another example, KVM/ARM maintains hypervisor-specific data structures in memory while

running in EL1 and later copies this data into CPU registers when running in EL2. With our new

hypervisor design, KVM/ARM can simply program CPU registers when necessary and otherwise

leave them alone, leading to overall improved performance. Also, the hypervisor and its OS kernel

no longer need to operate across different CPU modes with separate address spaces which requires

separate data structures and duplicated code. Instead, the hypervisor can directly leverage existing

OS kernel functionality while at the same time configure ARM hardware virtualization features,

leading to reduced code complexity and improved performance.

We have implemented our approach by redesigning KVM/ARM and demonstrated that it is

effective at providing significant performance benefits with reduced implementation complexity.

A number of our changes have been merged into mainline Linux over the course of Linux kernel

versions v4.5 through v4.15, with the remaining changes planned to be applied in Linux v4.16.

We show that our redesign and optimizations can result in an order of magnitude performance
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improvement for KVM/ARM in microbenchmarks, and can reduce virtualization overhead by more

than 50% for real application workloads. We show that both hardware and software need to work

together to provide the optimal performance. We also show that our optimized KVM/ARM provides

significant performance gains compared to x86, indicating that our hypervisor design combined with

the required architectural support for virtualization provides a superior approach to x86 hardware

virtualization.

4.1 Architectural Support for Hosted Hypervisors

I first provide a brief overview of current state-of-the-art hosted hypervisor designs on both x86 and

ARM and discuss how they multiplex kernel mode to run both their VM and hypervisor OS kernels

using hardware virtualization support. Chapter 2 describes ARM VE in detail and contrasts them to

x86. Here I provide a more thorough explanation of Intel VMX and how it supports multiplexing of

kernel mode for x86. I focus on Intel VMX and do not cover AMD-V, though AMD-V is similar for

the purposes of this discussion. I also discuss in more detail how ARM VE supports multiplexing

of kernel mode between the hypervisor and VM OS kernels.

4.1.1 Intel VMX

The Intel Virtual Machine Extensions (VMX) [50], support running VMs through the addition of

a new feature, VMX operations. When VMX is enabled, the CPU can be in one of two VMX

operations, VMX root or VMX non-root operation. Root operation allows full control of the hard-

ware and is for running the hypervisor. Non-root operation is restricted to operate only on virtual

hardware and is for running VMs. VMX provides memory virtualization through Extended Page

Tables (EPT) which limits the memory the VM can access in VMX non-root. Both VMX root and

non-root operation have the same full set of CPU modes available to them, including both user and

kernel mode, but certain sensitive instructions executed in non-root operation cause a transition to

root operation to allow the hypervisor to maintain complete control of the system. The hypervisor

OS kernel runs in root operation and a VM’s guest OS kernel runs in non-root operation, but both

run in the same CPU mode. Since the hypervisor and the VM have separate execution contexts in

form of register state and configuration state, all of this state must be multiplexed between root and
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non-root operation.

VMX supports this multiplexing in hardware by defining two VMX transitions, VM Entry and

VM Exit. VM Entry transitions from root to non-root operation which happens when the hyper-

visor decides to run a VM by executing a specific instruction. VM Exit transitions from non-root

to root operation which transfers control back to the hypervisor on certain events such as hardware

interrupts or when the VM attempts to perform I/O or access sensitive state. The transitions are

managed by hardware using an in-memory data structure called the Virtual-Machine Control Struc-

ture (VMCS). VMX root and non-root operation do not have separate CPU hardware modes, but

VMX instead multiplexes the modes between the hypervisor and VM by saving and restoring CPU

state to memory using hardware VMX transitions.

4.1.2 ARM VE

As explained in Section 2.1, ARM took a very different approach than x86 in adding hardware

virtualization support, and adds a dedicated CPU mode called EL2 to run the hypervisor. EL2

cannot be used to run existing unmodified OS kernels for a number of reasons. For example, EL2

has its own set of control registers and has a limited and separate address space compared to EL1,

so it is not compatible with EL1. Furthermore, EL2 does not easily support running user space

applications in EL0 which expect to interact with a kernel running in EL1 instead of EL2. Therefore,

both the hypervisor and VM OS kernels must run in EL1, and this mode must be multiplexed

between the two execution contexts. On ARM, this can be done by software running in EL2, which

has its own execution context defined by register and control state, and can therefore completely

switch the execution context of both EL0 and EL1 in software, similar to how the kernel in EL1

context switches between multiple user space processes running in EL0.

When both the hypervisor and VM OS kernels run at the same privilege level on ARM without

an equivalent feature to the x86 VMX transitions, an obvious question is how to differentiate be-

tween the roles of the hypervisor and the VM kernel. The hypervisor kernel should be in full control

of the underlying physical hardware, while the VM kernel should be limited to control of virtual

hardware resources. This can be accomplished by using ARM VE which allows fine-grained control

of the capabilities of EL1. Software running in EL2 can enable certain sensitive instructions and

events executed in EL0 or EL1 to trap to EL2. For example, similar to x86 EPT, ARM VE provides
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memory virtualization by adding an additional stage of address translation, the stage 2 translations.

Stage 2 translations are controlled from EL2 and only affect software executing in EL1 and EL0.

Hypervisor software running in EL2 can therefore completely disable the stage 2 translations when

running the hypervisor OS kernel, giving it full access to all physical memory on the system, and

conversely enable stage 2 translations when running VM kernels to limit VMs to manage memory

allocated to them.

ARM VE supports the multiplexing of EL1 analogously to how EL0 is multiplexed between

processes using EL1. Because EL2 is a separate and strictly more privileged mode than EL1,

hypervisor software in EL2 can multiplex the entire EL1 state by saving and restoring each register

and configuration state, one by one, to and from memory. In line with the RISC design of ARM, and

in contrast to the CISC design of x86, ARM does not provide any hardware mechanism to multiplex

EL1 between the hypervisor and VM kernels, but instead relies on existing simpler mechanisms in

the architecture. For example, if a VM kernel tries to halt the physical processor, because this is a

sensitive instruction and the VM is not allowed to control the physical CPU resource, this instruction

will cause a trap to the more privileged EL2 mode, which can then reuse existing instructions to save

and restore state and switch the EL1 execution context to the hypervisor kernel context, configure

EL1 to have full access to the hardware, and return to EL1 to run the hypervisor OS kernel.

4.1.3 KVM

Figure 4.1 compares how the KVM hypervisor runs using x86 VMX versus ARM VE. We refer

to the hypervisor OS kernel as the host OS kernel, the more commonly used term with KVM, and

applications interacting directly with the OS, and running outside of a VM, as host user space.

Figure 4.1(a) shows how KVM x86 works. The hypervisor and host OS run in root operation,

with the host user space running in the least privileged CPU mode level 3, and the host kernel

running in the privileged CPU mode, level 0, similar to running on a native system. All of the

VM runs in non-root operation and the VM user space and kernel also run in level 3 and level 0,

respectively. Transitions between root and non-root mode are done in hardware using the atomic

VMX transitions, VM Entry and VM Exit. In contrast, KVM/ARM uses split-mode virtualization

as introduced in Chapter 2, to support both the host OS kernel running in EL1 and at the same

time runs software in EL2 to manage the virtualization features and multiplex EL1. Most of the
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Figure 4.1: KVM on Intel VMX and ARM VE

hypervisor functionality runs in EL1 with full access to the hardware as part of the host OS kernel,

and a small layer, the lowvisor, runs in EL2.

When KVM x86 runs a VM, it issues a single instruction to perform the VM Entry. The VM

Entry operation saves the hypervisor execution context of the processor to the VMCS and restores

the VM execution context from the VMCS. On a VM Exit, x86 VMX performs the reverse operation

and returns to the hypervisor. Since ARM does not have a single hardware mechanism to save and

restore the entire state of the CPU, KVM/ARM issues a hypercall to trap to the lowvisor in EL2,

which saves and restores all the registers and configuration state of the CPU, one by one, using a

software defined structure in memory. After changing the EL0 and EL1 execution context to the

VM, the lowvisor performs an exception return (eret) to the VM. When the VM traps to EL2, the

lowvisor again saves and restores the entire state of the CPU and switches the execution context

of EL0 and EL1 back to the hypervisor. As we shall see in Section 4.4.1, while the x86 VMX

transitions are very complicated hardware operations, and the traps on ARM from EL1 to EL2 are

cheap, multiplexing the kernel mode between two contexts ends up being much more expensive on

ARM as a result of having to save and restore the entire CPU state in software.
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4.2 Hypervisor OS Kernel Support

Running the hypervisor OS kernel in the same CPU mode as the VM kernels invariably results in

multiplexing the kernel CPU mode, either in hardware or software, which adds overhead from the

need to save and restore state. If instead a dedicated separate CPU mode were available to run the

hypervisor OS kernel, this would avoid the need to multiplex a single mode and allow the hardware

to simply trap from the VM to the hypervisor OS kernel to manage the underlying hardware and

service the VM. Being able to transition back and forth between the full hypervisor functionality

and the VM quickly without repeatedly saving and restoring the entire CPU state can reduce latency

and improve virtualization performance.

Running the hypervisor OS kernel in a separate mode requires support from both hardware and

software. The hardware must obviously be designed with a separate mode in addition to the mode

used to run the VM kernel and VM user space. The hardware for the separate mode must support

running full OS kernels that interact with user space applications. Furthermore, the hypervisor

software must be designed to take advantage of running the hypervisor OS kernel in a separate CPU

mode. As explained in Section 4.1, x86 does not meet these requirements because it does not have

a separate CPU mode for the hypervisor OS kernel. ARM at least provides a separate CPU mode,

EL2, but it was not designed for running hypervisor OS kernels. We show how this limitation can

be overcome.
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Figure 4.2: Hypervisor Designs and CPU Privilege Levels

Figure 4.2(c) shows how KVM/ARM can be re-designed to run both the hypervisor (KVM)

and its hypervisor OS kernel (Linux) together in EL2. Figures 4.2(a) and 4.2(b) are repetitions of
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Figures 4.1(a) and 4.1(b), respectively, and shown here again to illustrate the contrast between KVM

on x86 (Figure 4.2) which runs the hypervisor OS kernel and the VM kernel in the same CPU mode

and privilege level, and KVM/ARM in EL2 (Figure 4.2(c)) which runs the hypervisor OS kernel

and the VM kernel in separate CPU modes and privilege levels.

This design is superior to previous ARM hypervisor designs including existing KVM/ARM

and Xen on ARM, because it allows for very fast transitions between the VM and the hypervisor,

including when running the hypervisor OS kernel, because there is no need to repeatedly save and

restore the entire CPU state when transitioning between the VM and the hypervisor OS kernel.

Furthermore, because the hypervisor is integrated with its hypervisor OS kernel, it can directly

manage the underlying hardware using existing functionality such as device drivers in the hypervisor

OS kernel without having to run special privileged VMs as is the case on Xen [33].

However, running an existing OS kernel in EL2 requires modifying the hardware or OS kernel,

because EL2 was designed only to run hypervisors and lacks key features available in EL1, ARM’s

kernel mode, used to support OS kernels. First, EL2 uses a separate set of control registers accessed

using different instructions than the EL1 control registers, causing incompatibilities with a kernel

written to run in EL1. Second, EL2 lacks support for host user space, which is needed to run ap-

plications such as QEMU, which provides device emulation. Running host user space applications

in EL0 in conjunction with software running in EL2 without using EL1, as shown in Figure 4.2(c),

requires handling exceptions from EL0 directly to EL2, for example to handle system calls, hard-

ware interrupts, and page faults. EL2 provides a Trap General Exceptions (TGE) bit to configure

the CPU to route all exceptions from EL0 directly to EL2, but setting this bit also disables the use

of virtual memory in EL0, which is problematic for real applications. Finally, EL2 uses a different

page table format and only supports a single virtual address range, causing problems for a kernel

written to use EL1’s page table format and EL1’s support for two separate virtual address space

ranges.

4.2.1 Virtualization Host Extensions

To run existing hypervisor OS kernels in EL2 with almost no modifications, ARM introduced the

Virtualization Host Extensions (VHE) in ARMv8.1. ARM based their decision to change their

architecture in part based on our work with KVM/ARM presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. VHE
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is an architectural hardware modification that provides improved support for hosted hypervisors on

ARM.

VHE adds a single bit to the hypervisor control register (HCR EL2), the E2H bit. VHE main-

tains complete backwards compatibility with ARMv8.0 and existing hypervisors; if the E2H bit is

not set, ARMv8.1 hardware virtualization support behaves exactly the same as ARMv8.0. How-

ever, setting the E2H bit significantly changes how the virtualization extensions work and changes

the meaning of other control bits, adds new functionality, changes register layouts, and changes

the virtual memory system in EL2 [13]. In the following we explain how the three most important

features for supporting hypervisor OS kernels running in EL2 work.

First, VHE introduces additional EL2 registers to provide the same functionality available in

EL1 to software running in EL2. VHE adds new virtual memory configuration registers, a new

context ID register used for debugging, and a number of new registers to support a new timer. With

these new registers in place, there is a corresponding EL2 system register for each EL1 system

register. VHE, when enabled, then transparently changes the operation of instructions that normally

access EL1 system registers to access EL2 registers instead, when running in EL2. Transparently

changing the operation of the instructions lets existing unmodified OSes written to issue EL1 system

register instructions instead access EL2 system registers when run in EL2. VHE, when enabled, also

changes the bit layout of some EL2 system registers to share the same layout and semantics as their

EL1 counterparts.

Second, VHE supports running host user space applications that use virtual memory in EL0

and interact directly with a kernel running in EL2. This is required because a hosted hypervisor

typically does not simply run a kernel in isolation, but also runs user space applications to manage

VMs. VHE introduces new functionality so that the EL0 virtual memory configuration can be

managed by either EL1 or EL2, depending on a run time configuration setting. For example, when

running a VM, the VM kernel runs in EL1 and VM user space applications run in EL0, and the

VM kernel should naturally control the virtual memory configuration of its user space applications.

On the other hand, a hypervisor OS kernel running in EL2 will also run user space applications

in EL0, and the hypervisor OS kernel should similarly control the virtual memory configuration

of the hypervisor OS’s user space applications. Therefore, VHE lets the hypervisor OS kernel

configure if EL0 is run as part of the hypervisor context, or as part of the VM context, by setting
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and clearing the TGE bit, respectively. Configuring EL0 to belong to the hypervisor context by

setting the TGE bit also routes exceptions from EL0 directly to EL2, instead of going to EL1. On

ARMv8.0, the TGE bit was designed to work with standalone hypervisors only, and it was assumed

that a standalone hypervisor’s user space applications would be simple bare-metal applications, and

the TGE bit therefore simply disabled stage 1 virtual memory in EL0, when EL0 was configured to

run as part of the hypervisor context. VHE extends the functionality of the TGE bit such that when

VHE is enabled by setting the E2H bit, and exceptions from EL0 are routed to EL2 by setting the

TGE bit, virtual memory support is enabled in EL0 and controlled using EL2 page table registers.

A hosted hypervisor will typically configure EL0 to use the EL2 system registers when running the

hypervisor OS, and configure EL0 to use the EL1 system registers when running the VM.

Third, VHE changes the virtual memory subsystem, known as the translation regime, used by

EL2 and by EL0 when EL0 is configured to run in the hypervisor context, so that it works exactly

in the same way that the EL0/EL1 translation regime works for a kernel running in EL1. There are

two main limitations of the EL2 translation regime compared to the EL0/EL1 translation regime

before VHE; EL2 uses a different page table format and EL2 only supports a single virtual address

range where EL1 supports two, one for the kernel and one for user space. Having two separate

address space ranges is convenient and efficient when writing OS software, because one range can

be configured for the kernel and be shared across all processes, and the other range can be used

for individual user space applications. Only the range used for user space applications need to

be reconfigured when switching from one process to the other, and there is no need to maintain

mappings of the kernel in every process page table. VHE changes the page table format of EL2 to

use the same format as used in EL1, which avoids the need to change an existing OS kernel’s page

table management code to support different formats, and VHE also adds the same support known

from EL1 to EL2 for two separate virtual address space ranges.

ARMv8.1 differs from the x86 approach in two key ways. First, ARMv8.1 introduces additional

hardware register state so that a VM running in EL1 does not need to save a substantial amount of

state before switching to running the hypervisor in EL2 because it uses separate register state from

EL1. In contrast, recall that x86 adds CPU virtualization support by adding root and non-root

operation as orthogonal concepts from the CPU privilege modes, and adds a hardware mechanism

to transition between the operations which saves and restores register to memory, but x86 does
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not introduce additional hardware register state like ARM. As a result, switching between root and

non-root operation requires transferring state between CPU registers and memory. The cost of this

is ameliorated by implementing the state transfer in hardware, but while this avoids the need to

do additional instruction fetch and decode, accessing memory is still more expensive than having

extra hardware register state and not having to perform any memory accesses. Second, ARMv8.1

preserves the RISC-style approach of allowing software more fine-grained control over which state

needs to be switched for which purposes instead of fixing this in hardware.

Using VHE to run Linux as the hypervisor OS kernel in conjunction with KVM requires very

little effort. The early boot code in Linux simply sets a single bit in a register to enable VHE, and

the kernel itself runs without further modification in EL2.

While the hypervisor OS kernel can run largely unmodified in EL2, the hypervisor itself must

be modified to run with VHE. In particular, because EL1 system register access instructions are

changed to access EL2 registers instead, the hypervisor needs an alternative mechanism to access

the real EL1 registers, for example to prepare a VM’s execution context. For this purpose, VHE

adds new instructions, the _EL12 instructions, which access EL1 registers when running in EL2

with VHE enabled. The hypervisor must be modified to replace all EL1 access instructions that

should continue to access EL1 registers with the new _EL12 access instructions when using VHE,

and use the original EL1 access instructions when running without VHE.

Type 1: E2H Bit Clear Type 2: E2H+TGE Bit Set

Xen Hypervisor Host Kernel and KVM

Apps

syscalls
& traps

EL 0 (User)

EL 1 (Kernel)

EL 2 (Hypervisor)
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Figure 4.3: Virtualization Host Extensions (VHE)

Figure 4.3 shows how standalone and hosted hypervisors run with VHE. Standalone hypervisors

do not set the E2H bit introduced with VHE, and EL2 behaves exactly as in ARMv8 and described

in Section 3.1. Hosted hypervisors set the E2H bit when the system boots, and the hypervisor

OS kernel runs exclusively in EL2 with both the E2H and TGE bits set, and never runs in EL1.
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Hosted hypervisor OS kernels can run unmodified in EL2, because VHE provides an equivalent EL2

register for every EL1 register and transparently rewrites EL1 register accesses from EL2 to EL2

register accesses, and because the page table formats between EL1 and EL2 are now compatible.

Transitions from host user space to host kernel happen directly from EL0 to EL2, for example to

handle a system call, as indicated by the arrows in Figure 4.3. Enabling direct transitions between

EL0 and EL2 for the hypervisor host OS no longer disables stage 1 virtual address translations in

EL0.

4.2.2 el2Linux

Unfortunately, VHE hardware is not yet publicly available and remains an optional extension to the

ARM architecture. As an alternative, we introduce KVM/ARM [32], a lightly modified version of

Linux that runs in EL2 on non-VHE hardware. KVM/ARM brings the benefits of running Linux

as the hypervisor OS kernel in a separate CPU mode to existing hardware alongside the KVM

hypervisor. It involves three main kernel modifications to Linux.

First, to control its own CPU mode, Linux must access EL2 register state when running in EL2,

and we modify the Linux kernel source code as needed to access EL2 system registers instead of

EL1 registers. This can be done using either build time conditionals or at runtime using instruction

patching to avoid overhead from introducing additional conditional code paths in the kernel.

Second, to support host user space applications such as QEMU in EL0 interacting with a kernel

running in EL2, we install a tiny runtime in EL1, which includes an exception vector to forward

exceptions to EL2 by issuing a hypercall instruction. The result is that exceptions from EL0 are

forwarded to EL2 via EL1. However, this introduces two sources of additional overhead for appli-

cations running outside of a VM. One is a small overhead from going through EL1 to EL2 when

handling an exception in EL0. The other is a larger overhead due to the need to multiplex EL1

between the EL1 runtime and a VM’s guest OS kernel. While saving and restoring the EL1 state

is expensive, it is only necessary when running host user space applications, not on each transi-

tion between a VM and the hypervisor. For the KVM hypervisor, returning to host user space is

already an expensive transition on both ARM and x86. As a result, KVM is heavily optimized to

avoid returning to host user space. Measurements presented in Section 4.4 indicate this overhead is

negligible in practice.
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Third, to support virtual memory for host user space applications in EL0 and the kernel running

in EL2 while preserving normal Linux virtual memory management semantics, we make two Linux

modifications. One provides a way to bridge the differences between the different page table formats

of EL0 and EL2, and the other uses the single EL2 page table to mimic the behavior using two

EL0/EL1 page tables.

Bridging the differences between different page table formats of EL0 and EL2 is important be-

cause Linux memory management is designed around the assumption that the same page tables are

used from both user and kernel mode, with potentially different access permissions between the two

modes. This allows Linux to maintain a consistent per-process view of virtual memory from both

the kernel and user space. Violating this assumption would require invasive and complex changes

to the Linux kernel. KVM/ARM takes advantage of the fact the differences between EL0/EL1 and

EL2 page table formats are relatively small and can be bridged to use the same page tables for

both EL0 and EL2 by slightly relaxing a security feature and accepting a higher TLB invalidation

frequency on some workloads.

KVM/ARM relaxes a security feature because the EL2 page table format only has a single non-

execute bit which must be shared by EL0 and EL2 to use the same page tables for both EL0 and

EL2. When setting this bit on a page table entry which is used in both EL2 and EL0, the page is

not executable by the kernel or user space, and when clearing this bit, the page is executable by

both. Since kernel pages containing code must be executable by the kernel, the single non-execute

bit means they end up executable by both user space and the kernel. This problem does not exist for

EL1 page tables because they support two bits to control if a page is executable or non-executable,

one for EL0 and one for EL1. We emphasize that while this is a slight relaxation of a security

feature, it is not a direct security exploit. All kernel pages can still not be read or written from

user space, but only executed, and can still only be executed with user privileges. This security

relaxation may work against the purpose of kernel hardening techniques such as kernel address

space randomization (KASLR), because user software can try to execute random addresses in the

kernel’s address space and rely on signals to regain control, and by observing the register state of the

CPU or by observing other side effects, applications can attempt to reason about where the kernel

maps its code and data within its address space.

Alternative solutions exist to support virtual memory for host user space applications in EL0
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without relaxing this security feature, but require more invasive changes to Linux. One approach

would be to simply not use the same page tables between the kernel and user space and maintain

two page tables per process, one used by the host user space in EL0 and one used by the kernel

in EL2. This solution would require additional synchronization mechanisms to make sure the two

page tables always maintained a consistent view of a process address space between user space

threads and the kernel. Another approach would be to not allow Linux to access user space pointers

from within the kernel and instead require Linux to translate every user space virtual address into

a kernel virtual address by walking the EL0 user space page tables in software from within the

kernel on every user access such as read or write system calls that transfer data between user space

processes and the kernel.

KVM/ARM may incur a higher TLB invalidation frequency because virtual memory accesses

performed in EL2 are not tagged with an Address Space Identifier (ASID), which are used to dis-

tinguish different address space resolutions in the TLB to avoid having to invalidate TLB entries

when changing address spaces, for example when switching between processes. While the kernel

address space is shared for all processes, the kernel also sometimes accesses user space addresses

when copying data between user space, for example when handling system calls. Such accesses

should be tagged with the process ASID to ensure that TLB entries only match for the right process.

Since memory accesses performed in EL2 are not associated with a ASID, we must invalidate all

EL2 entries in the TLB when switching between processes. This does not affect TLB entries for

memory accesses done by user space applications, as these still run in EL0 and all EL0 accesses

still use ASIDs. We did not observe a slowdown in overall system performance as a result of this

design, and estimate that for most virtualization workloads the effect will be minimal, but it could

be substantial for other host workloads. Note that VHE hardware uses ASIDs in EL2 and does not

have this limitation.

Finally, KVM/ARM uses an approach similar to x86 Linux to enable a single EL2 page table to

mimic the behavior using two EL0/EL1 page tables. Instead of having separate page tables for user

and kernel address spaces as is done in EL1, KVM/ARM splits a single address space so that half

is for user space and the other half is for a shared kernel space among all processes. Similar to x86

Linux, KVM/ARM only maintains a single copy of the second level page tables for the kernel and

points to these from the first level page table across all processes. ARM supports a maximum of 48
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bits of contiguous virtual addresses, resulting in a maximum of 47 bits of address space for both the

kernel and each user space process.

4.3 Hypervisor Redesign

While running the hypervisor OS kernel in a separate CPU mode is a key aspect of our approach,

it turns out that this alone is insufficient to significantly improve virtualization performance, as

we will show in Section 4.4. The hypervisor itself must also be redesigned to take advantage of

not having to multiplex the same CPU mode between the hypervisor OS kernel and the VM. We

redesigned KVM/ARM based on this insight. A key challenge was to do this in such a way that our

modifications could be accepted by the Linux community, which required also supporting legacy

systems in which users may still choose to run the hypervisor OS kernel in EL1. We describe three

techniques we used to redesign KVM/ARM’s execution flow to improve performance.

First, we redesigned KVM/ARM to avoid saving and restoring EL1 registers on every transition

between a VM and the hypervisor. The original KVM/ARM had to save and restore EL1 state on

every transition because EL1 was shared between a VM’s guest OS kernel and the hypervisor OS

kernel. Since the hypervisor OS kernel now runs in EL2 and does not use the EL1 state anymore,

it can load the VM’s EL1 state into CPU registers when it runs the VM’s virtual CPU (VCPU)

on the physical CPU for the first time. It does not have to save or modify this state again until it

runs another VCPU or has to configure its EL1 runtime to run applications in host user space. This

entails not only eliminating copying EL1 state to in-memory hypervisor data structures on each

transition between a VM and the hypervisor, but also modifying KVM/ARM to directly access the

physical CPU for the running VCPU’s EL1 register state since the hypervisor data structures may

be out of date. To preserve backwards compatibility to also use KVM/ARM without Linux running

in EL2, we keep track of whether a VCPU’s EL1 registers are loaded onto the physical CPU or

stored in memory and direct accesses to EL1 registers in KVM/ARM to the appropriate location

using access functions.

Second, we redesigned KVM/ARM to avoid enabling and disabling virtualization features on

every transition between the VM and the hypervisor. The original KVM/ARM had to disable virtu-

alization features when running the hypervisor OS kernel so it could have full access to the under-
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lying hardware, but then enable virtualization features when running a VM so it only had restricted

access to virtualized hardware. The configuration of virtualization features such as stage 2 transla-

tions, virtual interrupts, and traps on sensitive instructions only apply to software running in EL1

and EL0. Since the hypervisor OS kernel now runs in EL2, it automatically has full access to the

underlying hardware and the configuration of virtualization features do not apply to it. Instead, the

virtualization features simply remain enabled for running VMs in EL1 and EL0, eliminating fre-

quent writes to the group of special EL2 registers that configures the virtualization features. The

only time the virtualization features need to be disabled is for running host user space applications

and its supporting EL1 runtime, which happens relatively infrequently.

Third, we redesigned KVM/ARM to avoid the use of shared, intermediate data structures be-

tween EL1 and EL2. The original KVM/ARM using split-mode virtualization had to communicate

across EL1 and EL2 modes via intermediate data structures mapped in both CPU modes because

much of the hypervisor functionality was implemented in the hypervisor OS kernel running in EL1

but needed to have some aspect run in EL2 to program EL2 hardware. The hypervisor ends up

processing data twice, once in EL1 which results in writing data to an intermediate data structure,

and once in EL2 to process the intermediate data structure and program the hardware. Similarly,

duplicative processing also happened when intermediate data structures were used to store EL2 state

that needed to be read by the hypervisor OS kernel in EL1 but could only be read by the hypervisor

in EL2. This complicates the code and results in many conditional statements. To make matters

worse, since EL1 and EL2 run in separate address spaces, accessing the intermediate data struc-

tures can result in a TLB miss for both EL1 and EL2. Since the hypervisor OS kernel now runs in

EL2 together with the rest of KVM/ARM, there is no longer any need for these intermediate data

structures. The previously separate logic to interact with the rest of the hypervisor OS kernel and

to program or access the EL2 hardware can be combined into a single optimized step, resulting in

improved performance.

A prime example of how eliminating the need for intermediate data structures helped was the

virtual interrupt controller (VGIC) implementation, which is responsible for handling virtual in-

terrupts for VMs. VGIC hardware state is only accessible and programmable in EL2, however

hypervisor functionality pertaining to virtual interrupts relies on the hypervisor OS kernel, which

ran in EL1 with the original KVM/ARM. Since it was not clear when running in EL2 what VGIC
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state would be needed in EL1, the original KVM/ARM would conservatively copy all of the VGIC

state to intermediate data structures so it was accessible in EL1, so that, for example, EL1 could

save the state to in-memory data structures if it was going to run another VM. Furthermore, the

original KVM/ARM would identify any pending virtual interrupts but then could only write this in-

formation to an intermediate data structure, which then needed to be later accessed in EL2 to write

them into the VGIC hardware.

Since the hypervisor OS kernel now runs in EL2 together with the rest of KVM/ARM, the

redesigned KVM/ARM no longer needs to conservatively copy all VGIC state to intermediate data

structures, but can instead have the hypervisor kernel access VGIC state directly whenever needed.

Furthermore, since the redesign simplified the execution flow, it became clear that some VGIC

registers were never used by KVM and thus never needed to be copied, saved, or restored. It turns

out that eliminating extra VGIC register accesses is very beneficial because VGIC register accesses

are expensive. Similarly, since the hypervisor OS kernel now runs in EL2, there is no need to

check for pending virtual interrupts in both EL1 and EL2. Instead these steps can be combined

into a single optimized step that also writes them into the VGIC hardware as needed. As part of

this redesign, it became clear that the common case that should be made fast is that there are no

pending interrupts so only a single simple check should be required. We further optimized this step

by avoiding the need to hold locks in the common case, which was harder to do with the original

KVM/ARM code base that had to synchronize access to intermediate data structures.

To maintain backwards compatibility support for systems not running the hypervisor and its

host OS kernel in EL2, while not adding additional runtime overhead from conditionally execution

almost all operations in the run loop, we take advantage of the static key infrastructure in Linux.

Static keys patch the instruction flow at runtime to avoid conditional branches, and instead replaces

no-ops with unconditional branches when a certain feature is enabled. During initialization of

KVM/ARM, we activate or deactivate the static branch depending on whether KVM/ARM runs in

EL2 or EL1. For example, the run loop uses a static branch to decide if it should call the lowvisor

to start switching to a VM in EL2, or if it should simply run the VM if the hypervisor is already

running in EL2.
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4.4 Experimental Results

We evaluate the performance of our new hypervisor design using both microbenchmarks and real

application workloads on ARM server hardware. Since no VHE hardware is publicly available yet,

we ran workloads on non-VHE ARM hardware using KVM/ARM. We expect that KVM/ARM

provides a conservative but similar measure of performance to what we would expect to see with

VHE since the critical hypervisor execution paths are almost identical between the two, and VHE

does not introduce hardware features that would cause runtime overhead from the hardware. In

this sense, these measurements provide the first quantitative evaluation of the benefits of VHE, and

provide chip designers with useful experimental data to evaluate whether or not to support VHE in

future silicon. We also verified the functionality and correctness of our VHE-based implementation

on ARM software models supporting VHE. As a baseline for comparison, we also provide results

using KVM on x86 server hardware.

ARM measurements were done using a 64-bit ARMv8 AMD Seattle (Rev.B0) server with

8 Cortex-A57 CPU cores, 16 GB of RAM, a 512 GB SATA3 HDD for storage, and a AMD

10 GbE (AMD XGBE) NIC device. This is a different machine than used for the performance

study presented in Chapter 3, because this machine is equipped with an IOMMU and allows device

passthrough, which is the I/O configuration with the best performance and which is the most sen-

sitive to additional latency introduced by the hypervisor architecture. For benchmarks that involve

a client interfacing with the ARM server, we ran the clients on an x86 machine with 24 Intel Xeon

CPU 2.20 GHz cores and 96 GB RAM. The client and the server were connected using 10 GbE and

we made sure the interconnecting switch was not saturated during our measurements. x86 measure-

ments were done using Dell PowerEdge r320 servers, each with a 64-bit Xeon 2.1 GHz E5-2450

with 8 physical CPU cores. Hyper-Threading was disabled on the r320 servers to provide a similar

hardware configuration to the ARM servers. Each r320 node had 16 GB of RAM, 4 500 GB 7200

RPM SATA RAID5 HDs for storage, and a Dual-port Mellanox MX354A 10 GbE NIC. For bench-

marks that involve a client interfacing with the x86 server, we ran the clients on an identical x86

client. CloudLab [63] infrastructure was used for x86 measurements, which also provides isolated

10 GbE interconnect between the client and server.

To provide comparable measurements, we kept the software environments across all hard-
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ware platforms and hypervisors the same as much as possible. KVM/ARM was configured with

passthrough networking from the VM to an AMD XGBE NIC device using Linux’s VFIO direct

device assignment framework. KVM on x86 was configured with passthrough networking from

the VM to one of the physical functions of the Mellanox MX354A NIC. Following best practices,

we configured KVM virtual block storage with cache=none. We configured power management

features on both server platforms and ensured both platforms were running at full performance. All

hosts and VMs used Ubuntu 14.04 with identical software configurations. The client machine used

for workloads involving a client and server used the same configuration as the host and VM, but

using Ubuntu’s default v3.19.0-25 Linux kernel.

We ran benchmarks on bare-metal machines and in VMs. Each physical or virtual machine

instance used for running benchmarks was configured as a 4-way SMP with 12 GB of RAM to

provide a common basis for comparison. This involved two configurations: (1) running natively on

Linux capped at 4 cores and 12 GB RAM, (2) running in a VM using KVM with 8 physical cores

and 16 GB RAM with the VM capped at 4 virtual CPUs (VCPUs) and 12 GB RAM. For network

related benchmarks, the clients were run natively on Linux and configured to use the full hardware

available.

To minimize measurement variability, we pinned each VCPU of the VM to a specific physical

CPU (PCPU) and ensured that no other work was scheduled on that PCPU. We also statically

allocated interrupts to a specific CPU, and for application workloads in VMs, the physical interrupts

on the host system were assigned to a separate set of PCPUs from those running the VCPUs.

We compare across Linux v4.5 and v4.8 on ARM to quantify the impact of our improvements,

as the former does not contain any of them while the latter contains a subset of our changes merged

into mainline Linux. To ensure that our results are not affected by other changes to Linux between

the two versions, we ran both v4.5 and v4.8 Linux natively on both the ARM and x86 systems

and compared the results and we found that there were no noticeable differences between these

versions of Linux. We used a newer version of the Linux kernel than in the performance study

presented in Chapter 3, because we wanted to measure what real-world users would realistically

run their workloads on when using distribution or mainline Linux kernels, and because we wanted

to include optimizations already merged for KVM/ARM between Linux v4.5 and v4.8 and include

any optimizations done for KVM x86.
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For comparison purposes, we measured four different system configurations, ARM, ARM EL2,

ARM EL2 OPT, and x86. ARM uses vanilla KVM/ARM in Linux v4.5, the kernel version before

any of our implementation changes were merged into Linux. ARM EL2 uses the same KVM/ARM

in Linux v4.5 but with modifications to run KVM/ARM to quantify the benefits of running Linux in

EL2 without also redesigning the KVM/ARM hypervisor itself. ARM EL2 OPT uses our redesigned

KVM/ARM in Linux v4.8, including all of the optimizations described in this paper, both those

already merged into Linux v4.8 and those scheduled to be applied in upcoming Linux versions.

4.4.1 Microbenchmark Results

We first ran various microbenchmarks as listed in Table 4.1, which are part of the KVM unit test

framework [53]. We slightly modified the test framework to measure the cost of virtual IPIs and

to obtain cycle counts on the ARM platform to ensure detailed results by configuring the VM with

direct access to the cycle counter. Table 4.2 shows the microbenchmark results. Measurements

are shown in cycles instead of time to provide a useful comparison across server hardware with

different CPU frequencies. The ARM results are similar to those shown in Table 3.2 although they

vary slightly because a different version of the Linux kernel is used as well as a different CPU mi-

croarchitecture. We note that in particular the base VM-to-hypervisor transition cost is very similar,

and only the virtual IPI cost is somewhat higher on the platform used for these measurements. The

x86 results shown in Table 4.2 are slightly better than those presented in Table 3.2 because of opti-

mizations introduced in KVM in the newer version of the Linux kernel used for the measurements

presented in this chapter.

The Hypercall measurement quantifies the base cost of any operation where the hypervisor must

service the VM. Since KVM handles hypercalls in the host OS kernel, this metric also represents

the cost of transitioning between the VM and the hypervisor OS kernel. For Hypercall, the ARM

EL2 OPT is a mere 12% of the ARM cost and roughly 50% of the x86 cost, measured in cycles.

Comparing the ARM and ARM EL2 costs, we see that only running the hypervisor OS kernel in

a separate CPU mode from the VM kernel does not by itself yield much improvement. Instead,

redesigning the hypervisor to take advantage of this fact is essential to obtain a significant perfor-

mance improvement as shown by the ARM EL2 OPT costs.

The I/O Kernel measurement quantifies the cost of I/O requests to devices supported by the
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Name Description
Hypercall Transition from the VM to the hypervisor and return to the VM without

doing any work in the hypervisor. Measures bidirectional base transition
cost of hypervisor operations.

I/O Kernel Trap from the VM to the emulated interrupt controller in the hypervisor
OS kernel, and then return to the VM. Measures a frequent operation for
many device drivers and baseline for accessing I/O devices supported by
the hypervisor OS kernel.

I/O User Trap from the VM to the emulated UART in QEMU and then return
to the VM. Measures base cost of operations that access I/O devices
emulated in the hypervisor OS user space.

Virtual IPI Issue a virtual IPI from a VCPU to another VCPU running on a differ-
ent PCPU, both PCPUs executing VM code. Measures time between
sending the virtual IPI until the receiving VCPU handles it, a frequent
operation in multi-core OSes.

Table 4.1: Microbenchmarks

Microbenchmark ARM ARM EL2 ARM EL2 OPT x86
Hypercall 6,413 6,277 752 1,437
I/O Kernel 8,034 7,908 1,604 2,565
I/O User 10,012 10,186 7,630 6,732
Virtual IPI 13,121 12,562 2,526 3,102

Table 4.2: Microbenchmark Measurements (cycle counts)

hypervisor OS kernel. The cost consists of the base Hypercall cost plus doing some work in the

hypervisor OS kernel. For I/O Kernel, the ARM EL2 OPT cost is only 20% of the original ARM

cost because of the significant improvement in the Hypercall cost component of the overall I/O

Kernel operation.

The I/O User measurement quantifies the cost of I/O requests that are handled by host user

space. For I/O User, ARM EL2 OPT cost is only reduced to 76% of the ARM cost. The improve-

ment is less in this case because our KVM/ARM implementation requires restoring the host’s EL1

state before returning to user space since running user applications in EL0 without VHE uses an

EL1 runtime, as discussed in Section 4.2.2. However, returning to user space from executing the

VM has always been known to be slow, as can also be seen with the x86 I/O User measurement in

Table 4.2. Therefore, most hypervisor configurations do this very rarely. For example, the vhost

configuration of virtio [70] paravirtualized I/O that is commonly used with KVM completely avoids

going to host user space when doing I/O.
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Finally, the Virtual IPI measurement quantifies the cost of issuing virtual IPIs (Inter Processor

Interrupts), a frequent operation in multi-core OSes. It involves exits from both the sending VCPU

and receiving VCPU. The sending VCPU exits because sending an IPI traps and is emulated by

the underlying hypervisor. The receiving VCPU exits because it gets a physical interrupt which is

handled by the hypervisor. For Virtual IPI, ARM EL2 OPT cost is only 19% of the original ARM

cost because of the significant improvement in the Hypercall cost, which benefits both the sending

and receiving VCPUs in terms of lower exit costs.

Our microbenchmark measurements show that our KVM/ARM redesign is roughly an order of

magnitude faster than KVM/ARM’s legacy split-mode design in transitioning between the VM and

the hypervisor. The ARM EL2 numbers show slight improvement over the ARM numbers, due to

the removal of the double trap cost [37] introduced by split-mode virtualization. However, a key

insight based on our implementation experience and these results is that only running the hypervisor

OS kernel in a separate CPU mode from the VM kernel is insufficient to have much of a perfor-

mance benefit, even on architectures like ARM which have the ability to quickly switch between the

two separate CPU modes without having to multiplex any state. However, if the hypervisor is de-

signed to take advantage of running the hypervisor OS kernel in a separate mode, and the hardware

provides the capabilities to do so and to switch quickly between the two modes, then the cost of

low-level VM-to-hypervisor interactions can be much lower than on systems like x86, even though

they have highly optimized VM Entry and Exit hardware mechanisms to multiplex a single CPU

mode between the hypervisor and the VM.

4.4.2 Application Benchmark Results

We next ran a mix of widely-used CPU and I/O intensive application workloads as listed in Ta-

ble 4.3. For workloads involving a client and a server, we ran the client on a dedicated machine and

the server on the configuration being measured, ensuring that the client was never saturated during

any of our experiments. We chose a subset of the workloads analyzed in the performance study pre-

sented in Chapter 3, specifically we excluded SPECjvm2008 and MySQL, because SPECjvm2008

showed almost no overhead, and MySQL results were heavily influenced by changes introduced in

Linux between v4.5 and v4.8, unrelated to our work. Figure 4.4 shows the relative performance

overhead of executing in a VM compared to natively without virtualization. The ARM and x86 re-
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Name Description
Kernbench Compilation of the Linux 3.17.0 kernel using the allnoconfig for ARM

using GCC 4.8.2.
Hackbench hackbench [62] using Unix domain sockets and 100 process groups

running with 500 loops.
Netperf netperf v2.6.0 [52] starting netserver on the server and running with

its default parameters on the client in three modes: TCP STREAM,
TCP MAERTS, and TCP RR, measuring throughput and latency, re-
spectively.

Apache Apache v2.4.7 Web server with a remote client running
ApacheBench [78] v2.3, which measures number of handled
requests per second serving the 41 KB index file of the GCC 4.4 manual
using 100 concurrent requests.

Memcached memcached v1.4.14 using the memtier benchmark v1.2.3 with its
default parameters.

Table 4.3: Application Benchmarks

sults have different performance characteristics compared to those presented in Chapter 3, because

they are run on a different hardware platform using device passthrough instead of paravirtualized

I/O, and because they run on a different version of the Linux kernel.

We normalize measurements to native execution for the respective platform, with one being

the same as native performance. ARM numbers are normalized to native execution on the ARM

platform, and x86 numbers are normalized to native execution on the x86 platform. Lower numbers

mean less overhead and therefore better overall performance. We focus on normalized overhead

as opposed to absolute performance since our goal is to improve VM performance by reducing

the overhead from intervention of the hypervisor and from switching between the VM and the

hypervisor OS kernel.

Similar to the microbenchmark measurements in Section 4.4.1, the application workload mea-

surements show that ARM EL2 performs similarly to ARM across all workloads, showing that

running the hypervisor OS kernel in a separate CPU mode from the VM kernel without changing

the hypervisor does not benefit performance much. The ARM EL2 OPT results, however, show

significant improvements across a wide range of applications workloads.

For cases in which original ARM did not have much overhead, ARM EL2 OPT performs sim-

ilarly to original ARM as there was little room for improvement. For example, Kernbench runs

mostly in user mode in the VM and seldom traps to the hypervisor, resulting in very low overhead
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Figure 4.4: Application Benchmark Performance

on both ARM and x86. However, the greater the initial overhead for original ARM, the greater

the performance improvement achieved with ARM EL2 OPT. For example, original ARM incurs

more than 60% overhead for Memcached while ARM EL2 OPT reduces that overhead by more

than five times to roughly 10% compared to native execution. Memcached causes frequent traps to

the hypervisor OS kernel to process, configure, and forward physical interrupts. As a result, this

workload benefits greatly from the much reduced hypercall cost for ARM EL2 OPT compared to

original ARM. As another example, original ARM incurs roughly 15% overhead for Apache while

ARM EL2 OPT reduces that overhead by roughly 50% to 8% compared to native execution, which

is even smaller than x86. Apache requires processing network interrupts and sending virtual IPIs,

both of which benefit from the reduced hypercall cost for ARM EL2 OPT.

It is instructive to take a closer look at the various Netperf measurements, TCP STREAM,

TCP RR and TCP MAERTS, which show ARM EL2 OPT providing different performance im-

provements over original ARM and x86. Since we use passthrough to directly assign the network
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device to the VM, the primary source of overhead comes from interrupt handling because the VM

can otherwise directly program the device without intervention from the hypervisor. The network

devices used on both the ARM and x86 servers generate physical RX interrupts when receiving

network data, which is the primary operation of TCP STREAM and TCP RR. These physical in-

terrupts are handled by VFIO in the host kernel and KVM must forward them as virtual interrupts

to the VM, which results in execution overhead. The driver for the AMD XGBE NIC used in the

ARM server frequently masks and unmasks interrupts for this device due to driver implementation

details and support for NAPI, which switches between interrupt driven and polling mode for the VM

network driver. On the other hand, the driver for the Mellanox NIC used in the x86 server does not

enable and disable IRQs using the interrupt controller, but instead manages masking of interrupts

at the device level, which avoids traps to the hypervisor for these operations because the device is

directly assigned to the VM.

TCP STREAM is a throughput benchmark and since x86 has fewer traps to the hypervisor

than ARM due to these NIC differences, x86 has lower virtualization overhead than any ARM

configuration, including ARM EL2 OPT. The same explanation applies to Memcached as well. The

TCP RR workload is a latency measurement benchmark, which sends a single network packet back

and forward between the client and the server in serial, and every single packet causes an interrupt

for both ARM and x86, resulting in overhead on both platforms. Since ARM EL2 OPT has lower

transition costs between the VM and hypervisor when comparing against either original ARM or

x86, it also ends up having the lowest overhead for TCP RR. For both TCP STREAM and TCP -

RR, ARM EL2 OPT reduces the overhead of original ARM by approximately 50% as a result of

the reduced cost of transitioning between the hypervisor OS kernel and the VM when masking

and unmasking virtual interrupts, and when forwarding physical interrupts as virtual interrupts,

respectively. TCP MAERTS shows almost no overhead for all configurations, because sending

packets from the VM to the client generates almost no interrupts and the VMs can access the devices

directly because of their passthrough device configuration.
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4.5 Related Work

Agesen et al. [3] show that x86 hardware-based virtualization performance can be improved by

using software techniques to coalesce exits from the VM to the hypervisor, even with late generation

optimized x86 hardware virtualization support. They were able to leverage significant existing

work in a binary translator to rewrite sequences of instructions executed by the guest OS which

caused several exits into code that causes only a single exit. Our performance study presented in

Chapter 3 did not identify any particular code sequences or repeatable patterns of exits, which could

immediately benefit from being rewritten at run time. In fact, our findings indicate that exits from

the VM to the hypervisor are very infrequent for CPU and memory-bound workloads and that exits

mostly occur when doing I/O.

ELI [41] improves performance of x86 I/O virtualization by directly injecting interrupts from

passthrough devices to VMs. When hypervisors use device passthrough (also known as direct

device assignment), a single I/O device is assigned to a VM, which is allowed to access the device

directly without the hypervisor’s intervention. However, there is usually significant overhead from

processing interrupts for such a device, because when the device generates interrupts, it causes

an exit from the VM to the hypervisor, which must handle the physical interrupt, and emulate

injecting a corresponding virtual interrupt to the guest OS. ELI avoids this overhead by leveraging

specifics of x86 and creates a shadow interrupt descriptor table which instructs the hardware to

jump directly to the guest OS interrupt handler for interrupts from directly assigned devices, and

otherwise trap to the hypervisor for other types of interrupts. ARM does not have a similar concept

of an interrupt descriptor table, and all interrupts are handled by the same exception vector by the

CPU, and the ELI technique therefore doesn’t easily apply to ARM. Both x86 and ARM have since

received hardware support, posted interrupts and GICv4, respectively, for directly delivering virtual

interrupts for assigned devices to guests, but unfortunately no GICv4 hardware is publicly available

at the time of writing.

vIC [4] coalesces virtual interrupts for SCSI controllers to reduce the exit rate from VMs to the

hypervisor when doing heavy I/O. Similar optimizations may further improve the performance of

KVM/ARM, but their optimizations are completely orthogonal to the work presented in this chapter.

Much other work has been also done on analyzing and improving the performance of x86 vir-
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tualization [77, 72, 3, 41, 27, 40, 45, 23], but none of these techniques addressed the core issue of

the cost of sharing kernel mode across guest and hypervisor OS kernels.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter we discussed the use of hypervisor OS kernels to support the functionality of modern

hypervisors. We discussed how the x86 and ARM architectural support for virtualization support

hosted hypervisors and we presented a case study of how KVM uses this architectural support

to support its Linux hypervisor OS kernel. We presented two ways to improve the support for

hypervisor OS kernels, the ARMv8.1 VHE hardware extensions for future hardware, and el2Linux,

a software solution that works on hardware available at the time of writing. el2Linux modifies Linux

to run in the ARM hypervisor CPU mode, EL2. We then presented a new hypervisor design, which

takes advantage of running the entire hypervisor including its hypervisor OS kernel in a separate

CPU mode from the VM kernel. Our results show an order of magnitude reduction in overhead

for the base cost of trapping from the VM to the hypervisor OS kernel, measured by the hypercall

microbenchmark, and we show more than 50% reduction in overhead for important application

benchmark results.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Conclusions

This dissertation explores new approaches to combining software and architectural support for virtu-

alization with a focus on the ARM architecture and shows that it is possible to provide virtualization

services an order of magnitude more efficiently than traditional implementations.

Chapter 1 investigated limitations to virtualizing the ARM instruction set without architectural

support for virtualization, and we identified 28 instructions on ARMv7 which are sensitive and non-

privileged. We then presented an early prototype of KVM for ARM that uses lightweight paravir-

tualization to address the problem with sensitive non-privileged instructions on ARM. Lightweight

paravirtualization is a simpler approach compared to full paravirtualization. Full paravirtualization

replaces entire functions in the guest OS by hand, and requires ongoing maintenance of every sup-

ported guest OS. Lightweight paravirtualization is fully automated and statically replaces individual

sensitive non-privileged instructions with privileged instructions that trap to the hypervisor. The

early prototype of KVM for ARM defines an encoding of all sensitive non-privileged instructions

including their operands into privileged instructions, allowing sensitive instructions to be replaced

one-by-one and leaving the rest of the guest OS code intact.

Chapter 2 presented split-mode virtualization, a new hypervisor design that splits the core hy-

pervisor across different CPU modes and allows a single code base to take advantage of the fea-

tures offered from both CPU modes. Split-mode virtualization is used to support hosted hypervisor

designs using the ARM virtualization extensions without having to modify the host OS. Hosted

virtualization has key benefits in the context of ARM virtualization, where systems are often imple-

mented without following any standards, often have custom boot protocols instead of relying on a

well-defined interface to BIOS or UEFI firmware, and often times do not have any discoverable bus

such as PCI. On such systems, software cannot rely on standards or legacy memory maps, and as a
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results standalone hypervisors have to be ported to every single supported platform. Hosted hyper-

visors, on the other hand, can reuse the device and platform support of the host OS. KVM/ARM,

using split-mode virtualization, was designed from the ground up to be included in mainline Linux

so that it would be widely used in practice and could serve as a foundation for future research,

as well as for production use. KVM/ARM for ARMv7 was included in mainline Linux v3.9 and

64-bit ARMv8 support followed in Linux v3.10. As a result, KVM/ARM is supported on almost

all systems that support Linux and are equipped with the ARM virtualization extensions without

further porting efforts. Based on my experiences getting code merged into the Linux kernel, and

subsequently maintaining the code for several years while seeing it widely adopted for production

use, we offer advice to others in how to get research ideas adopted by open source communities.

Chapter 3 presented an in-depth study of ARM virtualization performance using the two main

ARM hypervisors, KVM/ARM and Xen for ARM, on 64-bit ARMv8 server hardware. We provided

x86 measurements using both KVM and Xen as a baseline for comparison. Given that the ARM vir-

tualization extensions were initially designed for standalone hypervisors, we carefully analyzed the

performance implications of using split-mode virtualization and compared both microbenchmark

results and application benchmark results using both KVM/ARM, a hosted hypervisor, and Xen, a

standalone hypervisor. Our study shows that ARM enables standalone hypervisors such as Xen to

transition between the VM and the hypervisor three times faster than on x86, but this low transition

cost does not extend to hosted hypervisors such as KVM/ARM which is five times slower on ARM

than on x86 for the same hypervisor design. Standalone hypervisors on ARM are able to achieve

such good results, because the standalone hypervisor runs in a CPU mode separate from the VM, and

there is no need to multiplex any register state between the hypervisor and VM execution contexts.

However, these performance characteristics are not well correlated with application performance.

For real application workloads involving I/O, the hypervisor’s I/O model dwarfs the difference in

cost when switching between the VM and the hypervisor. Xen runs a special privileged VM, Dom0,

to perform I/O on behalf of the application VM, and Xen has to facilitate communication between

I/O backends in Dom0 and the application VM, requiring much more complex interactions than

simply transitioning to and from the hypervisor CPU mode. A key conclusion from our study is that

both hypervisors were unable to leverage ARM’s potential for fast transitions between the hypervi-

sor and the VM for real application workloads. In fact, KVM/ARM using split-mode virtualization
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performs better than Xen on ARM for real application workloads using I/O, because KVM/ARM

benefits from being integrated directly with an OS kernel and does not rely on running an additional

VM, such as Dom0, to run I/O on behalf of other VMs and because KVM/ARM’s I/O model allows

full access from the hypervisor to application VMs which facilitates zero copy I/O and significantly

improves performance.

Chapter 4 presented a new hypervisor design for KVM/ARM which takes advantage of running

both the hypervisor and its hypervisor OS kernel in a separate CPU mode from the VM. Our new

hypervisor design benefits from new architectural features introduced in ARMv8.1, the Virtualiza-

tion Host Extensions (VHE), to avoid modifications to the hypervisor OS kernel. We introduced

el2Linux, a port of Linux that runs in ARM’s EL2 hypervisor mode to run the hypervisor and its

OS kernel in the same CPU mode on legacy systems without VHE. Our new hypervisor design

improves real application performance and reduces virtualization overhead by more than 50%, and

achieves very low VM-to-hypervisor transition costs, lower than on x86 and an order of magnitude

lower than previous designs. We achieve this by combining software and architectural support for

virtualization in a new way which avoids saving and restoring any CPU state when switching be-

tween the VM and the hypervisor, but instead runs the hypervisor and its hypervisor OS kernel in a

dedicated CPU mode with its own register state separate from the VM’s.

Building the first and most popular industry ready hypervisor for a computer architecture using

new architectural features is a rare, unique, and multi-faceted challenge, from which important and

interesting lessons can be extracted. Much of the work on ARM virtualization presented in this

dissertation coincided with ARM being deployed as servers and networking equipment [64, 73],

in addition to the mobile and embedded markets where ARM remains the dominating architecture.

This change in the world’s computing ecosystem allowed me to apply research ideas in practice and

evaluate techniques both academically and in practice.

We have, for the first time, the benefit of being able to compare virtualization software and

architectural support for virtualization on two widely deployed architectures. x86 architectural sup-

port for virtualization supports running full operating systems in both its root and non-root operation

but requires context switching the CPU state between the two operations. ARM, on the other hand,

provides a separate CPU mode to run the hypervisor and avoids the need to context switch the CPU

state between the hypervisor CPU mode and other modes. Why did these two architectures choose
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such fundamentally different designs? It was natural for ARM to design their architectural support

around existing features in the ISA and expand the protection mechanism with an additional CPU

mode because it follows the design principle of RISC architectures and introduces few and simple

changes to the ARM ISA. The ARM virtualization extensions provide the bare minimum feature set

for running a hypervisor, leaving complicated operations to software. In contrast, x86 is a CISC ar-

chitecture and already has a complicated ISA, and it was natural to simply introduce the expressive

power required to run VMs directly in the ISA.

An initial drawback of the ARM design compared to the x86 design was the lack of support

for running full OS kernels in the hypervisor CPU mode. This design decision was the unfortunate

result of trying to simplify the architecture and neglecting an existing software design; hosted hy-

pervisors. However, with the introduction of VHE this oversight was addressed and in some way

the architectural support for virtualization in ARM and x86 are now equally capable — but they

have very different performance characteristics. ARM ends up being able to provide significantly

lower VM-to-hypervisor transition costs compared to x86 for both standalone and hosted hypervi-

sors because ARM implementations introduce additional hardware register state for the dedicated

hypervisor CPU mode and avoids saving and restoring state to memory. With VHE, ARM supports

running the full hypervisor and its hypervisor OS kernel in the dedicated hypervisor CPU mode

and the performance benefit of the ARM virtualization extensions extend to real application perfor-

mance as well. The key lesson is that when designing architectural support for virtualization, the

architecture should support separate hypervisor and VM execution contexts where both contexts

support running a full OS kernel, and to achieve good performance the architecture should facilitate

very fast switching between the hypervisor and the VM execution contexts.

As a final contribution, I wish to offer my opinion on an ongoing discussion about the design

of hypervisor software. Are standalone (Type 1) or hosted (Type 2) hypervisors better? I take no

definitive stance in this debate. Each design has its merits depending on the deployment scenario

and the surrounding software ecosystem. For example, VMware ESXi is a commercial standalone

hypervisor and it can limit its base of supported hardware to select server systems and include

drivers for supported hardware within the hypervisor without relying on an existing OS and still

provide fast I/O virtualization compared to other standalone hypervisors such as Xen which runs

I/O drivers in a VM. Microsoft Hyper-V, also a standalone hypervisor, pays the cost of running
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the device drivers in a VM, possibly because it reduces the hypervisor TCB and because security

and isolation are important factors for Microsoft’s customer base. On the other hand, the core idea

of KVM, a hosted hypervisor, is to reuse existing Linux features and share code maintenance and

platform support with the Linux kernel and let users, who already run Linux, easily run VMs using

familiar tools and configurations. VMware workstation, another hosted hypervisor, is designed to

be able to run on any developer laptop and therefore has to rely on existing drivers in the host

OS. Furthermore, WMware workstation is not amenable to a standalone design but instead installs

itself as a module in a host OS because of its distribution model as a downloadable and installable

application.

The important observation is that both hypervisor designs are facts of life and commonly used,

and simply classifying a hypervisor as either hosted or standalone does not provide a full picture of

the suitability or performance of the hypervisor. The glaringly obvious example is the case of the

ARM virtualization extensions where it was originally assumed that standalone hypervisors would

be more suitable and have better performance because the initial ARM architectural support for

virtualization was designed specifically for standalone hypervisors; however, it was KVM/ARM, a

hosted hypervisor, which became the first and most popular ARM hypervisor to be widely deployed

in production due to the significant benefits of being integrated with Linux in the ARM ecosystem.

5.2 Future Work

My research has investigated core aspects of virtualization on ARM, especially related to architec-

tural support for virtualization, and the design, implementation, and evaluation of hypervisors on

ARM. There is, however, some virtualization techniques which have been explored on x86 and not

yet explored on ARM, as well as a number of deployment scenarios which more commonly use

ARM processors, such as mobile phones and embedded computing, where virtualization may also

be useful.

Nested virtualization [18], also known as recursive virtualization, is the discipline of running

VMs within VMs. Since this work is closely tied to the architectural support for virtualization, it

should be explored how to support nested virtualization on ARM. One immediate problem is that

the ARM virtualization extensions are not self-virtualizable because EL2 instructions do not trap
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when executed in EL1, and therefore EL2 cannot be emulated in a less privileged CPU mode using

trap-and-emulate. ARM has recently announced changes in the ARMv8.3 architecture version to

support nested virtualization [21], and we have proposed further extensions to the architecture [57]

which are included in the ARMv8.4 architecture version to improve the performance of nested virtu-

alization on ARM. Nested virtualization is an increasingly popular technology for supporting guest

OSes with built-in virtualization functionality in the cloud and is heavily used for test, development,

and continuous integration. However, even with the upcoming changes in ARMv8.4, preliminary

results show that paravirtualized I/O performance in nested VMs can be more than 5X slower com-

pared to native performance. Direct device assignment beyond one level of virtualization requires

multiple levels of translations for DMA transactions and requires emulating virtual IOMMUs to

each level of guest hypervisors. Preliminary results show that also this approach to providing I/O

virtualization in the context of nested virtualization causes high overhead from the cost of having

to trap and emulate multiple levels of DMA remapping operations on the virtual IOMMUs and

propagating these mappings to the physical IOMMU. For these reasons, further research in how to

provide sufficiently efficient virtual I/O for multiple levels of virtualization is important.

As requirements for compute bandwidth and throughput continues to increase, for example for

computer vision and machine learning workloads, the use of custom accelerators and FPGAs is on

the rise. Recently announced system interconnects such as CCIX, Gen-Z, and OpenCAPI indicate

a trend towards more heterogeneous system designs consisting of a mix of compute nodes with po-

tentially different ISAs, coupled with accelerators and FPGAs in cache-coherent interconnects. As

these workloads move away from custom installations towards general-purpose cloud computing,

it will inevitably be necessary to support VMs on heterogeneous systems which have direct access

to accelerators, FPGAs, and even support running across CPU cores with different ISAs. Current

device assignment support for VMs on both ARM and x86 is mostly limited to PCIe devices, and

it is unclear how to multiplex and assign resources which are more tightly integrated using new

system interconnects.

As cloud computing becomes more and more pervasive, and we move an increasing amount of

private and sensitive data to the cloud, security and reliability of cloud computing is becoming a key

concern for both cloud providers and society. ARM’s virtualization extensions provide a separate

CPU mode to run the hypervisor, and the split-mode virtualization design presented in Chapter 2
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runs a very small amount of code in the most privileged CPU mode. This smaller TCB can poten-

tially be leveraged to provide better security guarantees for virtualization solutions than traditional

hypervisor solutions which relies on a much larger TCB. ARM’s design of architectural support

for virtualization offers unique benefits in being able to quickly switch between CPU modes and

potentially allows running a small TCB in the most privileged CPU mode to ensure the integrity

of workloads running in less privileged CPU modes, even outside the context of virtualization. For

example, stage 2 memory translation could be enabled with relatively low overhead to protect cer-

tain memory regions from unwanted access or to validate critical accesses against system integrity

measures. It is also of key importance to explore how computer architectures could be changed to

provide increased security and isolation for cloud deployments and which effects that may have on

software.

Another way of improving the reliability and security of virtualization is by formally verifying

correct functionality of the hypervisor. This is relevant not only for data center and cloud infras-

tructure, but also for embedded and safety-critical deployments which are moving towards more

powerful and centralized compute nodes, using virtualization instead of hardware separation, to

provide isolation between workloads. Existing work has formally verified an abstract specification

of a microkernel OS [55], but this OS is not deployed in practice for many applications of virtual-

ization. As discussed in Chapters 2 and 4, code maintainability and reuse of existing driver and

hardware support is key for many practical deployments. Applying formal verification techniques

to hypervisors which build on existing large software code bases to improve their reliability and

reduce vulnerabilities would make a real-world impact and should be explored in more depth.

Another area where ARM is becoming increasingly commonplace is automotive. Modern cars

typically have several hundred integrated control units, many of them are based on small ARM

microprocessors. There is a general interest in consolidating these tiny nodes into larger compute

cores to reduce cost and complexity of automotive systems, and virtualization has been suggested as

one way to maintain isolation between various critical systems. However, there are many challenges

in using virtualization technology in automotive and safety critical systems in general. For example,

real-time sensitive tasks may not meet their real-time requirements in VMs, the isolation guarantees

provided by virtualization may not be strong enough compared to running on physically separate

systems, and there are reliability concerns because many systems could fail if a single hardware unit
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malfunctions. Understanding the benefits and risk in bringing virtualization to automotive systems

is an immensely important challenge.

The ARM architecture is making a push into the server and networking markets, but also re-

main dominating for smartphones and tablets. Previous work have explored various techniques to

support multiple execution environments on these types of devices using operating system virtual-

ization and binary compatibility to solve problems otherwise commonly solved with virtualization

on x86-based PCs. Cells [6] uses operating system virtualization to create lightweight containers

supporting multiple Android instances on a smartphone. Cider [7, 5] uses binary compatibility

to run iOS applications side-by-side with Android applications using the same operating system

kernel. Both of these use cases could also be solved using full system virtualization, for example

building on the KVM/ARM work presented in this dissertation, but there are unsolved challenges

in doing so. To run full Android instances with virtually unrestricted features and user interactions,

one must solve the problem of multiplexing peripherals like the GPU, touchscreen, phone subsys-

tem, sensor devices, and audio. Running a proprietary operating system like iOS in a VM would

require emulating the devices expected by the guest OS or would require being able to configure

the guest OS for the virtual emulated platform by for example installing custom drivers, similar

to what users do with Microsoft Windows on PCs. In both cases, understanding the performance

and latency characteristics of full system VMs on mobile hardware platforms would be essential

in understanding the feasibility of virtualization as a technology to solve use cases requiring multi-

ple execution environments on mobile. A key challenge in providing any user-facing virtualization

experience is GPU virtualization, which has only been partially solved for virtual desktop infras-

tructure (VDI) deployments. Exploring how hardware and software can be co-designed to make it

easier to provide GPU virtualization across a wide range of hypervisor and guest OS implementa-

tion, could make virtualization a more useful technology for end-user facing deployments such as

tablets and mobile phones.

Finally, the ARM architecture features the Security Extensions, also known as TrustZone. Trust-

Zone provides separate secure CPU privilege modes designed to run Trusted Execution Environ-

ments (TEEs) underneath a full system stack consisting of potentially a hypervisor, OS, and user

space applications. Currently, running a virtual machine that supports the full range of ARM ar-

chitecture features including TrustZone is only supported using pure software emulation, which is
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orders of magnitude slower than virtualization. There are interesting use cases for emulating Trust-

Zone in VMs, for example to support proprietary system images that are designed to be installed

and booted in the secure CPU modes on ARM, or for test and development, which is currently

cumbersome and slow and requires complicated certificate configurations on real hardware or using

slow software emulators. It is potentially possible to emulate both secure and non-secure environ-

ments for a single VM using ARM’s virtualization extensions by creating isolated environments

for the secure and non-secure world, and by emulating the behavior of the EL3 monitor either in

software or using trap-and-emulate. Investigating the possibilities of this support would close the

loop in understanding ARM’s capability to be fully self-virtualizing.
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